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C. Synopsis

The operational life of all-dielectric self supporting (ADSS) optical fibre cables 

installed on high voltage over-head power transmission lines is limited by sheath 

degradation caused by induced electrical activity on the cable's surface. The work 

presented in this thesis describes research completed to quantify this degradation. This 

has resulted in a novel analysis method being developed and used to associate product 

testing with field trial results. The analysis is based on evaluating the magnitude of 

recorded electrical activity and fitting an appropriate distribution to the data to 

describe relative electrical arcing power.

This innovation was possible due to the completion of a comprehensive review of the 

theories dealing with the generation of the electrical activity, followed by a detailed 

analysis. Where appropriate, worked examples are given in the thesis to demonstrate 

these theories. As a result of this work three proposals have been made to simplify 

future analyses. They are: approximating the relevant variables to span related 

polynomial functions, relating capacitive coupling to the space potential, and the 

superposition of assumed functions.

The work is supported by results presented of extensive practical testing and 

simulations carried out by the author. These include analyses of the resulting cable 

damage, some of which has not been discriminated between in previous work. The 

completed analysis of tested products has also identified, previously not quantified, 

degradation accelerants. The work classifies these accelerants into extrinsic 

installation and intrinsic product factors.

The thesis presents and reviews the implication of the electrical degradation resistance 

of sheaths applied to slotted-core and advance multi-loose tube (MLT) optical fibre 

cable designs. This has lead to the evaluation of three generations of sheath
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technology, which varied from low smoke compound technology, through to bimodal 

polyethylene. The work also identifies specific methods to limit risk to products. They 

include the use of pre-blended materials and the need to assure both sheath surface 

finish quality and cable longitudinal water blocking.

Finally, the thesis summarises the development of new and previously investigated 

proposed degradation mitigation systems. Selected possible solutions were then 

evaluated using tests and analysis methods developed by the author, and compared 

with those of other notable works. This has resulted in the filing of two patents. 

As a result of this research a solution has been trialed and proposed to the 

collaborating company. This will allow optical fibre cable to be installed in high 

potential fields for the prescribed lifetime, overcoming previous limitations.
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ry or lermb ana acronyms*

ACSR Aluminium Conductors Steel Reinforced. Other related terms include AAC,
all aluminium (stranded) conductors, AAAC, all aluminium alloy 
conductors.

ADL All Dielectric Lashed cable.

ADSS All Dielectric Self-Supporting cable. Generic term which applies to non- 
conductive aerial cables.

Afumex Anti-track material formulated by Pirelli. 

Ansys A commercial finite element modelling package.

Aramid Technically polyaramid, a high modulus fibre which is used as a non- 
metallic strength member in fibre optical cables. Trade names include 
Twaron and Kevlar. The materials are commonly used for body armour.

ASTM The American Society for Testing of Materials.

ASU Arizona State University.

ATH Aluminium Tri-Hydrate.

BEM Boundary Element Method.

BSI British Standards Institute.

CEGB Central Electricity Generating Board. UK electrical utility supplier before
privatisation and division into regional power companies (includes the 
National Grid, and Energis).

CENELEC Comite Europe'en de Normalisation Electrotechnique /
European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization.

CESI Italian test certification body for electromechanical and electrical systems.

Core Centre of cable, includes elements, central strength members, and binders.
Excludes protective sheaths, armour and peripheral strength members.

Corona Discharge phenomena caused by the dielectric breakdown of the
atmosphere.

CSM Central Strength Member.

CTE Coefficient of Thermal Expansion.

Data-corn Data communication cable.

Dead end Fitting which attaches restrained aerial cable to pylons.

DEIS Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation Society. An association which seeks to
promote the study of dielectric phenomena and behaviour, in circuits and 
systems under conditions of use.

DLT Dry Loose Tube. Generic cable design consisting of a large central loose
tube with multiple optical fibre. In general displays negative fibre excess.

Dog Bone Specific type of Stockbridge vibration damper tuned to the resonance
frequency of cable. The dog bone damper being named after the shape. This 
construction has four resonance frequencies.

Dry band A dry annul us ring formed about a water covered cable due to Joule heating. 

ECOC European Conference on Optical Communications.

EHV Extra High Voltage - Usual considered to by 220, 230, 345 & 500 kV in
the USA. Typically up to 400 kV in the UK.
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Element

Electran 

Excess 

EVA

FDM

FEA

FEM

Fibrespan

Fibre buffer tube

Filler

Filling compound

Flooding compound

GRP

HALS

HOPE

Hot foil

Hydrophilic

Hydrophobic

ID

IEC

IEEE

IWCS

JWG
TMMathcad

Matlab 

MDH

MDPE

Megalon

MIV

MLT

MM 

Monte Carlo

A cable component stranded member. Includes fibre tubes, copper wire 
pairs, and cylindrical fillers.

Software used to predict electrostatic potential about an electrical grid 
pylon.

Term used to describe the fibre overfeed within loose tube cable designs.

Ethylenevinyl acetate. Polymer material commonly used for cling-film 
wrap and glues, density of 0.94 g/cm3 .

Finite difference method.

Finite element analysis.

Finite element model.

A Pirelli aerial cable made from a slotted pultruded rod.

An extruded tube made from engineering polymers which protects and 
houses one or more optical fibres.

A cable dummy element made from extruded polyethylene which is used to 
maintain cable geometry as a cheap alternative to a fibre tube.

A grease which is added to cables to fill interstices and hence prevent 
longitudinal water penetration.

A grease which is added to a cable by flooding the core before sheathing.

Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastic.

Hindered Light Amine Stabiliser.

High density polyethylene. Approximately 0.95 g/cm3 .

Method of identity marking a cable that involves the transfer of material 
from a coloured tape by contact embossing the tape with heated stamps into 
the sheath surface.

Material property of affinity with surface water.

Material property to repelling surface water.

Inside Diameter.

International Electromechanical Commission.

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.

International Wire and Cable Symposium.

Joint Working Group.

Software which evaluated problems both arithmetically and symbolically.

Matrix based software used to evaluate mathematical problems.

Magnesium dihydrate.

Medium density polyethylene. Density 0.94 g/cm .

Low fire hazard (LFH) material.

Minimum Induced Voltage. Theoretical position within the induced 
electrical field of lowest space potential.

Multi-loose tube. Generic term used for cable designs consisting of a core 
of stranded cable elements including fibre tubes.

Multi-mode. One possible transmission mode of optical fibre.

Statistical method that utilises sequences of random numbers to perform a 
simulation. The term "Monte Carlo" was allegedly coined by Metropolis 
(inspired by Ulam's interest in poker) during the Manhattan Project of



MTA 

MTBF

Neon 

NESC

NEW 1368

NGC

OPAC

OPGW

LAN

Lay up

LLDPE

LDPE

LSOH / LFH

OD 

OTDR

Partial current

PBT

PDS 

PP

Pul traded 

PVC

Re-enforcement rod 

RG11/17/20/42

RMS

ROW

RTV

Sheath

SM

SPL

World War II, because the capital of Monaco was a centre for gambling. 

Magnesium hydroxide. Trade names include "Kisuina SA". 

Mean Time Between Failure.

Pirelli patent fibre technology which provides extended operational life due 
to resistance of water induced fatigue.

National Electric Safety Code (USA).

Anti-track material.

National Grid Company.

Optical Attached Cable.

Optical Ground Wire.

Local area network.

The operation of assembling the cable.

Linear low density polyethylene.

Low density polyethylene, density 0.92 g/cm3 .

Low smoke, zero (0) halogen. Generic description of specialised Pirelli 
sheathing compound. Differs from Low fire hazard that may include PVC 
and therefore may produce corrosive fumes on ignition.

Outside diameter.

Optical time domain reflectometer. An instrument which measures optical 
fibre attenuation with respect to fibre length.

Two current densities exist during arcing activity caused by an alternating 
potential. The actual (net) current density is the algebraic sum of the two 
partial current densities (one is considered positive the other negative).

Polybutylene terephthalate. An engineering polymer with a density of 0.92 
g/cm'.
Premise distribution system.

Polypropylene, common crystalline plastic, usually filled to provide 
rigidity. Density 0.9 g/cm3 .

Geometric form manufactured by pulling material from a die.

Polyvinychoride. Density 1.4 g/cm3 .

Aerial fitting which function is to grip the cable.

Selected design specification of Pirelli Cables ADDS designs. These vary in 
size strength and construction.

Root mean square.

Right of way.

Room temperature vulcanised (silicon rubber coating).

Concentric layer of material extruded about a cable or cable components.

Single mode.

Steel polymer laminate. Metallic tape usually corrugated about a cable to 
provide armouring.
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SWA Steel wire armour. A protective cable layer consisting of stranded
galvanised wire.

SVD Spiral Vibration Damper. This is usually a variable helix of a polymer
material that wraps several metres over the cable near the tower. This is an 
impact damper which is most effective against high accelerations associated 
with smaller diameter cables, and performs consistently over a range of 
frequencies.

S-Z Stranding form consisting of components helical wound in one direction,
which are reversed at regular distances (for example every 8 cycles).

TTF Time To Failure.

UV Ultraviolet light.

Quad Four insulated copper wires twisted together.

Yarn Bunched tread consisting of several mono-filaments or strands. Typically
used as stranded peripheral strength members or non-metallic armouring. 
Examples included.
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f Introduction

In 1986 the Central Electricity Generation Board (CEGB) became interested in using 

All-Dielectric Self Support (ADSS) optical fibre cable on over-head power 

transmission lines'. Interaction was anticipated between the ADSS cable and the 

power line's electro-magnetic field. Although no one could foresee specific failure 

mechanisms, concerns were expressed due to previous experiences and published 

work dealing with polymer insulators [ref. 1 & 2]. These insulators were introduced 

as cost effective alternatives to tradition ceramic designs, but their performance could 

degrade over time due to surface electrical tracking. It was therefore conceivable that 

when a dielectric cable was installed in a high voltage field that induced electrical 

activity could cause similar damage to the cable's polymer sheath. 

As a result of this, full-scale field trials on high voltage lines started at Fawley 

England in June 1987 (see section 8.1). The installed cable was constructed from a 

slotted Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastic (GRP) rod sheathed with a newly developed 

track-resistant compound (coded NEWS 1386) which was a cross linked ethylene 

vinylacetate copolymer (EVA) heavily filled with aluminium trihydrate (ATH). The 

STC" cable design [ref. 3], which became known as Fibrespan  (see figure 1-1), was 

installed using typical working practice for a medium voltage over-head power lines. 

This was however a 400 kV dual circuit over-head power transmission line'".

1 Reported successes include cable installed in West Germany and the Netherlands on power lines rated 

up to HOkV
" The work complete for this Doctorate was in collaboration with Pirelli Communication Cables, 
Newport. The site has had several owners including STC, ICL and Northern Telecom. Any commercial 
and technical examples given in the thesis under these names are the property of Pirelli Cables Ltd. 
ih The cable was installed between Fawley and Nursling, a coastal location near Cowcs. For 91 % of the 
time the line operated both circuits. For 5.6% and 3.4% of the lime there was single circuit operation on 
the Eastern and Western circuits respectively. The field during dual circuit operation would have been 
estimated to be 11 kV, while during single circuit operation this would be anywhere between 7 and 
approximately 25 kV depending upon which circuit was operating. The cable was attached 10 out-side
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As this trial took place, work continued to theoretically quantify possible mechanisms 

of electrical degradation [ref. 4] and evaluate products in laboratory conditions 

[ref. 5]. These were based on previous short span work and on going field 

measurements. The work included the recognition of an electrical degradation 

mechanism caused by Joule heating of a conductive wet pollutant layer on the cable's 

surface. The mechanism was termed "Dry Band Arcing" and was later explained in 

detail by Carter and Waldron circa 1992 [ref. 6].

During the third year of the Fawley trial notable sheath degradation was suddenly 

observed adjacent to fitted Spiral Vibration Dampers (SVDs). The utility companies 

reactively reconsidered the application of optical fibre cable and set about further 

trials to examine failure modes and ADSS cable limits.

Polymer Slot cap

Fillinq Compound

Optical Fibre Ribbon

Glass Reinforced Plastic Rod

Figure 1-1, Cross-section of a FIBRES?AN  cableiv

of the tower traversing from under the lower gantry to mid way towards the second gantry. The span 
length was relatively short at 308m.
iv This specialised cable consists of a slotted pultruded glass reinforced rod that is protected by a filled 
polymer sheath. The design is installed under high tensile conditions (10 kN) and may be used for long 
span applications (spans over 200 m in length). As the slotted core style design is constructed about a 
pultruded glass reinforced rod the cable's torsional stiffness is higher than traditional designs. This 
design has'now been withdrawn from the Pirelli Cable Ltd product range in favour ofMLT/aramid 

yarn based cables.



The new trials included joint competitor analysis by invited cable manufactures. This 

climaxed in the Hunterston trial between 1991 and 1993 (see section 8.2). During this 

trial it was found that track resistant sheathed cables installed in electrical fields 

below 15 kV/m survived without damage. The same cables would however fail when 

installed in a 25 kV/m field (this higher field being equivalent to installing a cable in 

the electrical environment of a dual circuit 400 kV line when working in single circuit 

mode, see section 2.1).

As a result of this trial Scottish Power approved the use of specific Pirelli cables on 

their 275 kV power lines while the National Grid Company rejected ADSS cable 

installation on their high-voltage grid. This set a precedent for ADSS cable 

installations that would remain unchallenged for the following five years. 

Since the Hunterston trial thousands of miles of ADSS cables have been installed on 

the world's overhead power networks, several generations of improved anti-tracking 

materials have been introduced, and installation practices have evolved to maximise 

cable life. Yet still spurious electrical degradation failures have been unofficially 

reported within User Group Meetings (section 8.4).

Since these trials work has also been undertaken by various cable companies to 

quantify the associated failure limits and raise the working electrical field limits of 

ADSS cables. This ranges from practical evaluations of arcing activity to the 

development of passive devices that drain electrical current. 

The research discussed in this thesis is an example of such work completed to 

quantify the degradation mechanisms and to evaluate possible solutions. This was 

achieved by thoroughly reviewing the literature, extending accepted models and 

completing extensive testing. The work discussed in this thesis was initiated in 1994 

and continues to be of both engineering and commercial interest.



To understand why this subject has been of such interest, the following sections aim 

to briefly outline ADSS cable applications and their place in a developing 

communication network.

1.1 Optical fibre cable development

At the beginning of the twenty-century Hondros & Debye [ref. 7] proposed the 

transmission of light through a dielectric structure. However it was in 1966 when the 

first practical clad waveguide structures were developed for telecommunications 

[ref. 8 & 9]. These initial developments had signal losses in excess of 1000 dB/km, 

and it took a further decade to achieve practical optical fibres when signal losses were 

recorded as low as 4.2 dB/km [ref. 10] v (this may be compared with maximum copper 

conductor attenuation limit's typically specified in the magnitude of 1.4 dB/kmV1 at 

audio transmission frequencies of 1 kHz. [ref. 11])

The availability of practical fibres soon led to the commercial development of cables 

in the late 1970s [ref. 12] and early 1980s [ref. 13]. Optical fibre cable has since 

become the preferred medium for communication backbones over traditional copper 

conductor cables because of:

  Freedom from electromagnetic interference.

  Compact design with high data transmission and large bandwidthsv".

  High security"11 .

v Typical signal attenuation of single mode fibre that has been cabled circa 2000 was 0.25 dB/km at
1550 nm and 0.35 dB/km at 1310 nm. For multi-mode cables the attenuation are typically 2.5 dB/km at
850 nm and 0.8 dB/km at 1300 nm.
Vl This is based on a 0.9 mm insulated copper conductor. For typical modern conductors their operation
may include transmission to 1.024 MH/. with attenuation limits increased to 14.60 dB/km.
v " Single mode fibre has theoretical band widths of approximately 40 GHz.km above cut-off wave
lengths of about 1310 nm. For multi-mode cables the bandwidths are typically 600 MHz.km
Vl " Cables were originally marketed as a total secure method of communication. Today non-intrusive
interceptions can be made, for example, by bending the fibre over a reflective grating surface. However
unlike copper cables it is difficult to locate the all-dielectric design and in is impossible to eavesdrop
with-out directly gaining access the fibre.
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  Possible dielectric constructions.

  Safety in explosive environments.

  Low signal attenuation.

The growth of fibre deployment is estimated to continually extend over the next 

fifteen years [ref. 14] with fibre applications diversifying to include extensive direct 

customer access. The offshoot of this expansion is the extension of high capacity 

network backbones. The reason for optical fibre cable growth includes:

  Higher requirement of personal communication including backbones to mobile 

networks.

  Higher use of computer networks including the Internet.

  Increased interactive services including "video on demand".

The cost of establishing a communication network includes hardware, installation,

and maintenance. This is usually complicated by legislative issues dealing with both

the physical infrastructure and commercial environment [ref. 15]. Developing a new

network may therefore have prohibitive lead times and unacceptable costs (this has

sometimes contributed to the development of new technologies'", for example, data

compression techniques adopted on traditional copper networks).

To reduce costs and lead times it is usual to consider installing communication cables

on the backbones of existing networks. This includes rail, roads and utility systems.

These have the advantage of already linking primary locations of dense population

and in some cases they may have local distribution systems.

These service networks also require their own private communication network; for

example, the railways require secure signal control systems. Therefore it is

'" This includes using compression methods over upgraded or existing copper communication lines lhat 

exist to most houses.



advantageous for the utility companies to install surplus transmission bandwidth 

capacity and sell it as a commodity to telecommunication operators. In some cases it 

is rumoured that this capacity is more profitable that the original utility. Such 

diversification in the utility services have been broadened by the general privatisation 

and opening [ref. 16] of domestic markets to international competition.

1.2 Power supply utilities

One such utility is the high voltage electrical distribution network. This is based on 

power lines running both over-head and sub-terrestrial. Over-head systems are more 

popular for long distance distribution as a buried link is typically twice as expensive 

[ref. 17]. A direct buried link is also less flexible due to the poor accessibility that 

restricts maintenance and upgrades. There are also cases where direct buried links 

become infeasible due to technical reasons, examples include rough terrain, river 

crossings, or mountainside drops.

One major disadvantage of over-head power lines is that the cable is exposed to 

weathering and environmental loads. In some cases ecological issues, such as visual 

impairment of the landscape, will force utilities to install the less cost-effective sub- 

terrestrial cables.

Hence the largest power distribution network for high voltage power transmission is 

over-head power lines, and accordingly the largest market for electrical utility 

telecommunication cables is installation on over head power lines. In 1998 the market 

was estimated to be approximately 68,000 km per year [ref. 18] growing at a rate of 

10 %. This is also cyclic with product lives between 10 to 25 years due to expected 

failure and technology redundancies.



1.3 Optical fibre cable used on power lines

There are several competing technologies that may be used as communication links 

on over-head power lines. Each has fundamental differences that lead to specific 

advantages:

  Optical Ground Wire (OPGW). This is ground wirex that contains an optical core 

or an optical section. For newly constructed power line systems the cost increase 

is minimal. However, as it is an integral part of the power system, upgrading and 

retrofitting is not usually economically justifiable due to required power line down 

time. Standards for these products have been established [ref. 19] for some time 

due to the ease of combining specifications for ground wire and optical cable.

  Wrap cable. This is a method of deploying a small lightweight optical cable by 

attachment to either ground wires or conductors. The optical cable is wrapped in a 

helical pattern about the previous strung host cable by an automated moving 

trolley. The optical cables have a low fibre capacity (typically 24 fibres) due to 

limits set on host cable loading. In addition the lightweight, non-metallic, designs 

are prone to bird, shotgun [ref. 20] and electrical damage. If a wrap cable is 

installed on a ground wire it is possible that the surrounding temperature will 

reach over 300°C [ref. 21] X1 during an electrical line fault or lightning [ref. 22] xii 

strike. To ensure acceptable working life in such environments costly cross-linked 

materials are used to sheath the cable.

x Power companies essentially use the earth as return path for electrons. However high voltage power
lines utilise addition inactive conductors as "ground wires". The primarily role in an attempt to safely
attract lightning. In addition they ensure continuity of return along the span and safety control.
xi This has contributed to interest in novel fibre designs capable of withstanding higher temperature. As
yet these are unproven in standard telecommunication applications.
xii Typically a ground wire will receive 37 flashes/1 OOkm/year in Europe increasing to 638

flashes/IOOkm/year in central Africa.



  Optical Attached Cable (OPAC) and All Dielectric Lashed cable (ADL). These 

are similar in design to wrap cables but instead of being wound they are either 

clipped or lashed to the host cable [ref. 23]. These have the additional capability 

of possible installation over previously wrapped cablesxl ".

  Optical Phase Conductors. Similar in concept to optical ground wires, except with 

the fibres being an integral part of the conductor. These cables operate at 

continuously higher temperatures [ref. 24] (typically 65°C) which may cause 

accelerated fibre ageing [ref. 25].

  Metallic self support (MASS) and Optical Metallic Armoured cables [ref. 26] 

(OPMA). These are optical cables that are protected by a steel or aluminium 

construction similar to that of the OPGW, but usually without the stringent 

requirement for electrical performance. These have the advantage of providing 

high levels of protection from mechanical and environmental abuse, for example 

stray shotgun damage and ground fire exposure. These cables are however heavy 

and expensive, and therefore can have limited applications with respect to the 

feasible span relative to towerxlv design. In addition the metallic construction 

limits the product application due to possible clashes with live conductors.

  ADSS cable. All dielectric self-supporting cables that are strung as a separate 

entity on the existing over-heads power line. The cables have an advantage that 

they may be retrofitted to existing lines without power line outage. As the system 

is independent of the power line, the cables may be used to upgrade an existing 

system. These cables may also have high fibre density, designs typically having

xiii Although trade literature has suggested this as a possible application the practicality of installing 
overlaid optical cables on overhcacTpower lines has not been credible explained by research text. Items 
such as Heath & Safety regulations has been ignored; as such this seems a marketing concept. 
* iv Cable application on overhead power lines may be limited by the possible loading which may be 
achieved on a tower relative to the original design specifications and status ol lower ageing.
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72 fibre capacity and expanding beyond 144 fibres. The disadvantage of ADSS 

cable is possible electrical degradation on high voltage power lines. This problem 

does not prevail on the alternative given designs as the products are either 

designed to conduct electrical charge or be installed as a part of an insulated 

system.

All the previous noted cable types have been successfully applied to over-head power 

lines. In some cases technologies are mixed on the same route to suite the 

configurations and age of local power lines. Although the alternative technologies 

have little influence of each other's operational performance they mutually drive 

market prices. The costs of ADSS cables is between OPGW and wrapxv cables.

1.4 ADSS cable designs

A popular ADSS design is an aramid cable as shown in figure 1-2. This design uses 

aramid yarn  as peripheral strength members to support the cable's weight under 

environmental loads. Traditionally the cable was used for medium span applications 

(100 to 250 m). This has been extended to long span applications (above 200 m and 

typical to 900 m span) due to a reduction of aramid yarn costs, improved aramid yarn 

tensile performancexv", and low cable weight (typically 0.17 kg/m). 

The design shown in figure 1-2 has a maximum tensile loading of 8.0 kN. Although 

the fibre is not strained at this load, the cable is extended by 0.4 %. This is possible as

" Typical 12 and 24 fibre cable costs circa 1998 are US$4.5 and US$5.4 per metre for a doubled
armoured 380 kV OPGW. Typical 24 fibre 15 kN ADSS cable would be US$3.84. Prices must
however be compared with typical ground wire costs.
xvi Alternative yarns may be used for ADSS applications. For example glass yarn is a cost effective
solution suitable for short / medium span applications where cable tensile performance relative to cable
size is not so demanding. This option saw a resurgence in popularity in the mid 2000 due to a world
shortage in aramid yarns. Unfortunately products with contain stranded glass yarn also has associated
health and safety risk associated with both manufacture and installation because of possible inhalation
of short fibres or skin irritation when handling.
xv " Typical yarn strengths for high modulus Kevlar is 149 Gpa



fibre excess relative to the cable length is created both within the buffer tubes and by 

buffer tube helical (or S-Z) standing about a central member [ref. 27]. As the design 

comprises of a traditional Multi-Loose Tube (MLT) core then cable termination may 

be completed in a the same way as connecting duct and buried cables. The MLT 

ADSS cables are also sufficiently flexible to be used for short land routes. This allows 

an ADSS cable to be taken directly from a over-head power line to a remote and safe 

junction point.

The major mechanical difference between aramid cables (figure 1-2) and pultruded 

rod cables (figure 1-1) is stiffness reduction (torsional and bending). This allows 

easier installation but possibly higher torsional sheath strain. This is of some interest 

as electrical degradation performance of materials has been linked to resulting 

material strain (see section 3).

Central strength member 

Optical fibre 

Fibre buffer tube 

Aramid yarn 

Outer sheath

Figure 1-2, Section of a MLT short span cable
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This style of cable is currently used to loads of 30 kN, although development of 

50 kN and above capabilities are common. The limiting factor of these cables is 

diminishing returns of cable environment performance against increasing aramid yarn 

content. This is due to the aramid yarn increasing the cable size and therefore the 

cable's profile to wind and ice loading. These cables vary in size from approximately 

10 mm to 22 mm in diameter.

Alternatives to aramid cables include variations based about multiple slotted core or 

multiple cores. These designs have high fibre density but are usually limited in span 

capability [ref. 28].

1.5 ADSS cable fittings

Reinforcing Heliforrned Thimble Shgck|e 
Rods Dead End & Clevis

Figure 1-3, Installation fixture of Fibrespan  (see appendix VI) 

Cable installation and fixtures will influence electrical degradation mechanisms (see 

section 3.10). Figure 1-3 shows the tension components required to fit a Fibrespan  

cable to an electrical pylon. The components that grip the cable are the reinforcing rod
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set and the helical-formed dead end. These are constructed from wound wires that are 

galvanised and coated with frictional particles. Cable fittings include:

  Tension clamp assemblies.

  Suspension clamp assemblies.

  Vibration dampers (including mass/weight and SVD).

  Shackles and links.

  Cable termination nodes and junctions.

  Degradation reduction devices, for example figure 1-4 (detailed in section 4).

Figure 1-4, ADSS cable with electrical stress relief grip and damper [ref. 29] 

All mounted fitting components are important as they act as earth links and may 

modify the localised electrical potential about the cable. In some cases the 

components have been reported to accelerate degradation by providing a conductive 

path in critical areas. An example of this is spiral vibration dampers which can collect 

pollution deposits between the ADSS cable and the rods.

All such hardware is a compromise between practicality, cost, life and performance, 

and it is important to include the hardware as an integral part of the ADSS cable 

system. This has been shown in clamp cable system developments that have resulted
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in the development of new test methods [ref. 31]. As such systems become more 

common, there is a risk that ADSS cable will be considered a commodity. This may 

lead to inappropriate installation and litigation between installers, installation fitting 

manufacturers, and cable manufacturers.

1.6 This research project

To date there is a clear shortfall in the application of ADSS systems on high-voltage 

overhead power lines. This is due to fears of reduced life caused by the electrical 

degradation of the cable's outer polymer sheath. This degradation has been linked 

with the overhead power line's electrical field, the systems working environmental, 

and both cable and fitting designs. ADSS cables do however have distinct advantages, 

which make them commercially interesting alternatives to competing technologies. 

This research project was therefore initiated with the aims of:

  Comprehensively investigate the mechanism and result of electrical arcing activity 

on ADSS cables when installed adjacent to high voltage power transmission lines.

  Propose and evaluate solutions to allow ADSS cables to be installed in higher

potential fields. 

This work includes:

  A comprehensive literature review.

  A provisional evaluation of the phenomenon.

  The review and development of appropriate case studies.

  The classification of failure mechanisms.

  Novel modelling of the degradation mechanism.

  Evaluation of possible test methods.

  A review of proposed solutions.

  Evaluation of a solution.
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  Proposals for further work.

The study is a continuation of introductory work completed at the University of 

Glamorgan into the performance of optical fibre cable. The project was fully 

supported by the collaborating manufacturing company, Pirelli Communication 

Cables, Newport and the group's central research centre at Pirelli Cavi Milan. 

Motivation to complete the work was driven by the requirement of the collaborating 

company to provide profession support to employees that represent their countries on 

international standard committees. This includes IEEE, EEC and CENELEC working 

groupsxviii .

xviii This included but not limited to John Smith, Pirelli USA. working on IEEE, Paolo Marelli. Pirelli 
Cavi & Martin Davies, Pirelli Newport working on IEC and CENELEC. During the course of this work 
other representative voted in through BSI as UK experts on the specific topics included Jason Pedder 
and the Author (June 2000).
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2. Degradation cause
JM

The following section explores the theoretical generation of electrical degradation 

activity produced by installing an all-dielectric self supporting cable in the electro 

magnetic field associated with high voltage overhead power transmission lines. This 

has been achieved by briefly reviewing classical proposed models and where 

appropriate the theory is illustrated with practical examples. This includes field 

analysis associated with conductors suspended on electrical pylons. This work was 

completed as an introduction into the research subject and is a useful method to 

demonstrate the influences of the relevant variables. The degradation cause is 

explained by two distinct concepts. Firstly, the generation of the electrical field about 

high-voltage overhead power transmission lines. Secondly, how this field produces a 

current flow in a conductive wet surface film lying on an ADSS cable.

2.1. ADSS cable installation potential

Figure 2-1 shows a typical 132 kV dual circuit electrical pylon1 . The scale is 

demonstrated by the two people silhouetted on top of the lower left cross member. 

Superimposed onto this image is the conductor generated electrostatic field. This has 

been plotted in iso-potentials between 2 and 16 kV, the electrical field being projected 

for a height between 5 and 30 metres above the ground level, for 12.5 metres either 

side of the pylon's vertical axis of symmetry. This particular tower supports six 

conductor pairs of two independent three phase circuits. These circuits are physically 

separated by installation on opposing sides of the tower. To protect the system the

1 The pylon is from the Cape Town County council power line running north parallel to the coast. Thi- 
was a visited as a part of the field studies made into reported failures of ADSS cables and associated 

environments.
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tower is also strung with two earth wires. These are located at the top of the tower, 

one above each set of conductors. The electrical field has been assessed using a 

commercial program written by the National Grid Company called Electran .

Mitchells Plain - Steenbras

16.000

14,090

12,000

4.8

(uertl g)

Z.t

ELECTRAH
RS for HSC

Figure 2-1, A typical 132 kV dual circuit power line (see appendix VI).

The image also highlights two typical ADSS cable installation locations. The lower 

position is at the side of the pylon, below the middle cross arm. This is the most 

convenient location for installation, as the cable does not need to be fed through the 

tower structure. The higher position is through the centre of the pylon, at the upper 

field node, just below the top cross arm. Such nodes are generated by opposed field 

cancelling each other's effects. Node points can be ideal positions of low electrical 

potential for practical installation of ADSS cables. Unlike the node at the lower cross 

member, the potential along the cable over the span would reduce. This is due to the 

relative sag between the conductor and the ADSS cable (typically the conductors are
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installed with a sag of 2.0% compared with an ADSS cable sag of 1 %). For this 

particular installation the upper node position would be considered a very safe 

location for all ADSS cable (see section 3.7), as the potential would be less than 2 kV.

5s =33:08
J; Ij» 13*5

E § =-3?:!® ®m
13 M) tel] o») SS te KG

Figure 2-2, Opposed and parallel conductor phasing (see appendix VI).

The electrical field will vary considerably depending on the tower geometry and 

phasing. Figure 2-2 shows the difference between parallel and opposed phasing for 

the same tower geometry. Opposed conductor phasing is the industrial norm. In this 

case each circuit is vertically aligned so that the top conductor on the right hand side 

is 240 degrees out of phase with the top left conductor. Parallel phasing is when 

equivalent horizontal conductors are in phase.

The phase configuration is sometimes represented diagrammatically by drawing a line 

between the same phases. Hence parallel phasing is represented by "=", and opposed 

phasing is represented by "x".

For dual circuit systems, potential nodes are always created by the cancellation of the 

field between the conductor groups. If however the power line operates with only one 

circuit then this node is destroyed (see figure 2-3). This occurs for about 10 % of the
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lines working11 life due to maintenance and low supply demand. The given example 

shows that when the dual circuit system operates in single circuit mode, then the 

electrical field may increase. In this case the field about the cable will double. During 

single line operation the conductor voltage may also increase by 10 %'" to compensate 

for loss in transmission capacity. This will also proportionally increase the field.

H i-tche lls F 1.a i n S TD Hitchells Plain 14SKU OLM

Figure 2-3, Dual and single circuit operation fields (see appendix VI). 

As seen by figure 2-4 the tower geometry will also vary the field. The analysis has 

been completed for typical staggered and horizontal gantry configurations of single 

circuit three phase conductors. Geometry may also introduce alternative problems for 

cable installation. For example, with horizontal parallel configurations, the ADSS 

cable can be installed below the conductors. However, this will give poor ground and 

convergent sag clearance between conductor and the ADSS cable. If the ADSS cable 

needs to be installed above the conductors then the power line may have to be to 

shutdown for safety.

M Information From personal correspondence with the Nation Grid Company and is based about UK 
operation. This is not strictly true as in developing systems the line may only be strung with one circuit 
until the demand makes it economically possible to add the second circuit.
Mi Normal referred to as " overline voltage". This is a common specification for conductor design. The 
operators may also use this tolerance when power is in high demand.
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Figure 2-4, Alternative tower geometry (see appendix VI).

Further examples of overhead power line configurations are given in appendix III. 

This includes power lines with transmission voltages between 11 and 400 kV with 

single and dual circuit systems. To allow flexible installation on such pylons the ideal 

ADSS cable will therefore be able to be positioned in these high potential fields. On 

400 kV power lines the electrical field would be approximately 30 kV/m.

The previously demonstrated field analyses were completed using Electran . The 

personal computer version of the program was commissioned by Pirelli 

Communication Cables circa 1990 and written by the National Grid Company. The 

two-dimension analysis is based about a Monte-Carlo solution to Laplace's field 

equation. The analysis therefore includes the following assumptions:

  There are no third dimensional contributions to the field. This includes the earth 

potential of the over-head pylons. This may be of major significance as electrical 

degradation has been associated with the field potential varying along the span.

  That the ground is a perfect earth. In practice this may vary and include

independent complex electrical circuits that will disturb the potential field. For
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example, in extremes the earthing of industrial farm equipment has been known to 

set up high voltage potential circuits over considerable areas' v .

  The analysis assumes that the ground is flat and infinitely large. In practice land 

topology will vary the local field and cause disturbance along the cable's span.

  That the field acts in a medium of constant electrical permittivity. This in untrue 

as the field will attract air-borne ions. This includes radioactive materialsv 

[ref 122].
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Figure 2-5, FEM results showing field and induced frequencies. 

The previous field analysis has also normalised relative to the conductor phasing. This 

is important, as the potential induced about the ADSS cable is the same frequency of 

the driving potential. Work completed for this project using finite element analysis 

demonstrates this clearly. Figure 2-5 shows the three conductor potentials of a 400 kV 

line operating at 50 Hz. Superimposed on this plot are potentials of cable at 

alternative installation heights. Note that there is an associated phase change in the

" This has led to livestock mortalities due to the potential difference over large leg spans' 1
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cable space potential. This is caused by capacitive coupling variation generated by 

changes of the ADSS cable's geometrical relationship with the conductors.

2.2. Influence of a dielectric on an electrical field

Lines of electrical flux 
about a conductor

Lines of electrical flux 
about a dielectric

T 1
Figure 2-6, Difference between dielectric and conductor flux fields.

One criterion that is assumed by both Electran  and the degradation models (see 

section 2.3) is the existence of a dielectric cable. This may be represented as an 

infinite long cylinder in space. Figure 2-6 demonstrates the differences between a 

dielectric and a conductive cylinder. The conductor has a surface of equal potential 

below which there is no internal flux flow. By definition the dielectric body may vary 

in field potential both longitudinally and radially. The main argument, or concern, 

dealing with this analysis assumption is the field variation when, or if, a dielectric 

cable becomes conductive. This leads to the more complicated analysis of considering 

the associated electrical stresses and arcing criteria. To complete a basic analysis it is

v It has been the suggested that the attraction of such material is the cause of cancer clusters about high 

voltage power lines installed in regions with high background radioactivity.
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assumed that the cable is a perfect dielectric, of virtually infinite resistance and 

therefore does not influence the surrounding electrical field.

2.3. Degradation current along cable

Half Span

Groundwire 

Conductor 

ADSS Cable 1

Figure 2-7, ADSS degradation electrical circuit.

The current caused by installing an ADSS cable in a high potential field must be 

quantified to understand the degradation mechanism. Models have existed for some 

timevi that relate capacitive coupling to induced currents (well documented examples 

can be reviewed in the published work of Klewe [ref. 32] and Stratton [ref. 33]). The 

first disclosed model relating this coupling to aerial cable electrical degradation was 

present by Carter in 1988 [ref. 4]. The model is based on simplified electrical theory 

of the span's half-length, diagrammatically represented by figure 2-7. The proposal 

assumes:

Vl The Electrical Research Association has been actively interested in problems of interference between 
power and communication circuits since 1922. This was a subject of committee study and of particular 

interest due to UK first proposals of 132 kV grid lines.
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  Constant cable field potential along the ADSS cable span. This assumption is 

useful when approximating the maximum cable degradation current. This 

assumption can not be used if considering arcing criteria or corona formation.

  Constant surface resistance. This therefore excludes the effects of local

conductivity increases, for example, due to fitting of spiral vibration dampers (see 

section 8.1). It also excludes the localised conductive breakdown caused by dry- 

bands (see section 3.1). This assumption is therefore valid if the degradation is 

located next to the cable fittings and if the damage occurs instantaneously. In 

practice the electrical activity will be random due to the transient variation in 

resistance along the cable length. This may lead to high frequency components of 

degradation current.

  The cable tower fittings acting as a perfect earth. This is untrue. The tower will 

have some resistance dependant on the tower construction and earthing method. 

This is important as the tower closes the electrical degradation circuit. Other items 

such as fittings will also have a passive reaction. For example, it is rumoured that 

during a competitor monitored trials this earth path was broken by corrosion of 

shackles, see section 4.2.3..

  Symmetry about the span. This allows the cable to be modelled in two

independent halves. This is an idealistic approach that may be adapted by using 

effective spans dependent upon cable installation topology to estimate the true 

maximum degradation current.

  The ADSS cable has no effect on the current flow. The converse of this argument 

has also been used to suggest that a possible reduction in degradation current may 

be achieved by creating capacitive coupled cable sheaths (see section 4.3.1).
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  Capacitive coupling drives the current, any other coupling, for example,

inductance, is ignored due high cable resistance.

Using these assumptions the induced charge per unit length on the cable's surface 

may be integrated over the cable's span. Such an approach will optimistically estimate 

the maximum degradation current. Unfortunately the details of the Carter model has 

not been found in any single publication. However, several partial references have 

provided a clear insight into the principle. Variation in the nomenclature, definitions 

and derivatives has been common in the published work, so the most common format 

has been adopted throughout this thesis.
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2.3.1. Mutual capacitance of conductors

ADSS
Cable at

Vo

"Line at 
Vs"

Mutual capacitance 
between the line and 
the ADSS cable is C1

Mutual capacitance 
between insulated 
ADSS cable and 

ground is C2

Ground V=0

Figure 2-8, Model of capacitive coupling

Consider an ADSS cable of length L at potential VQ and an equivalent conductor 

representing all the power lines at potential Vs. The ADSS cable is intrinsically linked 

to the conductor and the ground by mutual capacitance of C/ and €2 respectively. If 

the cable resistance per unit length is infinite then the circuit may be represented as 

seen in figure 2-8. Hence the charging current and ADSS potential are:

c,.c,
C,+C2

[J.CO.L equation 2-1

c}
C, +C,

equation 2-2
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These relationships are valid if the potential along the ADSS cable is constant. Hence 

not only does the cable resistance have to be infinitely high, but the cable installed in 

an equi-potential field. In normal operation €2 » C/, then the equations become;

I0 =Vx .C,.j.co.L equation 2-3

equation 2-4

Note that a practical argument is that this scenario is equivalent to the cable being 

taken to ground when the resistance per unit length tends to nothing. This is 

represented by figure 2-9.

r, T,

/77 CM.

Vn

I a
L

Figure 2-9, Equivalent circuit when cable resistance is zero
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2.3.2. Element potential

Current out = I + dl

Potenial drop of current = dV

Resistance = R.dX

Length = dX

Current in = I

Figure 2-10, Element potential

Consider a finite length of cable dX a distance X from the ADSS cable mid-span (see 

figure 2-10). The cable has a surface resistance to the electrical degradation current of 

R.dX (based on a constant resistance per unit length of R). The degradation current 

along the element has a value 7, and is increase to / +dl by capacitive coupling. This 

occurs with a potential drop of dV across the element. Using Ohm's law then the 

potential along the element is:

dV = - — \R.dX

As / » dI/2 then I+dI/2  > 7, hence

dV=-I.R.dX

This equation can be normalised using the following equations;

Vn
/ =
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Where;

v = Normalised potential [p.n.]

V = Potential of cable [V]

V0 = Cable field potential [V]

i = Normalised current [A]

7 = Cable current [A]

70 = Earth leakage current when R=0 [A]

R = Cable resistance per unit length [D/m]

£ = Normalised element position along the cable half span [p.n.]

L = Half cable span [m]

Hence,

dv.V0 =-i.I0 .R.(d£.L)

For convenience we can define the pure number k as:

2 Ia -R-Lk =  -   equation 2-5

Hence;

  = —i.k 2 equation 2-6

2.3.3. Element current

In the same manner, the model proposed by Carter considers the continuity of current 

across the same cable element, see figure 2-11. The current assumed flowing onto the 

surface is /and increases to / + dl. This is as result of capacitive coupling with the 

surrounding field at a potential of V0 . The element itself being at a potential of V and 

the ground at l^,. Using Kirchhoff s current law then:
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= I + \jj(D.C2 .dxty -V)\+[j.Q).CrclX.(Vs -V )]+(-/ -dl)

By definition Vg =0, hence,

0 =    - jjcoV, .C, + 7.Q}y.(C, + C,)
/TT «/ ,\ t «^ V I -i '

uA

Current out = I t dl

Surrounding at potential V 0

Capactive induced current = dx.(C1 +C2t

Element at potential V
Current in = I

Figure 2-11, Element current

This relationship can also be normalised in the same manner as the potential. Equating 

and substitute into this relation equation 2-2 that describes mutual capacitively 

induced current then:

L.dx
+C2 ) - 

0

Substituting in equation 2-3,
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di j.co.V^.C t .L , v .
_ .(l- v )=l-v equation2-7

/0

2.3.4. Degradation current and potential equations

The different equations 2-7 and 2-6 may be solved knowing the implied boundary 

conditions of the installed product. This is completed by differentiating equation 2-7 

with to the normalised span and equating the result to equation 2-6;

d 2 i dv , i .

Solving this second order differential equation using the auxiliary [ref. 34] equation 

)+ fi.sinhOfc.|)

then,

Consider the boundary conditions, at the mid-span (| = 0) then current is zero, 

similarly at the cable termination (£ = 1) then the voltage is zero, hence,

/(0)= Acosh(Jfe.O) + 5.sinh(£.0) =0
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Hence A - 0 and:

B=
k.cosh(k)

So the current and voltage as a function of normalised distance are,

equation 2-8

.\ , . . „ ^ ) = 1 - ———^- equation 2 - 9 
cosh(fc)

Hence the maximum cable potential and current may be evaluated using the 

termination and mid-span conditions, in this case the normalised position is unity at 

the tower and null at the mid-span.

tanh(&) . _ , . ——^^ equation 2-10

v(o) = ———— equation 2-11 
cosh(fc)

2.4. Degradation limits

Note that equations 2-10 and 2-11 are complex relationships, which need to be 

resolved to establish the worst degradation arcing scenario. By the model's 

assumptions this occurs at the cable termination. To solve this problem then equation



2-10 may be re-written using a complex substitution for k which is defined in terms of 

a coefficient which has been named the active length 8 (substitute into equation 2-5 

relationships 2-3 and 2-2 noting that {l+jJ2 =2j). By mathematical definition 8 

represents a length adjacent to the tower where the majority of current is drawn. The 

full derivation of this has not been published and the solutions seem to change 

between papers. The following derivation is none of these, but has been completed by 

the author as foundation work for further modelling work. This derivative was 

numerically verified using MathCad™. Hence let:

k=- equation 2-12

Where,

G).R.(Cl +C2 )
equation 2-13

Hence substituting into equation 2-10 then,

sinh 
8

2.L

(2.f) + si 
o

n(2.*)-J.
8

sinh(2.-)- 
8

L L

-sin(2.f)
0

Let L » 8, then,

. . 
8 8

equation 2-14

l(l)=.
2.1

equation 2-15
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Hence the maximum current in the non-normalised form would be:

— ,YA T "•"'•>^i- " s --l(l)J0 =———————— equation 2-16

Hence consider the magnitude;

f _d.co.CrVs
V2

equation 2-17

Compared with publish paper [ref. 6] of;

2.L .~ 
o

cosh(2.—)-cos(2.—) 
o o

equation 2-18

And resulting relationship of:

I=S.Q).C rVs equation 2-19

Note that the derived alternative is stated in later published papers and the 

terminology was changed [ref. 35] such:

/=.
R

Where:

/ is the earth leakage current

V0 is the induced voltage
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Jo is the charging current per unit length

R is the resistance per unit length of a polluted cable

2.5. Approximate values

Within the associated publications by Carter et al the derived equations are used to 

estimate the maximum arcing current and energy associated with the electrical 

degradation. For typical ADSS cables installed in fields associated with single line 

working of a dual circuit 400 kV overhead power lines, the papers suggest that the 

maximum current would be in the magnitude between 3 and 10 mA.

The principles have however been debated by others, some of which claim that ADSS 

cables could be placed on any high voltage line on the provisional adherence to 

specific criteria . This and the possible refinement of the model are discussed in 

section 6.3.

2.6. Conclusion

Using a classically derived model the field about a dielectric cable installed on an 

overhead power line is capable of inducing a current flow. This electrical activity 

could result in arcing. This arcing may degrade the ADSS cable polymer sheath. 

Although such models have many assumptions, they provide a powerful tool to 

explore the interaction of ADSS cables with the associated high voltage electrical 

field.
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3. Cable degradation mechanisms

The previous two chapters have reviewed the principles of the driving potential field 

and the resulting electrical degradation current when an ADSS cable is installed on a 

high voltage over-head power line. The following section defines the characteristic 

degradation observed during the period of study of this research. This chapter has 

been included early in this thesis to allow further discussion on the arcing mechanism 

and proposed evaluation. The failures given as examples are a result of work 

completed at Pirelli's test facilities at both Newport and Milan, and salt fog testing 

completed under supervision at EA Technology.

Work completed for this doctorate also examines installation failures and compares 

the results of laboratory testing. The work demonstrates that electrical activity may 

cause multiple degradation mechanisms, each observed degradation mechanism 

having distinctive characteristics. In practice all the mechanisms may occur 

simultaneously and the interaction of the mechanisms could accelerate cable failure. 

Hence care must be taken when analysing and interpreting results.

Many published papers use the term "dry band arcing" to encompass all the failure 

mechanisms. This is rather unfortunate as discrimination between the failure 

mechanisms may provide the industry with an accurate understanding of the problem. 

In some cases this ambiguity has been advantageous to manufacturers of alternative 

technologies as falsely applied emulation of dry band arcing damage suggests 

eventually failure of all ADSS cables.

The observed failure mechanisms form two major groups. Firstly damage caused by 

electrical arcing activity on the cable surface. This includes dry band arcing, tracking 

and rutting. The second group is related to material properties. This includes sheath
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material inconsistencies, such as a clumped manufacturing impurity, that burn under 

the high electrical stresses.

To complicate lifetime predictions extrinsic degradation accelerators also exist. These 

range from product damage by bird pecking to sheath scoring during installation.

3.1. Dry band arcing

Figure 3-1, Simulated dry band arcing, 80 kV/m.

This form of electrical degradation is due to electric discharges occurring when either 

the cable is just wetted or the sheath has just begun to dry [ref. 4]. These periods, 

caused by mist, fog, drizzle, rain etc., enable current to flow in the wet film on the 

cable surface. The current flow causes Joule heating until the continuous wet film is 

broken. At this location the cross-section has higher resistance to the current flow and 

so the imminent film decay accelerates to form a discrete dry band. At this point the 

total available voltage is dropped across the dry band and results in an electrical 

discharge.

The electrical arcing about this dry area of sheath is subjected to very localised and 

high temperatures, sometimes above the melting and ignition temperatures of the base 

polymer used to sheath the cable.
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The arcing activity also evaporates the water at either end of the dry band, extending 

the length of the band. Arcing will continue, until the breakdown voltage necessary to 

bridge the dry band exceeds the available voltage.

Like most known electrical degradation failure mechanisms of ADSS cables it is 

observed that this phenomenon is located in an area immediately adjacent to the cable 

clamping system [ref. 35]. This degradation eventually results in sheath failure and 

subsequent exposure of the core.

The damage is characterised by a localised band of cleanly eroded sheath running 

circumferential about the product (see figure 3-1). Initially the degradation appears as 

a flat spot on the underside of the cable and over time extends to a general neck down 

in the sheath. Under very long term test conditions it is usual to observe the build up 

of encrusted surface pollutants on either side of the band.

3.2. Tracking degradation and rutting

Figure 3-2, Simulated tracking, 60 kV/m.

Tracking is a phenomenon associated with the electrical degradation of material when 

subjected to constant or repetitive cycle of induced surface conductivity. Water, 

pollutants, sheath inconsistencies, free carbon and areas of previous degradation
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create areas of higher conductance. The current then tracks along a length of sheath 

via these locations. Tracking paths may become established, leading to localised arc 

erosion and eventual exposure of the sheath. Where the material has degraded badly, 

tunnelling may occur. This is when tracking occurs below the degraded material, next 

to the undamaged sheath.

Laboratory testing using the Pirelli spray cycle method (see 5.1) shows that the track 

pattern will alter under different electrical loads. When the cable is subjected to 

stresses below 40 kV/m the tracking forms a thin line along the cable length that 

slowly erodes the sheath. This is similar to damage observed when completing 

inclined plane testing plaques (see section 5.6). If the stress is higher, in the region of 

60 kV/m a longitudinal wave front pattern may form adjacent to the electrodes. This 

will produce several track locations and failure will occur along one of the 

preferential routes (see figure 3-2). As these paths seem more random the degradation 

zone broadens. Even at these higher loads flash-over between the electrodes are rare.

In extremes, arcing will locally melt or ignite the sheath, causing a rutting effect along 

the cable. This is characterised by a similar longitudinal pattern but with evidence of 

burnt and previous molten sheath damage. The sheathing material seemingly liquefied 

about the tracking path. On examined field samples an hypothesis about this 

degradation could be considered analogous to electrical thermal runaway. It is 

conceivable that the material could become molten by the arcing activity and hence 

became more conductive. As it becomes more conductive greater degradation occurs 

along the tracking path. This starts a cycle that continues till cable failure.
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3.3. Snake skin erosion

Figure 3-3 Snake skin erosion (Salt fog after 1500 hours)

A mechanism related to the tracking degradation at lower applied fields seems to be 

the "snake" or "shark" skin effect. This has only been simulated in a salt fog chamber 

when the electrical stress was approximately 45 kV/m, and when the supply voltage 

was 20 kV (see section 7). The erosion started as thin surface lines fanning from the 

earth electrode. The lines occurred in an almost regular crazing pattern, and unlike 

multiple track lines, the paths were generally perpendicular to the cable's longitudinal 

axis, running in semi-circumferential curves. These curves also overlapped, such that 

under light magnification there is resemblance to animal scales. Hence the 

terminology "snake skin". This erosion was observed early during the salt fog testing, 

however continued development of the erosion pattern after this initiation was slow. 

This erosion has been noted in publication [ref. 36], but no known field results have 

shown this pattern.
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3.4. Blow-outs and melt-downs

Figure 3-4, Blow-out, 80 kV/m.

Poor material homogeneity, manufacturing flaws and cable fittings can cause areas of 

high electrical stress. Tests completed as part of this research project shows that this 

could happen due to macro-effects, for example, clumped magnesium hydroxide, or 

process additives. Such inconsistencies act as centres of electrical degradation, which 

can become so active that small "explosions" occur. The result of this activity is 

sheath blowholes. Other manufacturing flaws include sheath extrusion melt pools that 

form a semi-laminate structure. Under electrical activity the sheath may partially 

delaminate resulting in a blistered appearance.

Taken to an extreme all real materials are flawed in such a manner (see section 3.9.1). 

Figure 3-4 shows a cable sample with the characteristic sheath puncture created by a 

blow-out of an inconsistency.

In a practical scenario the electrical activity would continue about this degradation 

point. This continuation causes severe sheath damage. Unfortunately extended 

laboratory testing beyond initial failure is usually impractical due to the drawn current 

exceeding the test facilities capability and protection circuits. The continued 

degradation would also prevent direct classification of the failure mechanism.
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Continued electrical activity may lead to similar difficulties when examining field 

failures. However consistent failures produced using the Pirelli spray rig (section 5.1) 

of consecutive cable samples suggest that these manufacturing flaws tend to be locally 

intermittent. This is a general characteristic of contaminated bulk materials that are 

processed using extrusion. Hence field damage caused by this failure mode may be 

inferred by examining the consistency of the cable sheath near the damage area. This 

is at best an expectation.

Another sheath material property that is important is fire or arc resistance. In 

laboratory testing "blow-out" damage has led to localised areas of melted sheath 

characterised by re-solidified material radiating from an activity epicentre. In extreme 

test conditions, the sheath of the cable had burnt until totally stripped from the 

sample.



3.5. Water ingress

Any failure may be exaggerated by water ingress. This can collect under the sheath 

until it becomes the path of lowest electrical resistance. As the water conducts the 

current, it rapidly heats and turns into steam. This has been observed on the Pirelli test 

rig. During a period of inactivity water had seeped longitudinally into the structure 

through unsealed ends. Within seconds of the test rig reactivation, a jet of steam 

quickly developed and soon a violent explosion destroyed the sample. A similar 

pattern has been observed during salt fog testing. In this case the result was total 

sheath rupture (see figure 3-5).

Figure 3-5, Failure of sample after 2316.4 hours.

The characteristic of this failure is severe and sudden cable damage. On inspection it 

is usual to find track lines along the aramid yarns where water has penetrated by a 

wicking action.
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3.6. Cable failure

The sheath degradation may cause the cable to fail through several mechanisms. This 

complicates examination of failed products as evidence of the original cause may be 

destroyed by the ensuing damage. Proposed cable failure mechanisms include:

• The degradation of the cable's peripheral strength members when exposed to the 

atmosphere. The cable will become structurally weak and fail under mechanical 

loads.

• The degradation of the cable's peripheral strength members due to direct arcing or 

electrical activity. Examples from salt fog testing show aramid yarn cut by arcing 

activity, perpendicular to yarn lay direction.

• Optical fibre degradation due to exposure to the atmosphere. This could include 

the ingress of water accelerating fibre structural fatigue. Due to modern coating 

technologies, for example Neon™, failure due to this mechanism is unlikely.

• Ignition of the cable sheath and peripheral strength members causing mechanical 

failure of the loaded cable.

3.7. Arc mechanism

Arcing activity is the primary cause of the previous scenarios of cable degradation. To 

understand how possible solutions may work it is important to have a clear 

understanding of arcing phenomena and formation when current is travelling in a 

conductive film on the cable surface. There are many texts that explain basic arcing 

phenomena. This includes the principles of arc formation, the effects of field to 

produce corona style discharge, and discharge dynamics. Initial investigations 

[ref. 37] propose that there may be two independent arcing modes. These are 

characterised by the arc duration and stability.
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Arc duration is dependent upon current as this relates to power dissipated on the cable 

film surface. The faster the power is dissipated the lower the arc duration as the 

conducting film breaks down at higher speeds. Hence, the two scenarios for arcing 

are:

• An upper root mechanism that relates to stable arcing. In this case the arc peaks at 

relatively low currents and then decreases. To date the magnitude of this decrease 

has never been disclosed by independent test houses. As the arc has relatively low 

energy then the duration is relatively long as the wet film surface takes several 

seconds to decay. This is suspected to occur in dry band arcing scenarios and 

relates to the Carter model where the current is limited and varies cyclically due to 

the capacitive coupling.

• A lower root mechanism that relates to unstable arcing. In this case the arcing 

current is higher and hence the conductive surface film is broken down faster. 

This limits the duration of the arc. There are two ways in which the arc may 

continue. Firstly, the arc can become larger, extending along the cable length. This 

may be associated with an increased draw of current. Secondly, if the film's 

dynamic transient produces an alternative arcing path. In laboratory testing, the 

second mechanism is common, the arcing seeming to skip randomly on the cable 

surface. This arcing activity has been dismissed by some [ref. 100] as the 

mechanism of ADS S cable degradation as the random variation will not 

significantly damage the cable sheath.

One way to resolve if these are valid phenomena is to consider the basic modelling 

assumptions (see section 2). The basis of the upper root arc is dependent on where the 

film continuity can be considered pseudo steady state during the arcing activity. 

Practical scenarios may be pictured where the feed of water causes this stable
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environment, especially adjacent to fittings that may act as a water reservoir (in some 

field cases water can build up in the fitting's helical wires, which can be envisioned to 

act as a fountain pen supplying ink). Conversely if there is very little water, for 

example, as produced by a fog, then the arcing nature would have to become random 

and follow the lower root arc. It is later proposed by the work carried out in this 

research project that this is fundamental to the observed different failure modes seen 

under laboratory and field conditions.

The difference between these arcing modes has considerable implications for 

accelerated testing. If the test current is unchecked, as when a cable is tested as per 

IEEE P1222 salt fog (see section 5.3.1), then once an arc is struck, one mechanism of 

extended arc existence is the continuous increase of current. If this increases, say 

beyond 150 mA, then the arc root temperature may conceivably cause instantaneous 

sheath ignition (see section 6). This would be an invalid failure mode as currents of 

this magnitude theoretically do not exist (see section 6.2), and have not been known to 

be measured in field trials (see section 8)[ref.35 & 41].

If however the current is limited, then the salt fog may not be capable of producing a 

valid continuous conductive film that mimics field conditions. The only method 

remaining to ensure practical degradation would therefore be directly feeding the film 

and limit the degradation to the upper root mechanism.

The existence of these modes is supported by Parry [ref. 108], whose work includes 

measuring arc currents with cable potentials between two and six kilovolts (see 

section 7.1). He showed that for stable arcing on a new sample of cable the current 

was in the region of I and 7 mA. This arcing lasted several seconds. Unfortunately 

this mode could only be achieved with an initial high current strike, say 80 mA (this 

occurring during initial wetting or drying of the cable). Conversely on an aged
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sample, where the surface film does not dry evenly, the arcing became unstable and 

the current increased to between 2 and 30 mA. His work shows how specific current 

regimes can be related to the degradation method. In general, the larger the current, 

the larger the arcs, the larger the energy involved, and the greater the damage.

On this basis Dissado [ref. 38] proposes that the upper root mechanism allows the arc 

power to be equated to film heating effects, as demonstrated by equation 3-1. This 

analogy may be extended to investigate what film thickness is required to maintain 

stable arcing conditions.

—— — I 2 R equation 3-1 
dt

Where;

p = Water density [kg/m3]
Hv = latent heat of evaporation [J/kg]
r = cable radius [m]
6 = thickness of evaporated water film [m]
D = dry band length [m]
T= time [s]
/ = rms current drawn by stable arc of length D [A]
R = resistance to arc [Q]

3.7.1. Hampton's criteria

There are alternative views and proposals to relate these currents to test regimes. For 

example Roland & Easthop [ref. 39] suggest that simulated field current should be 

limited to 1 mA rms. They also suggest the use of Hampton's criterion which, if met, 

means that the arc will not be constricted in length by compression of the dry band. 

The condition is that the voltage gradient in the arc (dV/dx)M-c is less than that on the 

cable surface.
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This principle may explain a conflict with cable potential models that predict that the 

maximum available current varies between 0.2 and 4.0 mA [ref. 40], these currents 

being too low to produce serious sheath damage. It may also explain why semi- 

conductive devices suggested by Nichols et al [ref. 41] could actually work by 

cancelling the effects of the installation tower on cable field potential (see 

section 4.3.2.).

3.7.2. Arc erosion of the cable

The electrical discharge associated with the breakdown of the surface conductive film 

will erode the sheath. There is some controversy in published papers on how this 

erosion occurs. Carter followers consider it to be directly attributed to the arc striking 

the cable surface (arcing generating temperatures over 300 °C compared with typical 

sheath melting temperatures between 140 and 210 °C). The arc damage would 

therefore be localised to the arcing region. This assumption of direct arc root damage 

has however been rejected by Parry [ref. 42]. The dismissal is based on the premise 

that the root is struck on either on the water film or on the metallic reinforcing rod. 

The arc will therefore dissipate energy before it causes direct damage to the sheath. 

The work suggests that damage is caused by radiated and convected heat from the 

body of the arc. Hence arc damage is not so localised, and may be considered a 

function of the thermodynamic properties of the conducting film.

This has been a separate topic of research in it's own right. For example, Vaughan 

[ref. 43] proposed to simulate the material damage using classical thermal analysis 

and correlate results with laser obliterated samples to determine sheath life (see 

section 6.10.1).
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Thermal inflicted damage is only one possible sheath degradation. Others may be 

inferred from the existence of an arc, for example:

• Sheath degradation due to ultra violet radiation.

• Sheath degradation due to ozone attack.

These seem to be secondary effects that may account for longer term cable ageing 

rather that the more rapid failure observed under test conditions. These secondary 

effects may however act in synergy and directly change the arcing mode.

3.8. Corona degradation

An alternative degradation mechanism is sheath erosion due to localised corona. 

Corona [ref. 44] is the generation of ionisation when the electrical field intensity in 

the atmosphere exceeds the breakdown strength of air. This can result in the combined 

formation of light, noise, chemical reaction (including the production of ozone), and 

electromagnetic emission (radio noise is sometimes used as a measurement method). 

The limit for corona initiation along the surface gradient of power conductors is 

commonly described by Peek's Law [ref. 45]. This is suitable for radii less than a 

centimetre1 , see equation 3-2

E0 = 30.rn.5 1 + equation 3-2 
( V<5.r

Where,

E0 = Field for corona offset [kV/m]

m = Surface roughness factor (0 < m < 1)

6= Relative air density (sea level =1)

' Alternative values corrected for larger radii and changed to RMS form may be obtained by work 
completed by Kuftel and Zaengl. See "High voltage engineering, fundamentals" Kuffel E., Zaengl W. 
S., Pergamon Press, 1984
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r = Radius of conductor [cm]

Karady et al [ref. 46] show that the form of fitting adjacent to the cable will change 

the Partial Discharge (PD) intensity associated with the corona activity. This has been 

measured for re-enforcement rods fitted to a cable such that one rod was extended a 

distance along the cable beyond the remainder of the set (the experimental work was 

completed with archetypal fittings manufactured from brass without electrical field 

stress relieving from flare forms). This protrusion acts as an electrical stress raiser, 

which combined with the rod form, increased the local potential gradient. 

In addition to experimental measurements, the work estimated the maximum local 

electrical stress using specialised field simulation software. A comparison of the 

simulated conditions is shown in table 3-1.

Space potential
[kV]

28.7
25.0
22.6
3.0

Maximum potential gradient
when rod ends are even
[kV/cm]
13.8
10.1
12.8
0.9

Maximum potential gradient
when one rod extended
by 2.5 cm [kV/cm]
26.6
20.2
25.9
1.4

Table 3-1, Comparison between even and uneven fittings.

The cables and fittings were tested by producing an appropriate field generated from a 

parallel conductor energised to 75 kV. The associated reported phenomena were an 

initial greyish-white discoloration of the sheath followed by local degradation. The 

erosion occurred when the localised gradient was above 25 kV/cm and the average 

charge intensity was greater than 1 nC. When exposed to a higher gradient of 

60kV/cm the erosion of the track resistance sheath in 5500 hours was 127 micro 

metres in depth.

The work also completed testing and simulation of cables installed in different fields. 

The results show that the electrical gradient at the rod tip is not linearly proportional
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to the space potential for simulated gradients of the "unperturbed" space potential, see 

table 3-2.

Space potential Rod tip Gradient PD intensity_________
33 kV 60 kV/cm Heavy (18425 nC/hr) 
25 kV 35 kV/cm Medium (5682 nC/hr) 
19 kV______25 kV/cm_____Light (3779 nC/hr)

Table 3-2, Rod tip gradient of rod extended by 2.5 cm.

Three erosion methods were discussed by Karady et al, firstly corona discharge on tip

of the armour rods initiated by high electrical fields, secondly dry band degradation

due to the longitudinal field, and finally surface "micro sparking" at the edge of the

conductive pollution or on water drops. The paper does not however explain how the

different degradation events could be filtered, and by which mechanisms would there

be critical product failure. However, in later discussion recorded in IEEE minutes, the

authors were quoted to believe that "corona discharge produces the cable

deterioration"".

Unfortunately no discussion was made upon how cable conductivity would, if any,

accelerate the degradation mechanism. However it is known that corona is altitude

sensitive, for example, if activated at approximately 1000 V at sea level it would

reduce to 700 V at 1524 m [5000 ft] [ref. 47]. This may have a bearing on research

work relative to degradation mechanisms and known acceleration factors.

During the previously discussed test work, the corona activity was quantified using

oscillograms. This showed pulses which have been observed during Pirelli spray

testing, see section 7.1. Another similarity of the published work with Pirelli's

" Note that no sponsoring company was named, although rumours said that the paper, based about work 
completed through ASU, was supported by an American ADSS supplier, who at the time was in 
litigation with a fitting manufacturer due to field failures, allegedly. The truth has not been discovered 
by this research work.
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previous investigations is the proposed mitigation methods that include metal rings, 

corona coils (which they claim can reduce stress by a factor of six), cable relocation 

and tower re-phasing.

Many other comments have been made about cable electrical degradation being 

specifically linked to corona discharge. This has resulted in fitting manufactures 

developing corona protection, not unlike the original concept proposed by Brewer & 

Parry [ref. 48].

This effect has been taken seriously and fitting suppliers [ref. 49] who have promoted 

changes to installation practices. For example, consider a cable located in a 35 kV 

space potential"1 . If a one metre Spiral Vibration Damper (SVD) is installed ten 

centimetres from the re-enforcement rods then using Carter's model the typical 

potential across the fitting would be 25 kV. This would result in possible tracking, and 

damage, along both the cable and SVD. One fitting supplier [ref. 13 8] therefore 

recommends that SVD are installed some five and half metres away from the tower so 

the potential across the device reduces to 1 kV. This is impractical for two reasons. 

Firstly, when the SVD is directly attached to an un-armoured cable then there may be 

abrasion and fatigue damage to the ADSS sheath. Secondly, to install a fitting such a 

distance into the span requires some installation specialism (especially if there is a 

requirement to ensure the fitting does not "walk the cable span"lv). Pirelli, and 

especially the author, therefore insist on the use of mass weight dampers for high 

voltage field applications.

!ii Please note the presented information confuses space potential kV/m with cable potential kV
iv Scenario in which the cable fitting moves along the span due to a combination of environmental loads
and sometime accelerated by vibration.
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3.9. Electrical induced degradation

Electrical degradation of polymers may include aspects unrelated to arcing. This, for 

example, is seen in capacitors where polymer insulation may break down under 

constant electrical stress. Although this degradation is not perceived as the cause of 

sheath erosion, the mechanisms may accelerate sheath ageing.

3.9.1. Polymer Treeing

All structures will degrade and fail over time due to applied electrical fields. Polymers 

may degrade by treeing. Treeing involves the gradual penetration of discharge 

channels created at areas of high electrical stress. These channels evolve as 

microscopic treelike structures, which broaden to become capable of supporting 

discharge activity. Once started this activity creates further treeing leading to sheath 

failure. This mechanism was identified by the power utility industry that observed 

degradation of polyolefin insulation of buried transmission cables and covered 

conductors.

Taha [ref. 50] suggests that the channels may originate from the explosive effects of 

localised electrical breakdown. The work also suggests that fracture mechanics are 

involved, and hence a material's sensitivity is influenced by its mechanical 

characteristics and induced operational mechanical strain.

Such activity is dependent on the material consistency. Taken to an extreme all 

polymers will therefore react in this manner. This is argued by Dissado [ref. 51 ] who 

suggests that the structure of polymeric insulators are not homogeneous between 

10 nm and 10 |im. For example a low density polyethylene has a semi-crystalline 

structure with lamella of about 5 |im in size.
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3.9.2. Dielectric heating

It was suggested that the sheath breakdown could also be attributed to the bi-products 

of dielectric loss of the insulating materials. As explained in section 2.2, the existence 

of a dielectric will have some effect on the field. This is due to the material's transient 

response to the change in field. This results in heating. Analysis of power cable 

materials show that if localised stress occurs then a rapid increase in temperature 

would follow. This may in turn cause structural weakness. Table 3-3 shows expected 

results for a PVC material assuming a specific capacity of 200 J/kg and a thermal 

conductivity to the surroundings of 0.3 W/km. In practice, samples under Pirelli spray 

rig laboratory test (section 5.1) showed small internal temperature increases of about 

10 to 20°C when subjected to cycling arcing activity. It was not established if this was 

due to a combination or individual effects of dielectric heating and arcing activity.

Stress Heat Developed Temperature Raise Temp gradient 
[kV/mm] [|iW/mm] [K/h] [K/mm]
1 0.3 0.5 0.9
2 2.5 4.5 8.3 

_3_______30__________50____________90________

Table 3-3, Expected dielectric performance [ref.139]
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3.10. Influences of fittings

The fittings (section 1.5) have two major effects on the degradation mechanism. 

Firstly they act as the earthing electrode and hence are regions of electrical stress 

concentration. Secondly the fittings transmit the mechanical loads and are therefore 

regions of high mechanical stress.

An example of the mechanical stress concentration is highlighted by Peacock & 

Wheeler [ref. 53]. When a nominal cable strain of 0.7% was induced by applying a 

25 kN load then the localised sheath strain at the fittings was 2%. This is significant 

as brittle fracture of materials like GRP can occur at this strain (this is notably 

accelerated when combined with acidic atmospheres of pH 4 or below).

Other notable subjects include passive field reduction devices and material 

compatibility. For example electrical stress reduction devices [ref. 54] have been 

developed to relieve localised stress loads. The investigation of specific designs are 

beyond the direct scope of this research work and have been previously reviewed by 

others, for example Carter [ref. 55].

3.11. Cable Flash-over

Although not covered by this work, electrical degradation may be produced by flash 

over. This, for example, could occur when an optical fibre cable clashes with a power 

line due to poor installation. This can also occur when the ground wire is lowered for 

repair. This failure mode must however be understood by engineers who work in this 

field, as several observed events have been classified as "dry band degradation" 

failures.

One known ADSS field failure was induced due to the severing of a ground wire on a 

145 kV power line. The wire fell simultaneously over the conductors and the ADSS



cable. The damage in this case was localised sheath abrasion, sheath melting, and 

burnt aramid yarn.

Although this would be a concern for the power suppliers due to the leakage current, 

Takehara et al [ref. 56] claims little damage occurs to ADSS cables unless the breach 

is within 2.3 m of the earth point (details given for a 275 kV grid lines, this increases 

to 5.2 m for a 500 kV line).

3.12. Simulation of damage

The previous chapters have established that the primary cause of electrical 

degradation is arcing activity due to discontinuities in a polluted and conductive film 

that exist in specific environments. The arc formation and erosion pattern will be 

dependent on the cable surface film conductivity, cable condition, and available 

current. Due to these combinations there are several different possible cable failure 

modes which have specific characteristics. This leads to several important pieces of 

work that include:

• Evaluation of specific arcing mechanisms to establish erosion limits.

• Evaluation of cable ageing and the effects upon the conductive film.

• Evaluation of secondary degradation mechanisms.

To evaluate and establish product life therefore requires true simulation of the 

degradation mechanism (see section 5).
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4. Proposed solutions

The following section reviews proposals to reduce or eliminate the effects of electrical 

degradation. These have had limited commercial success. The proposals are based on 

six principles:

• Stop the arcing activity by breaking the electrical circuit. This includes using 

traditional electrical cable isolators at the pylon or general disruption of the 

continuity of the conductive surface layer.

• Drain or reduce the available degradation current. This must be completed in a 

safe manner in order to alleviate localised arc activity.

• Prevent the current flowing along the span. This includes cable designs that act as 

passive electrical components.

• Ignore the arcing activity by creating a robust design that will tolerate expected 

electrical activity.

• Reduce localised electrical stress and therefore prevent arcing. This method does 

not exclude current flow along the cable.

• Prevent arcing by balancing cable potential along the span.

Each principle provides theoretical solutions that have technical merit. However the

assessment criteria must include commercial and legal limitations. As such, solution

evaluation is driven by a relationship of theorisation and pragmatism. The problem

therefore incorporates a broader understanding of the problem than electrical and

material technology. It will include understanding of total life costs, technical

capability, manufacturing, and commercial feasibility.

The following section reviews and proposes solutions based on the understanding of

degradation principles and comments, where appropriate, on limits raised from the
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broader perspective. The review includes solutions that have been patented over the 

last ten years or described in publications. Carter [ref. 55] published one notable paper 

describing possible solutions in 1993. Although Carter admits this was completed to 

evoke and motivate, rather than be an academic study, his work has resulted in several 

proposals being placed into the public domain.

Since the publication of this paper the industry has followed several research avenues 

into possible solutions. This has been inspired by possible domination of the high 

voltage ADSS cable market. As a consequence, this research project has investigated 

four possible solutions by manufacturing and testing of prototypes. These include the 

use of cable shields (section 4.1.1), hydrophobic surface boundaries (section 4.1.3), 

locally draining the current (section 4.2.1) and the development of robust sheathing 

compounds (section 4.5.1). This has resulted in the sponsoring company filing 

associate patents.

4.1. Isolate current

Figure 4-1, Proposed insulator based on conductive layer breakage. 

The electrical activity is generally low current and high voltage. By creating an 

appropriately high boundary resistance between the cable and earth it is hoped that the 

electrical circuit could be made inactive, hence alleviating degradation activity. This 

solution is feasible if the resistance is effective in all weathers and pollution 

conditions. There are several alternative methods of achieving this, which includes 

creating high resistance paths and breaking the conducting surface layer.
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4.1.1. Cable shields

Figure 4-1 shows one proposed solution [ref. 57] that may be mounted adjacent to the 

cable tower fittings. The device is biased towards breaking the wet conductive film 

created by water and pollutants on cable. This is achieved by shielding a section of the 

cable from weather elements. The proposal also increases the resistance of likely 

tracking paths. The advantages of the proposal includes:

• Minimum addition cable load as the device is applied at the tension point.

• Possible retrofitting after cable installation.

• Low relative cost (a single isolator costing approximately £50).

• A design that may be generic for different cables.

It would be impractical to thread such an insulating shield over the cable before being 

winched on to the tower as the assemblies would need to pass through numerous 

pulleys. There are three possible solutions to this installation problem:

• Split the device longitudinally to allow retrofitting.

• Thread the cable through the device in situ.

• Wrap a device about the cable after installation.

One solution that may be used when threading the cable in situ is the use of cable 

sheds. Cable sheds are not a novel idea and have been used widely within power 

distribution systems. What is novel is their application on ADSS cables. A typical 

string, shown in figure 4-2, being adequate for operation on 36 kV power cables. In 

this example the sheds were heat shrunk onto the ADSS cable. Alternatively the 

assembly may be sprung loaded and held open with a mechanical wedge. The wedge 

is later removed after the cable has been position correctly on the tower. 

Unfortunately the threading option would mean that the device could not be used in a
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repair scenario. Therefore the split or wrap solution would be a positive design 

advantage.

Figure 4-2, Prototype1 shed insulator device.

Practically such a device would need to be installed a couple of metres from the 

tower. This would optimise the reduction of degradation current relative to the arcing 

potential. Fitting a device in such a position would require some dexterity and in 

addition the implementation and development of new live line-working methods.

4.1.2. Fitting isolators

Other patents suggest that insulating the fitting may isolate the cable [ref. 58, 59 

& 60]. This is achieved by using insulators to restrain the cable tension fittings to the 

tower. These are similar to high voltage cable tension isolator strings. Isolating the 

ADSS cable could create potential problems as the degradation circuit is not broken 

but extended across multiple spans. This leads to two areas of concern. Firstly, how

' Prototype made using a standards ME6080 sheath cable and Hclliman high voltage polymer sheds. 
This one of three samples made, one of which completed salt fog testing with full leakage monitoring. 
See section 6 for details.
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would the cable eventually be terminated safely to allow interaction with the 

remainder of the network, secondly, as the field potential still varies along spans it is 

unknown if arcing activity would continue. Both questions are fundamental to any 

solution, and are particularly relevant to proposed isolation fittings. 

The proposed solutions would also rely on the insulating members withstanding the 

full cable tensile loading. The isolators will therefore have inherently high costs. The 

advantages of this system does however include:

• No additional fitting operations.

• Application of known technology.

• Possible generic design for different cables.

One possible health and safety problem with the method is that it may introduce

another "live" component to the tower. As such the cable will be needed to be given

appropriate clearances by line workers. This could limit the installation position of the

ADSS cable on the tower. This is of particular concern when the preferential cable

route is to pass through the tower (at the field node). To resolve both problems the

cable may be taken around the tower using a guard. This represents additional

hardware and installation costs.

Although using isolating fittings is attractive because it implements known

technology, the proposal is a contradiction, as it does not optimise the inherent

operational principles of a dielectric cable.
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4.1.3. Hydrophobia boundary

Figure 4-3, Salt fog test sample with a part hydrophobic coating. 

One method of extending the all-dielectric properties of the cable is to assure surface 

resistance. This can be achieved locally by the addition of highly hydrophobic 

material coatings. Within the electrical distribution industry a common method of 

increasing this insulation for use in polluted environments is the application of grease 

or silicon based polymers. This includes polymers applied in a soluble state [ref. 61 

& 62]. Field trials have been completed using such coatings in severe coastal polluted 

areas on high voltage insulators. The results predict maintained protection beyond 15 

years. The problem with such concepts is possible continuous maintenance and the 

quality assurance of the application. Figure 4-3 shows a trial application of such a 

material on a cable. This was achieved by brushing room temperature vulcanising 

(RTV) polymer onto the sheath that had been previous primed with "craftsman 

varnish". In practice the polymer is usually applied in situ with a spray gun. As a 

primer is not required on insulators then it may be completed in one application. 

The shown sample failed salt fog tests due to the delamination of the silicon-based 

polymer from the sheath followed by tracking under the coating layer. The failure



may have been initiated by mechanical damage of the coating (during application the 

material was found to be extremely soft). This is not a problem for traditional 

application of the polymer as it is applied to solid substrates, for example ceramics. 

To prevent electrical degradation the polymer would need to be applied to the cable 

adjacent to the fittings. This would have to be completed after cable installation. This 

leads to possible safety problems, as the lines-person would need to climb the tower 

with spray equipment and apply the liquid polymer in "live conditions". This also 

leads to practical problems, for example, coating application in windy conditions. 

Rather than proposed local applications near the cable fitting, such material could be 

applied as a continuous coating during cable manufacturing. If successful this solution 

would statistically prevent the continuum charge flow development along the 

complete cable span. This however would be a costly application of the liquid 

polymer, which at 1998 prices retailed at over two hundred pounds a litre.

4.2. Drain current

Several proposals have been made to "drain" the damaging current in a safe manner 

(sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3). These range from fully conductive sheaths to semi- 

conductive printing. In all cases the solution must either include partial isolation of 

the cable or an adequate development of an appropriate electrical circuit. The irony of 

all these proposals are that they deliberately increase electrical activity to ensure 

control.

As apart of this research project several of these solutions have under gone extensive 

laboratory trials. The critical factor for such methodology failure being the robustness 

of the concepts relative to the high voltage and current (for example, see section 

4.2.2.). The solutions are usually difficult to achieve without compromising other
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cable performance, for example, some proposals increase cable weight and therefore 

limit span capability.

4.2.1. Arcing horns

Electrical path on dry band 
formation

Figure 4-4, Proposed electrical charge drainage device.

Figures 4-4 and 4-5 show a proposal that may be thought as akin to an arcing horn. 

The principle is to dissipate the arc energy through an air gap instead of on the cable 

surface. By placing the two conductive fittings a reasonable distance apart, say half a 

metre , the cable between the fitting may be spared damage from high power arcs. 

The proposal works in three distinct modes. Firstly, when the cable is continuously 

covered with a conducting film the current flow generates Joule heating until a safe 

dry band is formed between the fittings. This band will extend. The second mode 

occurs when the dry band becomes dangerously large. At this stage the arcing gap 

becomes the path of lowest resistance. Hence arcing occurs in a controlled and safe 

manner in the defined air gap. Finally, Joule heating beyond the fitting continues until 

other dry bands form. At this stage the combined resistance of the bands and arcing 

gap is great enough to prevent a dangerous arc. Therefore the device will limit 

electrical activity by the natural random variation of the film conductivity.
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Figure 4-5, Prototype device used in salt fog testing.

As such the device would be expected to reduce damaging arc activity, but would not

eliminate the problem. Providing that the arcing activity beyond the second fitting is

appropriately limited in power then the device may extend the cable life beyond

customer expectations.

Experimental trials" carried out on this device suggest a radial gap of 4 mm would be

required to ensure a maximum breakdown resistance to 10 kV. Similar distances

between dry band arcing activity have been observed on salt fog test samples (see

section 7.2). The proposed device has advantages of being relatively cheap, highly

durable, and adaptable.

" Test completed by the author at Dulrnison pic, Corby UK
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4.2.2. Semi-conductive sheaths and sheath marking

An alternative to this localised solution is to drain the current along the complete 

cable length. One such proposal includes using an intermittent semi-conductive sheath 

marking. The proposal suggests that the markings are spaced so that the available 

potential drop of an arc between the marks is always limited to a safe value. The 

problem with such methods is that they actively encourage electrical activity. If this 

activity becomes unstable then rapid damage will ensue. This proposed solution has 

not been technically pursued, as proposed semi-conductive materials have not been 

found that may adequately survive the electrical activity111 .

A similar approach is to make the sheath semi-conductive. This would effectively 

drain the current away from the surface to ensure only limited and safe arcing activity. 

This seems impractical to achieve with conventional polymers without the electrical 

activity leading to premature cable failure.

4.2.3. Semi-conductive sections

To prevent the decay of the semi-conductive sheath a proposal has been made to fit a 

semi-conductive glass re-enforced fibre rod to the first 50 m of the cable span. BICC 

(now Corning Cables) and the National Grid Company have jointly completed 

extensive trials of this solution [ref. 65, 66, & 67]. This has been completed with 

cable samples artificially aged by lightly rubbing the sheath with abrasive paper. The 

semi-conductive rods are five millimetre diameter glass fibre reinforced plastic (GRP) 

pulltrusions that are graphite loaded to achieve the appropriate resistance of 

approximately 400 to 800 k£2/m. The resistance is maintained by sealing the loaded 

glass from the environment with a highly water resistance resin coating. This
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alleviates concerns that water would permeate the structure, lowering the resistance, 

and hence cause excessive electrical activity.

After the ADSS cable installation the rod is fitted via an earth trumpet "bazooka". 

This prevents lines-people receiving electrical shocks during live installation. Under 

these loads the electrically floating rod is capable of supplying up to a few milli-amps 

current. As the rod is fed into the span it is secured to the ADSS cable with 

conductive polymeric clips spaced at intervals between 0.3 and 0.5 m. The clips are 

locked into position on the semi-conductive rod, but are free to slip along the cable 

axis.

Reported results of the first seven weeks of trials showed that the rod was effective in 

ensuring circuit continuity. In dry conditions a cable installed on a 400 kV line at 

20 kV/m drew a continuous average current of approximately 1.7 mA. This is 0.3 mA 

above the theoretical limit and was assumed to be due to moisture on the cable 

allowing charge to generate between the clips and then drain along the semi- 

conductive rod. This leakage current could be compared with a control sample of 

cable without the device. During the same period there was virtually no leakage 

current. After rainfall there was no discriminative increase in current on the protected 

cable. This compared with the control sample on which the current increased to 

0.3 mA.

The results were also reviewed after a further fifteen months. These were referenced 

to environmental conditions and the results were refined using a 50 Hz notch filter to 

allow the high frequency currents associated with electrical arcing to be resolved 

separately from general leakage current. Inferred results include:

"' Due to the effect of sheath marking as an electrical stress raiser and potential source of tracking path 
development shown by this project Pirelli will not accept liability to sheath marked cable installed in 
high voltage field.
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• Arcing activity on the standard cable can be related to rainfall events and

humidity. Arcing activity being prevalent when the relative humidity increased 

above 80%. During the trial the average leakage current of the unprotected cable 

increased to 0.7 mA.

• During single circuit operation the characteristic leakage current along the

unprotected cable remained as discrete events below 0.5 mA. This was compared 

with the protected system that generated over 2.75 mA.

• Although the continuous leakage currently may remain below 0.5 mA on the 

unprotected cable sample, the high frequency component may increase to over 

4.5 mA. This is due to the limited arc duration and the associated coupling.

• After six months severe damage had occurred to the unprotected cable with a 

longitudinal sheath furrow, 20 cm from the cable fittings. "Dry band arc 

compression" was assumed to be the cause. No specific statement was made about 

the results of the proposed solution except that trials were continuing. 

The conclusion was made that unprotected cables with track resistant sheaths should 

be limited to field below 12 kV dependant upon local environmental pollution levels. 

This allegedly demonstrating limited ADSS cable application on power lines rated 

above 150 kV.

Opponents to the proposed solution have raised safety concerns about installing a 

fifty metre semi-conductive rod under live conditions relative to the high voltage 

cables that are spaced under ten metres apart. Competitors' objection to the concept 

has also raised concerns about the possible increased wind and ice loading. It is well 

documented that such "figure of eight" shapes can act as aero-foils [ref. 40]. These 

may lead to severe vibration damage.
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Even if this solution is never adopted the trials have provided BICC with several years 

of practical data and experience in appropriate monitoring. Rumours in the industry 

suggest;

• Initial trials failed due to inadequate earth paths and therefore the generation of 

powerful arcing next to the cable fittings.

• The device has gained approval limited to 25kV/m fields under strict engineering

supervision.

The advantages of the system include that the protection is capable of being retrofitted 

and is independent of the cable design. The disadvantages include relatively high cost 

(estimated at £1000 per km), possible adverse ageing performance, and the 

requirement for skilled installation.

4.2.4. Conductive sheaths

Taken to an extreme the obvious solution is to make the cable totally conductive. This 

moves manufacturing away from the dielectric designs to metallic self-supporting 

(MASS) cables. Proposals have included using secondary ground wires and metallic 

extruded sheaths. By using a cable which is totally active in the circuit leads to 

legislative controls and limitations (as expected when fitting a conductor to a live 

installation).

The problem with metallic designs include increased weight, lower span capability 

and increased costs. These are compounded with flashover safety problems (section 

3.11). Other disadvantages can usually be designed out; for example installation 

damage may be overcome by adding a sacrificial sheath.

This proposed solution is popular with some utility companies as it mimics ground 

wire design principles and will provide high protection from mechanical abuse. This
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solution could also lead to the innovative application of alternative manufacturing

techniques, for example, continuous sinter extrusion [ref. 68].

As the proposal is so functionally distant from the original concept, it can be

considered an alternative technology rather than a solution for ADSS cables. This

solution has therefore been deemed beyond the scope of this research project.

An alternative suggestion to metallic structured cables would be the use of drain wire.

This could be wrapped about the ADSS cable prior, during or after installation. On an

assumption that the leakage current is limited by the wire's designed impedance, then

for a maximum current of 5mA and a potential 25 kV, the wire would need to rated at

125 watts for 25 years. This is technically possible. However the proposal could cause

critical product failure is if continuity was not maintained, see section 4.2.3.

4.2.5. Space hooks

Anelli's [ref. 57] concept was the addition of spatial discharge devices. This could be 

achieved by fitting, spikes to the ADSS cable at regular intervals. To ensure spatial 

discharge the tip may be doped with radioactive material that would ionise localised 

gasses. This would cause a complicated series of circuits along the cable length that 

could dissipate the charge. This concept inspires further investigation to establish 

feasibility.

4.3. Preventing current development

One active stance is to prevent the degradation current generating. It is proposed that 

this can be achieved by either increasing the resistance per unit length of cable under 

all environmental conditions or changing the cable's electrical properties. To achieve 

this two approaches have been considered: 

• Changing cable component properties.
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• Changing cable geometrical definition.

4.3.1. Capacitance coupling

Oestreick& Nassar [ref. 70] proposed to capacitively couple the cable with the 

conducting film to limit degradation current to an acceptable level. It was proposed 

that this be achieved by allowing the sheath to act as an insulator between two 

partially conductive layers, namely the outer film surface and the cable internal 

components. Semi-conductive aramid can be used to achieve the required internal 

cable properties. Standard dry aramid yarn has resistance between 10" and 10 14 ohms 

per metre and proposals suggest that appropriate coupling may be achieved by 

reducing the resistance to 107 ohms per metre [ref. 71]. This has previously been 

adopted by Siemens Cables, but no proven data was published that relates the theory 

to applications.

One foreseen problem is the variability of yarn resistance due to water permeation. 

This may be induced by different environmental conditions. During salt fog testing 

extreme exposure of the yarn to water produced alternative tracking paths and 

premature cable failurelv(see section 3.5). There are three major consequences of 

adapting this solution that exposes general concerns;

• The changes in ADSS capacitive coupling over time due to material degradation, 

the environment, or water permeation.

• The dissipation of capacitive energy within the cable and how it manifests into 

physical reactions.

• The introduction of a "live" component into the tower space.

IV During salt fog tests water can wick along aramid yarn. This will cause an alternative electrical 
circuit that may cause a rapid product failure. Due to this reason Pirelli Newport has adopted using 
aramid coated with super absorbent polymer. This swells when in contact with water and effectively
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Work is required in all of these fields to understand possible cable failure modes 

beyond surface arcing activity. Some inference may however be made from previous 

modelling (see section 3).

Alternative methods of achieving capacitive coupling include applying dual sheath 

technologies with polymers of mixed electrical properties. Considering manufacturing 

capabilities (radial thickness tolerances typically ± 0.2 mm), then this proposal should 

result in a controllable method of achieving a product with defined electrical 

properties.

4.3.2. Surface geometry

Another way to change the cable's electrical properties is through variation in 

geometry. For example, by producing a non-uniform surface it is possible to:

• Increased cable surface area, hence surface resistance.

• Prevent continuous pollution build up.

• Resist water flow on wetted surfaces.

• Induce direct wet film breakdown locations.

This has been the subject of a Russian patent [ref. 72], which proposes a uniform 

sinusoidal variation in cable diameter. Provided that the distance between the peaks is 

sufficient it should eliminate high power arc by virtue of the resistive air gaps 

(observed dry band distances being in the order of one centimetre).

blocks longitudinal cable water penetration. This reduces the chance of premature product failure due 
to poor installation practices.
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Figure 4-6, Proposed sheath inconsistencies to break conductive film. 

During initial investigations a similar suggestion was made by this project to form 

helical patterns by stranding thick binders under the sheath in opposing directions 

[ref. 73], see figure 4-6. Where these concepts may become flawed is the reduction of 

cable restraint at installation fittings and possible increased environmental loads from 

wind or ice accretion. The advantages of such a solution includes:

• Continuous increased electrical resistance over the span length.

• Development of a continuous manufacturing process that needs little investment.

• Utilisation of current installation technology.

4.3.3. Film resistance layer

As suggested previously the material surface properties may vary considerably and 

the application of a stable hydrophobic material will minimise the conductive surface 

layer. Suggested alternative sheath materials include using cross-linked silicon and 

EPDM rubber. Although not "exotic" they do represent a considerable investment for 

cable manufactures. This includes alternative extruders and process industrialisation 

to achieve polymer cross-linking. Accelerated cross-linking, initiated by chemical 

agents, being achieved by:

• UV exposure.

• Heat (steam, water or dry).
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• Radiation.

To ensure that cable sheaths are sufficiently cured while being extruded at speeds of

60 metres per minute (a typical low speed ADSS cable sheath extrusion) will also

require possible extension of the process lines.

Such materials also have product cost implications. This may be approximated as a

50% increase in sheathing material costs. The economic decisions will however

depend upon the cable fibre count and the required product span (the fibre count

determining the relative cost of the sheath compound and the span length the required

aramid yarn quantity).

4.4. Changing the electrical field

Instead of changing the current flowing along the cable some concepts have been 

developed specifically to change the electrical field producing the arc or arcing 

current. This includes electrical stress reduction devices that will prevent localised 

arcing activity. The working principle of these devices is more closely related to 

corona discharge analysis rather than induced currents, see section 3.8. This has been 

the subject of several patents that have not been directly pursued by this research 

project. An example of such a device may be seen in figure 1-4. 

The second possible method considers impedance balancing the field along the cable 

span. This concept is similar to a suggestion that has been made to minimise 

lightening damage of conductors. The proposal is to wind two wires helically about 

the conductor so that when electrical discharge occurs the electrical energy is 

dissipated by the induced opposing fields. If the capacative field about the ADSS 

cable could be disrupted in a similar manor then the current may be reduced to a safe 

level.
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4.5. Ignore current

The simplest solution is to design a dielectric product which is so robust that no 

critical damage occurs when subjected to continuous electrical activity. The first 

method of achieving this is to prevent arc damage to the cable's internals by 

considering the outer sheath. The obvious material variables being the polymer base 

and their fillers. Other possible extremes include using flexible ceramics. 

The second method is to understand the cable failure modes and prevent this from 

being a risk. For example if the aramid was replaced with an electrically inert material 

then the sheath can become sacrificial.

To make any design more robust is usually a compromise. For example, if the sheath 

thickness were increased, then the time to erode the protective layer would be greater. 

However a thicker sheath will increase cost, increase cable weight, reduce cable span 

capability, and because the cable is less compressible there may be problems with the 

transfer of clamping loads [ref. 31]. The effectiveness of this solution would also be 

dependant upon the failure mode, for example if the arcing power was significantly 

high to cause sheath melting, then the relatively small increase in sheath thickness 

will have little consequence on cable life.
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4.5.1. Sheath material

There are several material properties that are associated with electrical degradation 

resistance of polymers, these include:

• Cross-linking levels of polymers.

• Crystallinity of the polymerv .

• Homogeneous of the polymer.

• Filler and additive properties.

These characteristics are also related to other sheath mechanical and environmental 

performances. These have been widely researched for other commercial reasons. 

Even if a suitable material is adopted one of the major influences is the product 

quality. The material must be easily processed otherwise localised flaws and poor 

surface finish may negate any advantage (see section 7.1.2.7).

4.5.1.1. Associated Low Smoke Technology

A range of sheathing materials have been developed by Pirelli [ref. 141] to retard fire 

degradation and minimise the dangers when installed as a part of Premises 

Distribution Systems (PDS). These materials reduce the fire hazard by affecting the 

available fuel, oxygen, or localised heat. Low smoke zero halogen (LSOH) 

formulations" tend to be highly filled with inorganic hydroxides which release water 

vapour and absorbs heat when exposed to high temperatures (spumific reaction).

"For example, aCIGRE study group completed track and arc resistance of polymers and found HDPE
to be notable resistant to electrical degradation compared with MDPE.
vi Typically 37% polyolefin, 60% AHT/MgOH, 3% colour/antioxidant/coupling agents
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Chemical Type

Inorganic Hydroxides 
(Hydrated Salts)

Phosphorous Compounds
Ammonium Compounds

Halogen / Antimony Compounds
Borates /Silicates/Phosphates

Mode of Action

Endothermic release of 
water vapour

Char Promoters
Evolution of Ammonia Vapour

Evolution of Sb Halide
Glass formers

Retardant Theory

Gas and thermal

Coatings
Coatings
Chemical
Coatings

Table 4-1, Fire retardant systems

There are however a range of fillers which may be used to retard fire by different 

methods. Table 4-1 shows possible fillers. These can be costly and laborious to 

process, hence further fillers such as lubricants and clay may be include to help 

processing and reduces costs. These materials have some properties that will resist 

electrical degradation. The fire resistance performance reduces sheath damage and 

possible melt-down due to material ignition.

Some of these material are classed by manufacturers as "Anti-Track". This is an 

unfortunate terminology as it infers that the material resists or stops tracking, yet in 

practice they are damage restraints. A true track resistance sheath has some of these 

properties combined with an inherent ability to stop regressive conductivity build-up. 

The advantage of this method includes;

• Relative low total product cost increase.

• Little deviation from standard manufacturing practices.

• No additional cable installation requirements.
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To date no commercial available material has been employed that will survive a high 

power arc without damage. Some material do however provide adequate resistance to 

low / medium damage (3 mA, 15 kV) over the customer expected life in normal 

operational environments.

4.5.1.2. UV stabilisation and Carbon Black

Bellingen & Accorsi [ref. 74] reviews the use of "carbon black" protection of polymer 

sheathing materials from photo-oxidisation caused by solar emissions in the 290-400 

nm UV region. The paper outlines how "carbon black" acts as an UV absorber, an 

antioxidant, and a colourant. The material provides excellent resistance to UV 

degradation and is extremely cheap (being produced by incomplete combustion of 

hydrocarbon raw materials, typically in a oil furnace run at 1500 degree Celsius). It 

exhibits a "quasi-graphitic" microstructure that forms primary particles in the 

manufacturing process of amorphous carbon (10 to 100 nm in diameter), however 

then becomes combined into aggregates (50 to 500 nm) and agglomerates (>l(im). 

Unfortunately if this carbon is poorly mixed with the base polymer it leads to sheath 

inconsistencies that become the centre of electrical degradation. In addition the carbon 

also increases electrical tracking activity due to it's conductive properties. 

Alternatives include chemical stabilisers (i.e. HALS vn) possibly combined with 

appropriate pigmentation and inert fillers such as iron oxides. The choice of UV 

stabiliser therefore represents a classical engineering dilemma between cost, 

performance and ease of processing. Like the carbon black stabilisation these 

additives also require appropriate material mixing to ensure an adequate material 

consistency.

Hindered Light Arnine Stabiliser
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Customer perception may also influence the solution choice. For example, a light 

coloured sheath may emphasis material degradation by contrasting with the 

discoloured track marks. This damage may however be superficial and previously 

cosmetically masked by the use of standard black sheaths. 

One way of ensuring sheath colour consistency is to blend the materials before 

extrusion. Due to test work completed for this project all Pirelli material used for 

ADSS cable sheathing are pre-blended.

4.5.2. Alternative strength members

One possible solution is to provide the cable with strength members that are not 

susceptible to the electrical activity damage. Possible solutions to be pursued include 

solid structures, like pulltruded rods that have been treated with hydrophobic, 

temperature resistance coatings. Teflon and PTFE based compounds have been 

suggested but little known work has been revealed on this subject. 

This method assumes that the outer sheath is sacrificial and hence it must be made 

from a material that is impervious to ignition. The method has several disadvantages 

that include allowable electrical activity near the optical core. A more satisfactory 

method would therefore be to include a continuous radial barrier that would not 

compromise the lower layers integrity.

4.5.3. Electrical armouring tape

Extreme electrical resistance tapes have been developed for the high voltage industry. 

These include trade branded materials such as Kapton® vl"[ref 145] etc. One possible 

solution would be to bond such tapes into the sheath to make a high voltage arc

viii DuPont Kapton® is a thermoset polyimide material synthesised by polymerising aromatic 
dianhydride with an aromatic diamine. Typically used for Formed coil insulation, substrates of printed 
circuit boards, and pressure sensitive tapes.
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damage barrier. Unfortunately the electrical activity will always be concentrated 

about this point, which will make the required material properties extraordinary. 

This is rather an exciting option, as it will allow a generic product design with 

possible controllable and variable product performance. It may also be combined with 

other possible solutions.

4.6. Summary of solutions

Principle
Isolate Current

Drain Current

Prevent current

Robust design

Arc prevention

Method
Cable shield
Isolated fittings
Hydrophobic boundaries
Arc horns
Semi-conductive markings
Semi -conductive sheath
Semi-conductive section
Conductive sheath
Space hooks
Capacitive coupled sheath
Hydrophobic sheath
Undulating geometry
Balancing of field
Polymer active fillers
Cross-linked polymers
Flexible ceramics
Polymer inert filler
Bonded barrier tapes
Inert strength members
Fitting end relief
Stress reduction device

Practical
\^l)

©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
*&)

©
©
c^y©©©©©

Cost
££
£££
£
££
££
£££
££££
££
££
£££
££
£

£
£££
££££
£
££
££££
£
££

Rating
2
8
13
7

6
4
5
1

9
10
11
3
15
12
14

Table 4-2, Summary of solution methods and arbitrary ratings.

As with all ideas the practical result must be a cost-effective solution that can

withstand all environmental loads over expected customer life while being capable of

effective deployment within the appropriate network.

Many of the previous concepts could be harmoniously combined to provide a solution

that would reduce or eliminate electrical activity. For example, it would be possible to
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create a dual extruded sheath made from a cross-linked crystalline polymer that 

provides capactitive coupling. The cable may be further protected by increasing the 

resistance per unit length by variable cable geometry and isolating the surface leakage 

current near the fittings. This combined solution may be an "over-kill" but is likely to 

succeed. In contrast, the commercial feasibility of a combined solution may be 

inappropriate. Table 4-2 lists the possible solutions with proposed, or expected, 

technical feasibility and cost. Based on this these alternatives the following solutions 

have been pursued by the research project:

• Current isolation using a cable shield. This is partially developed technology in 

which there already exists considerable expertise. The relative cost of this 

development is already known. The major challenges would be to design a device 

suitable for the adopted cable installation and service methodologies.

• Material developments. These will be a limited by the maximum arcing energy 

that a filled polymer sheath material may survive. Since the initiation of this 

project both the commercial available materials and company developments due 

to this project have produced some outstanding increases in test life expectancy.

• Resistant armouring tapes. This is considered a relatively unexplored field in 

which the advantages could be quickly implemented using standard 

manufacturing techniques.
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5. Product evaluation

Various test methods have been employed to evaluate both material and cable 

resistance to electrical degradation. These vary from directly simulating induced cable 

fields over 26 m spans, to high voltage laboratory plaque testing. Most of these test 

methods have been adopted or imposed from other existing test standards, for 

example, cable salt fog testing has be adopted from high voltage insulator testing 

IEC 1109 [ref. 144]. Where possible, appropriate cables and proposed solutions were 

submitted to these different tests to assess both the products and the test methods.

Figure 5-1, Pirelli electrical degradation test equipment

During the later era of this investigation test method proposals were being discussed 

at committee level of the IEC and at working groups of CENELEC. Some of the work 

referenced in the following chapter was completed in part to support the work of 

Pirelli representatives. In addition to the European test method developments, 

poignant work was being completed by the IEEE PI222 joint working group 

"Electrical Effects on Aerial Fiber Optical Cables". The group, on which an American 

colleague - John Smith -was working, had restrictive time scales. This was driven by
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customers' and suppliers' discontent that the standard had only been issued as a draft 

format, and had remained so since March 1997. One of the potential problems with 

the proposed short time scale to complete the standard (initially targeted as one year) 

would be relating the test methodology to field data. Unfortunately relevant data did 

not exist in the public domain, hence all proposals were hypothetical. In addition, to 

obtain consensus to allow publication, a number of independent bodies would need to 

be able to complete testing using proposed test methods and be given the opportunity 

to debate the results.

The problem with any of these proposed test methods is that they must meet multiple 

and sometimes contradicting criteria. The ideal test would:

• Allow testing of any proposed degradation reduction system. This is extremely 

difficult to meet. For example, if the test method applied the electrical load using 

direct attachment of electrodes, then capacitively coupled sheath solutions could 

not be tested as the driving field would not exist. Conversely, if a proposal 

considered using an induced field to generate the degradation current, then the 

charge per unit length of cable may not be high enough to produce a degradation 

arc, see section 6.9.

• Require minimal cost and expertise. This is to ensure that test method is open to 

all cable manufacturers and purchasers. This will also ensure fair and equivalent 

evaluation between independent test houses.

• Provide repeatable results. If the statistical distributions of test results are too high 

then conclusions may need to be based on large statistical groups. This leads to 

high test costs and unsatisfactory expectation.

• Mimic observed field failure mechanisms. For example, if tracking is the usual 

field failure under set conditions then the laboratory must repeat the failure. To
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ensure this the cable working environment must be analysed in detail. In the case 

of electrical degradation this would include the electrical field, surface conducted 

current, and the associated arc potential. Other items such as transient material 

recovery may be argued to be just as important dependant on the specific 

evaluated solution. Achieving this fundamental criterion with an appropriate test 

could be tenuous as very few electrical degradation failures have been collected or 

analysed. Even if a supplier, or service provider, had experienced failures they 

would not necessary review them with a standards committee due to political or 

commercial implications.

• Provide quantitative results. Many tests reference pass criteria based on arbitrary 

limits. By providing quantitative results the purchaser may choose appropriate 

products under technical advice. This also allows the test results to be used to 

evaluate products for alternative applications.

• Classify appropriate use. In the case of electrical degradation it is feasible that 

manufacturers would want their products to operate in fields beyond 40 kV. 

However, solutions for use in high potential fields may not be cost effective for 

more mundane applications. Therefore the test method should classify appropriate 

conditions. For example, class "A" may be equivalent to fields between 10 and 

15 kV/m and spans up to 300 m.

• Accelerate failure to reduce test time. Long term design validation tests are

unwanted by both suppliers and customers as they increase product development 

time and cost. Such tests are however common. For example 1 , the UV polymer 

ageing test for sheath materials and cable creep testing lasts 1000 hours 

(approximately six weeks). Suggestions to accelerate cable degradation have
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included increasing directly supplied current or voltage. This may however lead to 

failure mechanisms that do not occur in the field.

• Relate test failure to field life. Many test standards classify pass criteria but do not 

relate this to life expectations. For example, IEC 60794-1-2 (E7) is a torsion test 

for cables. Cables which pass this test will provide purchasers with appropriate 

"good feeling", but the criteria has not been related to either installation loads or 

product failure rates.

• Allow product development. Any test method would ideally support product 

development and experimentation. If this were not possible the method would fail 

to meet other previously stated criteria, for example, item one, allow testing of any 

proposed degradation system.

• Accepted by customers and suppliers. The method must be approved and accepted 

by both customers and suppliers alike. Without support from either party the 

proposed standard can not be successful.

These ten criteria are almost generic of all test methods and in the event of one of the 

criteria not being met then test limitation should be observed and accounted for by 

supplier and purchaser. This is sometimes impractical due to the lack of expertise. 

Even if an ideal solution were found, sometimes political traits may cause rejection of 

the proposals. This is particularly relevant when trying to update established test 

methods that were previously adopted with the best of intent.

1 IEEE P1222 Draft March 1997. Clauses 4.1.1.13 and 4.1.18
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5.1. Cyclic spray - Pirelli Test Method

One of the first tests developed specifically for ADSS cable electrical degradation 

originated from work completed by Pirelli cables. Although publicised in 

international publications [ref. 5] it failed to receive appropriate recognition. The test 

has however been used extensively by the author and provided this research work 

with valuable information into simulated failure modes and lifetime characteristics. 

The test method has several limits and falls short of the previous criteria for a 

generally acceptable test method. Where this method has great strength is in the 

evaluation of cable materials and geometry under cyclic conditions. Due to the large 

numbers of results that were obtained, predictive analysis could be completed using 

Weibull statistics, see section 7.1.1.

The test facility was originally designed and constructed to simulate the damage 

experienced in service but on an accelerated scale. It consists of a sealed transparent 

chamber, see figure 5-1. In the chamber, three parallel pairs of bars act as supply 

terminals. Each pair is connected to a 6 kV three phase transformer. The samples are 

hung by copper wires, between the bars using reinforcing rods and jubilee clips as 

electrodes for earth and high voltage terminations respectively. The test sample is 

therefore subjected to a constant electrical stress (applied voltage/electrode spacing). 

The magnitude of the stress may be made to be equivalent to the maximum field 

experienced by the capacitively coupled cables in the field. 

In the bottom of the chamber there are water spray nozzles which are linked to a 

pump via solenoid valves. An electronic timer controls the opening and closing of the 

valves and is used to automatically control the frequency and duration of the water 

spray period. The prepared samples of cable, cut from production lengths, are thus 

directly coupled between a high voltage transformer and earth while being subjected
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to an intermittent water spray regime that may induce appropriate electrical 

degradation arcing.

5.1.1. Pirelli Test Acceleration Factors

Experience of completing analysis of power grid lines show that the maximum typical 

field seen by a cable in standard service is of the order of 12-15 kV/m. To accelerate 

the degradation, the potential gradient is kept constant at selected values between 20 

and 80 kV/m.

The test method assumes that one spray cycle of water in the test is equivalent to one 

period of precipitation in service. The number of wet and dry cycles per year under 

extreme United Kingdom service conditions is taken as 2602 . Acceleration is achieved 

by increasing the number of drying cycles compared with typical cable service 

conditions. The accelerated spray regime comprises of a spray duration of two 

seconds at approximately two minute intervals (110 seconds), hence eight hours is 

approximately equivalent to one year of extreme service loading.

5.1.2. Sample Failure Criterion

The following four failure criteria were considered during test work prior to this 

investigation -

• Exposure of the cable core. This is a physical check which is easy to perform by 

visual inspection. This is particularly true for cables that use aramid adjacent to 

the sheath as the yarn's yellow colour contrasts vividly with the usually black 

outer sheath.

• Degradation of half the radial sheath thickness. This was proposed by customers 

as it provides a safety margin. These measurements are sometimes impractical due
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to encrusted surface deposits and electrical tunnelling. The only way to truly 

measure half sheath erosion is destructive examination of the sample. This limits 

sample evaluation, as there is no quantifiable transient based results. In addition if 

several mechanisms are occurring, for example dry band and snake skin 

degradation, it is impractical to determine a completed erosion profile while the 

sample is under test.

• Transformer tripping in three successive sprays. This test limit is specific for the 

Pirelli rig. This, although not exclusively, meant that a sample degradation was so 

severe that an earth path was forming on a sample. This path may not be visible as 

it may be caused by a sheath puncture under the electrodes. Three trips were set as 

a limit because it was envisioned that a single trip may occur during periods of 

simultaneous arcing of several samples.

• Comparison with "Control Samples". Although not a quantifiable method, if the 

control samples are available from the field then qualitative judgement may be 

given about the failure mode.

For this research project, testing the degradation rate was measured using both the 

degradation of half the sheath thickness and the exposure of the core. Any trip of the 

transformer was also noted and the appropriate time recorded. Comparison criteria 

could not be considered, as no "Control Samples" were available at the time of 

starting the test work. Practical measurements of half sheath thickness degradation 

were however found to be impractical, especially when considering the number of 

samples.

2 Information obtained from meteorological offices give worst annual rainfall within the UK of 210 
clays a year (North Wales). This was pessimistically increased as a safety factor.
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Total sheath degradation therefore became the default criteria. Other exceptional test 

failure modes, rather than gradual degradation, did exist, for example, "blow-outs" 

(see section 3-4).

5.1.3. Method limitation

Unfortunately the test method could not evaluate any proposed devices or solutions 

due to the limited sample length. In addition, any accelerated degradation due to 

pollution was found to be impractical as the samples were effectively washed by the 

cyclic spray (although it was suggested that a salt solution may be used instead of 

water, environmental waste policies would prevent the un-recycled application on 

such a scale). The test was therefore limited to sheath material evaluation under 

specified electrical stresses. This, and the lack of international acceptance, led to the 

de-commissioning of the test facilities. Another test method was therefore required to 

evaluate solutions.

5.2. Japanese JIS

The Pirelli method is similar to Japanese standards [ref. 132] where 4 kV is applied to 

100 mm of cable. Instead of a water spray, the standard calls for a conductive salt 

solution with a wetting agent that is intended to promote activity. The spray contains 

two grams of sodium chloride and one millilitre of nylphenyl polyoxyethlene 

glocether per litre of water. This results in a solution with a conductivity of 

approximately 3000 \iQ/cm. The pass criterion for the test is that there is "no sheath 

damage" after 101 spray applications. This would take 3'/3 hours on the Pirelli test. 

Daneshvar etal [ref. 75] found that standard polyethylene sheaths failed after 21 

cycles, while track resistance sheaths could run for over 248 cycles. The test has some



interesting possibilities. There are a lot of similarities with the Pirelli cyclic spray 

system, however the biggest difference is the subjective failure criteria.

5.3. Insulator style tests

These test methods have been copied from insulator tests and include; salt fog, dip 

and salt solution cycling tests. New insulator test proposals consider including 

combined UV ageing. This subject has been monitored carefully for international 

insulator standards may be unfairly imposed on ADSS cables. Currently different tests 

are popular with different people depending upon the product. For example, silicon 

insulator suppliers support methods that are intermittent as the methods allow time for 

polymer recovery.

5.3.1. IEEEP1222

On the 26-27 February 1991 an IEEE3 working part met in Atlanta, Georgia, to 

discuss the electrical testing of ADSS cables. Alternative methods were proposed by 

BNR Europe4 and TCL5 . These were based on cyclic spray and insulator salt fog tests 

respectively. It was decided that the "good" parts should be combined from both 

methods by the next presentation, otherwise it would be taken to a committee 

decision. The BNR Europe representative who supported the cyclic test method 

(sponsored by the then named Northern Telecom group, previous STC and now 

Pirelli) argued that neither the salt fog test nor a combined test could simulate the 

observed damage.

After considerable review the specification P1222, "Standard for All-Dielectric Self 

Supporting Fibre Optic Cable (ADSS) for Use on Overhead Utility Lines", was

3 Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers
* BNR Europe Limited, London road, Harlow, Essex, CM 17 9NA
'" Telephone Cable Limited - UK based company, ceased trading in 1998
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published as a draft circa 1995. This was re-issued in March 1997, and although in a 

draft format beyond 2001 it has been adopted by many electrical utilities companies as 

the de facto cable standard. The test has also recently been proposed by CENELEC as 

the IEC method (January 2001 Koeln).

The draft standard calls for salt fog electrical testing where the level of electrical stress 

on the jacket may exceed 12 kV space potential. This is based on the premise that all 

cable installed in potentials above 12 kV will experience electrical degradation. Cables 

that meet this required have sheath jackets categorised as "class B". The definition of 

such jackets being stipulated in clause 5.1.1.3. of the standard. 

Unfortunately it may be inferred that cables installed in field potentials below 12 kV 

will not degrade electrically. This is untrue as shown by the case studies in section 8. 

This inference has lead to inappropriate installation of cable types by utility companies, 

and has allowed supporters of alternative technologies to fairly criticise both the 

standard and ADSS cable manufacturers.

5.3.1.1. IEEE Salt fog test method

A production length of cable, sealed at each end against moisture ingress, is supported 

horizontally in a salt fog chamber between two anchor points. The cable is tensioned 

mechanically to a load that represents the value of initial sag conditions for the cable. 

The dead-end fittings, the same as those used in service, are used to load the cable. 

The gauge length between the fittings is made great enough to avoid flashovers from 

taking place during the test (the standard recommends that the electrical stress along the 

cable is less than 25 mm/kV). The cable is tensioned such that any creep during the test 

does not result in a major reduction in tension. In the utilised facilities this was achieved 

with calibrated spring fittings. At suitable intervals during the test, approximately every
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100 hours, the tension is checked to see whether it has deviated by more than 10% of the

initial value. If so, the tension is adjusted to within the initial range.

The fog is created by salt water fed to an appropriate number of atomising jet nozzles.

The salt solution being prepared from NaCl and distilled and de-ionised water. The

nozzles being designed to produce droplets in the size is in the range of 5-20 microns.

The sample fittings are connected to an appropriate electrical power supply and act as

electrodes. This is specified as a power frequency transformer with a minimum rating of

2506 mA mis. During the test the trip level must be set at 1 A rms.

After tensioning the cable it shall be wiped with a cloth or paper towel soaked in water

and then subjected to the salt fog test. The test conditions are as follows:

Duration : 1000 hours

Salt water flow rate : 0.4 ± 0.1 litres/hour per m3 of chamber volume.

Droplet size : 5-20 microns

Temperature : 15 - 25 °C

NaCl content of water : 10 ± 0.5 kg/m3

Test voltage and frequency : typically 12 kV, 50Hz (as agreed with customer) 

The standard's pass criterion of the test is based on erosion less than 50% of the sheath 

thickness. As explained previously, section 5.1.2, this is sometimes difficult to measure 

and is arbitrary in terms of product life. The method also does not specify if the 

measurements should be taken while the sample is under tension, or after cable recovery. 

This should have little effect on the high modulus cables, and generally it is accepted 

that the measurement should be made after the tension is removed from the sample.

6 The origins of the minimum transformer rating and droplet size have been transferred from the 
insulatonest method without any seeming logical reason relating to the proposed product function.
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5.3.1.2. Salt fog test equipment

During this research project two test facilities were used to investigate electrical 

degradation. The first was at EA Technology, Capenhurst. As an independent test 

facility the equipment was used for product type approval. In addition, due to their 

measurement expertise, the sample testing provided detailed information about the 

leakage current spectrum. The second facility was specifically build for this research 

project at Pirelli's Milan Central Research Laboratories. This provided the company 

with a secure test area for prototype developments.

The EA Technology salt fog chamber (diagrammatically represented in figure 5-2) was 

11 m3 in size with a nominal exhaust less than 80 cm2 . It contained four nozzles 

distributed around the top corners of the chamber to provided homogeneous fog with 

droplet size between 8 and 12 um. This was achieved by using an air pressure of 

approximately 3.3 bars to the nozzles.
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Salt Fog Chamber

30 kVA Power 
Transformer

Saline Spray 
Nozzels

Multi-channel 
data logger

Salt Fog Facility Schematic Diagram

Figure 5-2, Salt fog test equipment1

The transformer was rated at 240V/33kV, 60 kVA (upgraded from 30 kVA) and

manufactured by International Transformers Ltd. The transformer was controlled using a

HIPOTRONICS controller.

Continuous leakage current monitoring performed using an integrated computer control

system. Channels were calibrated to trip at a leakage current of 250 mA and monitored

using Tektronix TDS 210 Two Channel Digital Real-Time Oscilloscopes. The computer

control was usually set to permit three trips with self- reset with a lockout after the third

trip or when a single event exceeds 1 A rms.

A purpose built frame was constructed to locate the samples such that they did not lie

vertically below each other. Throughout the test rig arrangement a 300 mm clearance

to earth was provided to ensure no external flash-overs. The cable clamps were cut to

size to fit the confines of the testing chamber. This did not affect the performance

during the test as any electrical activity occurred at the end of the clamp. Due to the
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low electrical charge of an ADSS cable compared with that of an OPGW2 cable it is 

generally accepted that in service earthing wires are not required for ADSS clamps. In 

service earthing is achieved via the clamp though the fittings to the tower. During the 

test therefore earthing is achieved via the dead-end.

Throughout the testing the salt concentration was checked and maintained at 10 kg/m3 . 

The salt water was not re-circulated as requested in the test specification.

5.3.1.3. Previous evaluations of salt fog testing

The first common criticism of the method is based about the mechanism of cable 

damage. This may include phenomena not previously observed or related to practical 

events. For example Rowland et al [ref. 39] has reported an existence of a compressed 

arc, which may be simulated by generating stable dry band arcing then feeding water 

onto the cable to increase the conductive surface film such that the band reduces in size. 

As the compressed arc severely damages sheath within a few seconds, it is argued that 

lifetime of a cable might be effectively determined by the time to failure of one such 

accelerated activity rather than the ability of a cable to withstand long periods of stable 

dry band arcing.

To achieve this the author proposed that the cable sample be inclined by approximately 

seven degrees from the horizontal to simulate the greatest installation deflection. This 

allows condensed salt fog to run down the test sample, and unlike standard testing, this 

will ensure a more continuous electrical circuit. In addition the mechanism is 

preferential to artificially aged samples achieved by prior UV exposure. 

Later work by Rowland & Nichols [ref. 76] claims that as long as sufficient voltage is 

available to break down the dry band gap, then the magnitude of the voltage has no

' EA technology trade literature, ' Salt Fog Performance Evaluation'
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direct influence on the rate of ageing. Rather, it was the current that determined the 

effect of the arc. The size of the gap, and therefore electrode gap, had no effect as long 

as sufficient voltage was applied to strike an arc. Although this research project agrees 

that arc current determines the extent of failure, it does not support this argument, as the 

electrode gap is important as it determines the electrical stress and influences the 

occurrence of events (section 7.2). Rowland's work also states that unstable arcs were 

unable to damage the sheath.

Rowland's previous work [ref. 77] included experimentation with additional impedance 

on the transformer side of the sample and a nominal resistance of 10 ohms on the 

leakage side. The aim of the work was to limit current to realistic magnitudes. The 

results, see table 5-1, show that the time to failure was reduced when the samples were 

coupled by an appropriate impedance.

Material

A
A
B
B
B
B

Sample length 
[m]
.5
1.5
.5
.5
1.2
1.2

RMS source 
[kV]
20
25
20
20
25
25

Coupling

8MQ
None
1 nF
8MQ
None
8MQ

Time to 
[hours]
10
270
>200
10
850
30

failure

Table 5- 1, results with impedance coupled variation.

In addition the author made current and voltage measurements of the leakage current to 

characterise the arcing forms. Diagrammatic representations are shown in figure 5-3 for 

varied input impedance in series with 0.5 m cable samples and the 25 kVA transformer 

secondary. He concluded that introducing a series resistor into the power supply of salt-

2 Required on OPGW to ensure electrical continuity in the event of clamping corrosion and pollution 
deposits.
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fog testing may provide a useful technique by which such tests can be accelerated 

without recourse to use of unrealistically high voltages or short sample lengths. 

Compared with work carried out for this research project, the observed currents are a 

magnitude higher. This may be due to the specific sample under test (the sheath 

material, size and internal capacitance), prior cable conditioning, or the introduction of 

cable incline. The results do, however, demonstrate that:

• The test method can produce wildly varying results between different test houses 

or tested products. This would need to be eliminated if the test method is to be 

fairly used to evaluate different products.

• An impedance in series with the test sample can be used to control the arc form 

and duration.

• The arc form and duration dramatically changes the degradation that occurs to the 

test sample.
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Figure 5-3, Characteristic of arcs of different input impedance 

Evaluation of the test methodology may also be inferred from results of composite 

insulator testing in a salt fog chamber. It has been proposed that for silicon rubber 

insulators that the degradation current is a function of the materials decrease in
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hydrophobicity. Laing et al [ref. 78] suggests that this has four stages in consequence 

testing.

1) Initial testing produces low leakage current results, as the test sample surface is not 

adequately covered with the salt fog condensed film.

2) Between 5 to 15 days the surface becomes saturated but the sample remains 

hydrophobic. Hence the leakage current remains low.

3) The sample hydrophobicity severely reduces and high resistance dry bands formed 

at particular locations. This results in high current dry band arcing being 

superimposed on the previous random pulses observed at the start of the test.

4) Finally complete loss of surface hydrophobicity occurs, this causes larger currents

that include a wide range of arcing activity.

The paper's author concluded that a lack of rest time during testing might not be 

realistic for composite insulators made from specific materials. For the purpose of 

checking the tracking and erosion resistance of the insulator shedding, the highest level 

of inclined-plane test voltage may be appropriate. This would be much harsher than the 

time consuming salt fog test.

The consequence of material ageing can therefore not be underestimated relative to arc 

formation and the specific degradation mechanism. To understand fully how this relates 

to cable samples was beyond the scope of this research test work. However, hypotheses 

may be drawn from the known field conditions and limited current. In this case the 

degradation cause will change from stable to unstable arcing. As the current can not 

increase then it is proposed that the degradation will actually reduce. As such a highly 

hydrophobic material could be the worst scenario for cable damage, yet the probability 

of a single event causing severe instantaneous damage would be remote. Unfortunately 

the ageing mechanism relative to electrical degradation has not been adequately
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researched or quantified with supported results. It is also subjective what mechanism 

can produce appropriate accelerated ageing and suggested acceptable criteria from 

utility companies seem arbitrary. The following have all been proposed individually or 

in combination:

• Elevated temperature cycling of a cable. A common method of artificially ageing a 

cable it to hold it at an elevated temperature for a prolonged period (for example 

one week at 85 degrees Celsius). The aim of such standards, for example IEC and 

IEEE PI222 is to induce material shrinkage, relaxation, and chemical ageing (for 

example PBT hydrolysis [ref27]). However such ageing may not effect the sheath 

surface finish.

• Artificial ultra violet (UV) light exposure. UV ageing is a common method of 

evaluating thermal, mechanical, chemical, and electrical ageing due to solar 

radiation. Models of the ageing process and materials plaques testing methods are 

well established, for example EEC 68-2-9 testing has been related to expected life 

times. However such tests are un-established on cable samples and impractical to 

complete on entire spans due to their length.

• Artificial abrasion of the sheath surface was suggested by one utility company as a 

means to reduce sheath hydrophobicity3 . This will not change the chemical material 

property of the sheath, but will change the mechanical finish. Although from a 

personal viewpoint this appeals as a practical solution for full scale testing, the 

concept is totally unfounded - work is required to determine if this is appropriate, 

and consistent process.

• Simulated chemical attack. The material may be aged by a combination of chemical 

etching and degradation, for example acid followed by ozone exposure. This
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method has the potential of being quick, controlled and flexible for plaque and cable

sample alike. Again this is an un-established method.

The effectiveness of these methods will be dependant upon the material used to sheath 

the cable, for example, carbon loaded sheaths are generally impervious to UV ageing 

[ref. 74], while ozone attack could devastate the surface finish. These methods may also 

not be viable relative to the proposed range of solutions.

In conclusion the salt fog test shows extreme promise in simulating cable degradation. 

However the method is fundamentally flawed relative to the degradation current 

regime. Published literature claims that this may be modified by using impedance 

coupling, however completed test work shows that the occurrence of relevant high 

degradation arcing (5-10 mA) events are low.

5.3.2. Dip tests

AC 60 -i -V Supply

Rotation

Sail Walter 
Supply

Figure 5-4, Dip track testing equipment.

An alternative test method popular with North America and Canada polymer shed

manufacturers is the salt dip test. This allows for polymer recovery between

3 Personal correspondence with Encgis. Completed during proposals of Held trials.
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application of the degradation potential. This method has been adopted by some cable 

manufacturers [ref. 75] to investigate ADSS cable performance. 

The dip test method, see figure 5-4 consists of dipping a short sample (approximately 

30 cm of cable) into a salt solution. This is achieved by fixing four samples on a 

rotating wheel. After a sample is dipped in the solution, the wheel is rotated to allow 

the solution to dry for 15 second before the voltage is applied via a permanently fixed 

electrode at the apex of the central hub. The applied voltage may be varied from 25 to 

40 kV/m. The cycle is then repeated by continuous rotation of the wheel. 

The method could be adopted to investigate pollution encrustation on the cable. For 

example, the cable could be dipped in a semi-dry bath of pollutant and sprayed with a 

water jet before the application of the potential. Except for the automation of an 

alternative cycle there seems no advantage of the test method when compared to the 

salt fog test.

5.4. Induction tests

5.4.1. CESI

Other tests have been made to simulate the degradation method by inducing current 

along a cable span in the same manner that occurs in the field. Figure 5-5 shows such 

a simulation completed by CESI4 Italy. The problem with this method is the required 

sample length needed to induce the appropriate degradation current. In this particular 

test the cable is aged environmentally in a cyclic manner, see table 5-2. This was 

completed between Monday and Friday. During Saturday and Sunday the cable was 

exposed to sun-light irradiation. Only a summary of the results are available:

4 Established in 1956. CESI is a test and certification body for electromechanical and electrical power 
systems. CESI is a private company that belongs to the ENEL group (the Italian based power utility 
operator). The company also completes research and consultancy under contract.
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• Cable specification NF3A. Cable sheathed with Afumex 4720 with a radial 

thickness of 1.5 mm to an outside diameter of 16.6 mm. Tested in an equivalent 

field of 19 kV for more than 3200 hours with no recorded surface current.

• Cable specification NFS A. Tested in an equivalent field of 40 kV. Single failure 

event at 980 hours resulting in one 2 mm diameter point erosion to a depth of 

0.8 mm. Typical surface current between 7 and 19 mA, with a maximum of 

22mA.

• Cable specification "2° Phase". Cable sheathed with YV380/04 with a radial 

thickness of 1.5 5 mm. Tested in an equivalent field of 40 kV, failure again at 980 

hours in the form of one light erosion, 15-20 cm from the dead end fitting. After 

1500 hours the erosions increase to five. After 2000 hours multiple erosions but 

no holes. Surface current recorded greater than 30 mA.

CESI Electrical Degradation Test
8.0 m

Cable at 19 kV potential

2.5m

Conductor at 100 kV

Cable at 40 kV potential
Q.GS m

Combined salt fog and ultra violet environment 
(cables under full working tension)

Figure 5-5, Schematic diagram of CESI tests.

5 Cables design same as previous prototype, 6 elements about a 2.7 mm GRP with an inner sheath of I 
mm of PE. The cable rated at 10 to 20 kN contained 18+18 ends of Kcvlar 49 12640 dTex.. The 
designs submitted for testing contained glue over the aramid. No final outside dimension given for the 
second cable. Due to process and material availability the sheath was opaque.
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No further results are available for this test method and are beyond the scope of this 

work. Published results do however provide a useful source of comparative 

information, for example Fini et al [ref. 80].

Cvcle nerinrl
Wet

Drying
Rain

Drying
Rain

Drying
Pause

Saltfog
Drying

Start time.
21:30
1:30
2:30
4:30
5:30
7:30
8:30
9:00
19:00

Finish time.
1:30
2:30
4:30
5:30
7:30
8:30
9:00
19:00
21:30

Table 5-2, CESI salt fog cycle

Alternative trials have also been completed on short cable lengths. This was published 

with theoretical analysis of indirect capacitive coupling. The proposal made by 

Militaru [ref. 81] is based on assumption that the degradation current is independent 

upon the cable length, see equation 2-17. Because of this assumption relative short 

samples of cable could be mounted in a salt fog chamber, between the ground and a 

suitable well positioned active conductor. The paper concludes that this method does 

simulate field conditions. This argument is theoretically flawed, see section 6.8.
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5.4.2. Florida cyclic environment with induction

Figure 5-6, Photograph and diagrammatic representation test rig. 

A proposed part induction test has undergone development due to field failures 

observed in Florida. The test was developed at the EPRI Energy Delivery & 

Utilization Center [ref. 82]. The method applies a 25 kV potential to eleven feet 

(3.35 metre) samples of cable, which are inclined at a rate of three inches (76.2 mm) 

per 11 feet (if commercially successful the rig was planned be extended to 22 feet, 

6.71 metres). The potential field is maintained about a part length of the cable sample 

by a metallic shroud. The shroud is four foot in length, six inches wide (152.4 mm) 

and is inclined by fourteen degrees to prevent cable condensation falling between the 

4 inches (101.6 mm) spaced cable samples, see figure 5-6. 

During this test the cable is subjected to three cyclic atmosphere of eight hours 

duration per day. The cycle, see table 5-3, combines electrical degradation with 

environmental ageing.
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The project aims to consider the loss of hydrophobicity, material discolourisation, 

surface water droplet shape changes, the affects of contamination, and compares 

laboratory produced currents with field effects (measurement threshold of 1 mA). 

The test is equivalent of applying 25 kV over 2.29 m of cable and wetting the sample 

for nine hours a day. The only concern being that there is an area of cable shielded 

from UV exposure by the shroud.

Event____________________________Time___________________
1 2345678 

Salt spray of 2.5 kg/m3 XX X 
Mist of 50-70 uS/cm XX X
UVat41-45°C XX XX XX XX XX 
Applied voltage______XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX

Table 5-3, combined cycle test details NEETRAC [ref. 83] ageing cycle 

Cables supplied as a part of this project were run for a period of two years. Initially 

there was localised dis-colourisation that was attributed to tape adhesive used in the 

sample packing and transportation. In addition general loss in hydrophobicity 

occurred within the first six months, see figure 5-7.

Code
1
2
3
4
5
6

Cable
Pirelli UK
Lucent
Acola
Lucent
Pirelli UK
Pirelli USA

Table 5-4, samples under test
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HC1 HC2

HC3 HC4

Fig 3
HC6

Typical examples of surfaces with HC from 1 to 6 
(natural size).

Figure 5-7, Material hydrophobicity after ageing.
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5.5. Inclined plane and cables

Material testing with water and water spray can provide useful information to 

investigate polymer track resistance of sheathing materials and possible localised 

solutions. This includes the use of electrical armouring tape within a composite sheath 

construction.

The test methods include inclined material plaques testing [ref. 133]. The material 

samples (made into plaques greater than 50 x 120 mm) are tested at an inclination of 

45° with the contaminant flow along the sample's under side. The contaminant is 

composed from distilled or de-ionised water mixed with 0.1 ± 0.002% by mass of 

ammonium chloride (NtUCl) and 0.02 ± 0.002% by mass of iso- 

octylphenoxypolyethoxyethanal (a non-ionic wetting agent 1 ). The sample is then 

subjected to arcing activity being generated within specific current limits that are 

determined by placing a 200W resistor in series with the high voltage power supply. 

In these tests the materials may therefore be subjected to specific regimes as 

demonstrated in table 5-5:

Lower test voltage
kV
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

Upper test voltage
kV
1.75
2.75
3.75
4.75
6.00

Preferred voltage
kV
n.a
2.5
3.5
4.5
n.a

Contaminant rate
ml/min
0.075
0.150
0.300
0.600
0.900

Series resistance
kQ

1
10
22
33
33

Table 5-5, Test criteria for inclined plain

The materials are then classed on 5 samples passing the test at a specified voltage

(between 1.0 and 6.0 kV) over a six hour period. There are two failure criteria:

1 Commercial name "IGEPA C0630", used in common ASTM testing including material stress crack 
resistance tests.
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• Current exceeding 60 mA.

• Track marks extend 25 mm from lower electrode.

The damage from this testing is similar to tracking arc failures as described in

section 3.2..

Sheath materials used on ADSS cables have been tested independently using this

method and have had various success dependant upon material processing, see

section 7.4. Unfortunately initial samples failed due to excessive high current, which

is not a practical failure mechanism for electrical degradation of ADSS cables.

It is interesting to note that a 2.5 MQ resistor in series would limit the current at 30,

15 and 5 kV to approximately 12, 6, and 5 mA respectively. This is far more

characteristic of the cable electrical environment and is magnitudes in difference

compared with the standard track test. The practicality of using such a resistor and the

required characteristics would need to be investigated further. This value is also

virtually impossible to achieve using a simplistic breakdown circuit without

restricting arcing activity, hence to achieve accelerated degradation would require an

active power supply.
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5.6. Spark method

Other tests [ref. 130 & 131] include tests developed by The American Society for 

Testing and Materials'. These will evaluate other material failure modes. Although 

worthy of note theses tests are beyond the scope of this research. Other test could 

include laser obliteration of material as discussed in section 6.10.1..

5.7. Material evaluation

During the period of this project a specific failure mechanism, "Blow-out"(see 

section 3.4) has been found associated with poor material consistency. In this case 

possible methods to evaluate the raw material and processed sheath became of 

particular interest as they eradicate the need for extensive salt fog testing, for 

example, when it is necessary to approve a change in material source or process 

conditions. There are three possible suggested methods of material evaluation;

• Inspection. This is the most direct method. Visual inspection will direct the largest 

kind of inconsistencies, for example, carbon sinks. Other flaws such as 

manufacturing voids can be viewed under light magnification, while materials 

composition can be evaluated using scanning electron microscopes. The problems 

with such methods are setting acceptable standards based on previous experience. 

These methods will however provide a useful means of establishing if sheath 

consistence has resulted in electrical degradation due to intrinsic causes. It is also 

possible to provide some scale by directly measuring the size, distribution, and 

number of material inclusions.

• Material property evaluation. Indirect material consistency properties could be 

inferred from an associated change in a mechanical property. For example, if the 

polymer fill content was increased then there could be an expected reduction in
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the elongation to break 1 . Although these are valid quantitative measurements there 

could be a multitude of reasons for this change, hence an in depth knowledge of 

the material is required to attribute the sensitivity of the measurements to a change 

in appropriate consistency.

• Composite structure breakdown and residual analysis. It is sometimes possible to 

strip a particular material from a structure without damaging the remaining 

composition. These components may then be analysed in their own right. For 

example burning a sheath will leave residual ash that may be directly analysed for 

non-combustible additives. Others include dissolving polymers with appropriate 

solvents. These methods were not investigated beyond conception.

5.8. Progressive IEEE work

During the later part of this project considerable work was being completed 

throughout an IEEE PI222 working group. One test method proposal was based on 

work completed by the Arizona State University (ASU) and has been cited by Madrid 

et al [ref. 84]. The investigation is comparable to the previous research by Roland (see 

section 5.3.1.4). The work involves feeding saline solutions of different 

concentrations (therefore conductivity) onto a cable sample, see figure 5-8. The two 

electrodes fitted 2.5 inches (63.5 mm) apart were then used to provide an appropriate 

electrical potential to create arcing activity. The initial work investigated the arcing 

characteristic and proposed possible automation to provide a suitable cable test 

method.

1 Mechanical material tests used to quantify ultimate tensile failure. Particularly used with polymer 
materials that may become brittle when aged. This is the limit of plastic deformation measured as 
sample elongation.
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The supply voltage used for the source was 15 kV and the saline solution impedance 

was calculated every 0.5 seconds (30 sampling cycles) using the current and voltage 

RMS values based on the supply frequency.

Seattte2000SF

Figure 5-8, Prepared sample

As with much of this work the applied measurement technique can not be used to 

calculate the arcing impedance as the activity frequency and peak current are beyond 

the systems specification. Fast scanning recording equipment must be used to 

accurately record the arcing activity, for example, as specified by Pirelli during salt 

fog testing (see section 5.3.1.2). Such measurement may also be combined with 

appropriate filters to eliminate the supply frequency components. 

The results presented to the working group includes multiple tests with alternative 

salinity varying from tap water (0.06%) to what was considered equivalent to heavy 

pollution in a coastal environment (0.24%). The work included monitoring the 

reduction in impedance between the electrodes as the solution formed a conductive 

layer on the test sample, figure 5-9, the drying of this layer due to Joule heating, 

figure 5-10, and the corresponding arcing and extinction of activity, figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-9, reduction of impedance with saline application 

The conclusion from the cable wetting that was that the cycle could be achieved 

within 55 seconds provided the saline solution flow rate was greater than 0.5 grams 

per minute. During this wetting period the impedance between the electrode gap 

decreased to a "saturation value" of 506 kQ and 477 k£l for saline solutions of 0.06%

and 0.12 % respectively.

A subjective observation based on figure 5-8 is that the tests were completed on a 

limited size cable. Using the given scale, the cable has an approximate outside 

diameter of 10.5 mm. This is typical of designs suitable for short to medium span 

application. From experience, cables designed for these applications can be installed 

in fields of approximately 2 kV/m, even on a dual circuit overhead line (see 

section 8). A more appropriate cable design for high voltage line working, with a 

commercial viable number of fibres (48 or above), would have an outside diameter in 

the region of 16 mm. If the boundary layer resistance is indirectly proportional to the 

surface area then expected saturation values would be in the region of 320 kQ. This
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difference will impact on the proposed test cycle, as both the water feed period and 

drying cycle must be increased.

Layer Impedance

3000

2509

2000 

* 1500

1000

500

;• a
50 

Seattle 2300 SPM

Salinity = 0.12%
Arc Start Range: 1780 in 2370

100 ISO 
Time (sec)

200 ISO

Figure 5-10, Increase of impedance with Joule heating.

As the cable conductive boundary was allowed to dry due to Joule heating then arcing 

activity started - the corresponding impedance increasing to a value between 1790 and 

2370 kH (the average values where 2048 and 2021 kQ for 0.12 and 0.24 % saline 

solutions respectively). After the arcing active had self extinguished (approximately 

900 seconds or 15 minutes) the impedance would reach a constant level between 

30,000 and 35,000 kQ for the 0.12 and 0.24% saline solutions. 

The difference between the extinguished cable impedance can only be inferred from 

the test methodology. One hypothesis, based on previous experience, is that the 

samples are not completely dry. On this premise the dry band would have an 

associated impedance in the region of 25,000 kO (assuming that the conducting layer 

is directly proportional to the salinity and excluding the dry electrical surface 

resistance of the material which is a magnitude higher).
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The conclusion is therefore the cable is still wet, but the layer's resistance has 

increased to at least twice the value stated when arcing was recorded at 

2000 kQ (i.e. 30,000-25,000=5,000 kQ)

Layer Impedance 
0.12% Salinity

0 200 400 600 800 tOOO 1200 1400 !600 1800
Time (sec) f

Seattle 2000 SPM HOI

Figure 5-11, Break down of arcing activity.

Cable condition Recorded impedance Normalised impedance

Soaked cable 

Staring arcing 

After arcing

477 kQ per 2.5 inches 

2000 kQ per 2.5 inches 

30000 kQ per 2.5 inches

7.4 MQ/m 

31.0MQ/m 

460 MQ/m

Table 5-6, Comparative impedance

The working group (specifically Mr Touminen of Bounneville Power Administration) 

was also interested if a third electrode would be required to simulate field conditions, 

see Hampton's criteria, section 3.7.1. The conclusion is that this may be simulated 

using an equivalent RC network.
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The summary of these resistance converted to mega ohms per metre are shown in 

table 5-6. This has been completed for later reference.

The working group report that by using this test method the sample's time to failure 

(TTF) would increase by a factor of 10. Unfortunately the presented work excludes 

two controversial topics;

• Variation of test results due to sample ageing and possible associated changes in 

the degradation mechanism.

• The mechanism by which the test method could limit the current, as theoretical 

proposed and supported by previously presented data, without changing the 

degradation mechanism.

Even with these incomplete proposals the joint working group will have a major 

impact on the industry's conception of ADSS working limits in high voltage electrical 

fields. Although this topic will continue to be source of argument, the future market 

will be decided by any agreed publication.

5.9. Field trials

Field trials are the ultimate test to evaluate harsh environmental ageing of products. 

Unfortunately tests can be long term and extremely expensive. In addition 

maintaining research momentum can be a problem, especially when products could 

take the same time for customer approval as it takes to become to become technically 

redundant. For ADSS cables trials have been completed with products installed in 

deliberately high voltage fields, in locations noted for high pollution. Even so the 

Nation Grid Company (NGC) has proposed that limited product approval could only 

be given if an "artificial aged" sample is installed in a high voltage field, equivalent to 

operation in single circuit mode for a period of two years.
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5.10. Comparison between test results

A correlation of results from different test methods was attempted by comparing 

failure times and failure modes. Due to fundamental differences in the failure 

mechanisms further work will be required over the coming years. The differences in 

failure mechanisms include;

• Salt fog test degradation occurs throughout the salt layer that condenses about the 

cable. This can lead to a tracking mechanism about the salt solutions.

• The Pirelli spray tests are based about the dry band arcing mechanism. This is 

what can occur in practice on power lines. The degradation method does, 

however, change depending upon the sample and applied field.

• Material tests are completed at different loads to the other tests and use different 

failure criteria. These tests do not consider geometrical effects. Hence similar 

electrical failure patterns are observed but no comparisons about cable life may be 

drawn.

5.11. Choice of evaluation method

The problem is to develop a consistent test method for a random degradation process 

that will fairly evaluate both cable and passive devices. All the previous proposed 

tests are fundamentally flawed as they can not accelerate testing and maintain the 

same degradation mechanism. To truly evaluate a system would require a new test 

method, which would therefore not be compliant with known standards, and rely on 

customer understanding and acceptance to be a commercial success. 

There seems to be no test method that satisfies the initial criteria raised in this 

document, and it is unlikely that the product differences between proposed active 

cable protection could be evaluated in the same way. There are two possible routes to

take:
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• Simplistic arc erosion resistance evaluation of sheath materials. This could be 

completed using a variation of the inclined plane test.

• A system test based on limited current and accelerated arcing activity. This could 

be similar to salt spray test but with a limited power supply and cyclic water 

spray.

To establish the second method it may be possible to consider the use of a pseudo 

constant current power supply rated to 10 mA. This could be combined with arc 

incitement to ensure degradation acceleration. This would include:

• Changing the conductivity of the solution.

• Using an appropriate wetting agent in the solution.

• Inclining the sample to ensure a continuous circuit.

• Directly spraying the sample.

• Changing from a fog to direct water feed / spray.

It may be envisaged that such a system may include specific controls to accelerated

degradation. For example when the current falls below a limit, say 0.05 mA, then the

wetting may be automatically activated to increase electrical activity.

It is proposed by this research project that such a system could also be related to

product expected life based on an analogy similar to that of the original Pirelli cyclic

spray test. To simplify measurements it is also recommended that failure criteria

should be based about a sheath breached as this causes the environmental exposure of

components. This is a limit based on a cable component functionality.
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6. Modelling of electrical degradation

Over the previous 10 years several efforts have been made to model aspects of 

electrical degradation using classical, empirical, and computer aided methods. This 

research project reviews some of these models, examines their sensitivity, and 

explores alternatives. Where appropriate this was completed using computer aids such 

as MathCad™. In addition, trials were completed with specific modelling software, 

for example, finite element analysis using Ansys™. Once understood, these concepts 

could be transferred to external software developers with the aim to provide the 

sponsoring company with an automated simulation.

The modelling of electrical degradation needed to be completed to ensure safe and 

effective commercial application of ADSS cables when installed on high voltage over 

head power lines. The models allow engineers to understand and explain the electrical 

phenomena. The commercial incentive is a tool that ensures safe installation without 

extensive product testing or maintenance. The work was completed for a specific 

market where there have been many "expert opinions" and contradicting rhetoric. 

Most of these debates result from the lack of conclusive supporting proof. The range 

of possible subjects that may be modelled relative to electrical degradation include:

• High voltage electrical fields.

• ADSS degradation current, voltage and coupled field characteristics.

• Arc formation with respect to a conductive, possibly liquid, film.

• Material erosion due to electrical arcing activity.

• Lifetime predictive calculations.

Within this research project the context of modelling has also been related to cable

test methodology and evaluated cable performance. Although not ideal, some of the
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results have been used as verification of modelling assumptions. Where the traditional 

models have failed to be effective is the description of the random nature of the 

phenomena, for example, the statistical nature of rainfall, the variation in pollution's 

electrical properties, and the probability of forming a wet and maintainable boundary 

layer on a cable when exposed to vibration, wind, solar radiation et cetera. Only by 

considering the nature of the probability of such events and understanding the 

consequences of cable failure can the installations be adequately assessed in terms of 

commercial risks.

In practice Pirelli has installed hundreds of kilometres of ADSS cable in fields below 

or equal to 14 kV/m. This includes dual circuit 275 kV overhead power lines that may 

operate in single circuit mode. This has been achieved with no known failures due to 

electrical degradation. Applications above this voltage are typically restricted to 10% 

of the cabled kilometre market (for example, see section 6.8.2). Additionally ADSS is 

only one of the competing technologies (see section 1.3). In reality this market could 

be even smaller as some installations may not be possible, for example, due to poor 

tower condition or restrictive access. Hence the cost of modelling becomes less 

attractive due to the possibility of reduced returns.

The modelling in this research project reviews the resulting arcing current and 

potential. This has been related to lifetime predictions and the random nature of 

degradation. Although arc formation has been outlined, this remains a subject for 

further work, see section 10.

6.1 Concepts and definitions

As with the failure modes published in papers, modelling advocates use different 

terminology and seemingly confuse the concepts of the electrostatic field and the
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resulting possible arcing potential. The following terminology, excluding quotations, 

has been adopted to prevent any possible misinterpretation:

• Electrical Field. Measured in kV/m it is the potential of the field generated by the 

conductors of the power line, varying at the supply frequency. This is normalised 

by the conductor voltage by a quotient equivalent to V3 for three phase power 

supplies.

• Space potential. This is the resulting potential of the ADSS cable as if it were 

positioned in an electrical field and had no coupling effect on the field. This is 

measured in kV relative to ground. Provided that the rate of change of the 

electrical field is small compared with the ADSS cable size, then the cable space 

potential may be considered the instantaneous field potential.

• Degradation voltage. This is the voltage, relative to ground of the induced charge 

on the cable. This is not the same as the cable space potential. It is commonly 

quoted that the degradation voltage is the cable space potential, but the 

degradation voltage is a function of span relative to electrical field variation, cable 

surface resistance and degradation current.

• Arcing potential. If, at a particular position along the span, the conductive film of 

the cable surface is broken to form a theoretically infinitely high resistance, then 

the potential across this resistance is the arcing potential. This is dependant upon 

the degradation voltage either side of the infinitely high resistance.

• Arcing current. This is the current that flows due to the arcing activity. As this is a 

random event, this will occur at alternative frequencies to the space potential.

• Cable resistance. This is the electrical resistance of the cable per unit length due to 

a conductive surface boundary. It is variable depending upon pollution levels, the
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presence of participation, and cable properties, which include hydrophobicity and 

size.

• Induce charge. The capacitive coupling of the ADSS cable within the field will 

induce charge per unit length. This may be estimated by considering the 

unperturbed field and the ADSS cable size.

6.2 Interpretation of the Carter model

The following section interrogates the previously detailed model (section 2.3) by 

numerical application. This is followed by this research project proposals upon how 

the model may be applied with respect to environmental conditions to predict product 

life. This investigation was necessary to give comparative results with previous field 

trials. The analysis has also allowed the review of the model limitations. 

To complete this analysis typical working scenarios have been specified relative to 

known and measured variables. This work was completed as a part of this research 

project and has allowed a detail review of other model proposals. 

The analysis considers the 1992 joint paper published between Pirelli Cables and 

National Grid that outlines monitored field trials [ref. 35]. This paper proposes that 

the theoretical leakage-current based on uniform resistance along the optical cable 

without the effects of towers is given by:

l = P.VO-/Q equation 6-1 
V R

Where: V0 = Induced cable voltage (space potential).

J0 = Charging current per unit length of cable.

R = Resistance of cable per unit length when conductive.
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The paper provides a worked example. It is based about a cable in a 25 kV/m field to 

have a charging current of 6.25 x 105 A/m and gives the lowest resistance to be 

0.1 MQ/m. This would give a leakage current of:

. 2.(25*103 ).(6.25*105 ) / =.————————T———— = 559 Amps 
\ (O.LclO6 )

It is presumed that this is a miss-print and that J0 is actually 6.25xlO~5 A, giving the 

maximum leakage current of 5.5 mA. This is more in line with previously quoted 

Electran charge calculations. For example, figure-6-1 shows a potential plot about a 

tower. At position X=8, Y=17.5 the optical cable potential would be 25 kV. If we 

consider the charge plot for a 14 mm diameter conductor, see figure 6-2, the 

pessimistic result would be approximately 175 nC/m. Assuming that the conductors 

are running at 50 Hz this would give a charging current of 8.75 juA/m (i.e. 1= Q/s= 

Q.f = 175 x 50 |iiA/m).

Poteii-t ial CCon-tour*}

K,m
28.90) 

25.980

(horiz «) EL
(uwfj H) ?Jf> fnr HfiC

Figure 6-1, Horizontal gantry space potential plot
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Figure 6-2, Horizontal gantry charge plot for a 14 mm conductor. 

The principle is more comprehensively explained in an earlier paper [ref. 4], and it is 

this principle which has been used to relate the field potential to cable voltage. Care 

should be taken when deriving the model as the author of the paper does admit that 

there are some differences in nomenclature and coefficients. The paper concludes that 

the potential and current along the cable are given by equations 2-8, 2-9 & 2-5.

fc.cosh(fc)
equation 2-8

cosh(&)

Where

In .R.L

equation 2-9

equation 2-5
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The general results can be seen in figure 6-3. Here ordinates i(£) and v(£) have been 

plotted for values of k selected as 0, 1, 2, 5, 20. The abscissa is in terms of £, the 

normalised position along the cable length relative to the mid-span, i.e. £=0.

Figure 6-3, General solutions to the Carter model1

The normalised degradation voltage curves are represented in the upper half of the

plot. When k—>0 then v(%) —> 0 and i(l) —> 1. This occurs when the cable resistance

per unit length is very low, or the charge per unit length is very low, or the space

potential is very high. As k increases, the degradation voltage along the cable rapidly

converges to the surrounding electrical field.

The normalised degradation current crosses the horizontal axis at the cable mid span.

The maximum leakage current occurs at the extremes of the span. This reduces as k

1 Note that the voltage curves could represent the cable sag characteristics (inverse the sign 
convention). This is not coincidental as the both involve integrating a quantity per unit length of cable 
(see section 6.4.1, catenary equations).
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increases. This would occur if, for example, there were increases in resistance per unit 

length of cable.

To place this model in context, worked examples were completed using Mathcad™. 

The examples given in this thesis are for a constant span of 300 m, a space potential 

of 25 kV and a cable diameter 17 mm. This can be related to the previously used 

horizontal gantry scenario of figure 6-1. To simulate the conductive layer both the 

film thickness (mm) and water volumetric resistance (Q cm) were changed to provide 

a cable resistance (MQ/m). The simulated values are given in table 6-1. This table 

also gives indications of the active length relative to the previous installation example. 

Values of k were then calculated to give maximum leakage currents of 1, 5, 10, and 

15 mA respectively. These conditions were maintained across all the simulations. 

This is a theoretical analysis, which may not be practical. For example, to produce the 

value of k that results in a leakage current of 10 mA when the cable resistance is 

11.2 Mfi/m then the charging current per unit length of the cable would not correlate 

to the associated space potential of 25 kV/m. This is a dilemma which transpires in 

many published papers without account, but could be greatly simplified by adopting 

approximate relationship between variables, for example see section 6.2.2.2..

Resistance Realistic "k" Active length

[MQ/m] [m] 

Polluted wet cable Oil L86 L44 

Sparking activity 1.24 6.25 0.43 

Aged cable 11.2 18.80 0.14 

Table 6-1, Active length vs variables (25 kV, 175 nC/m)
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The results of the demonstration examples are interpreted with the use of three plots:

• The degradation potential, for example, figure 6-4. This is a plot of the potential 

of the conductive film against the span length. This is completed for the specified 

values of k to obtain the required maximum leakage current.

• The rate of change of potential, for example, figure 6-5. This is the differential of 

the potential plot. This has been included to demonstrate typical rate of change of 

electrical stress and the values that may be compared with simulated electrical 

testing criteria. This also provides an insight into whether the field and potential 

could meet Hampton's criteria for arcing etc.

• The arcing current, for example, figure 6-6. As with the two other plots this shows 

the degradation current as a function of span. This is similar to the rate of change 

of potential plot, and by definition of being the differential of potential is an 

equivalent scaled function.

Note that the abscissa scale differs depending upon the resistance scenario portrayed

by the worked example. This is required to allow visualisation of the results,

especially when condensed due to small active lengths.
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6.2.1.1 Analysis 1 - a polluted wet cable

Span 

[m]

300

Field 

[kV]

25

Cable 

[mm]

17

Film 

[mm]

0.75

Water 

[Qcm]

460

Resistance 

[MQ/m]

0.11

k, 1=1 

[mA]

0.9

k, 1=5 

[mA]

3.4

k, 1=10 

[mA]

6.5

k, 1=15 

[mA]

10
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^ u

\:
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X

Figure 6-4, Potential [kV] along the cable span [m]

300

F, 0(X)

100 200 

X

Figure 6-5, Rate of potential change [kV/m] along cable span [m]

I 5(X)
J-

Figure 6-6, Current [mA] running along sheath span
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1.1.2 Analysis 2 - a cable with sparking activity

1 Field

[kV]

25

Cable

[mm]

17

Film

[mm]

0.15

Water

[Qcm]

1000

Resistance

[MQ/m]

1.24

k,I=l

[mA]

7.5

k,I=5

[mA]

35

k, 1=10

[mA]

75

k, 1=15

[mA]

110

V , 5(X)

100 200 

X

300

e 6-7, Potential [kV] along the cable span [m]

10 15 20 25 

X

: 6-8, Rate of potential change [kV/m] along cable span [m]

I 5(X)

6-9, Current [mA] running along sheath span [m]
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6.2.1.3 Analysis 3 - dry cable

Span 

[m]

300

Field 

[kV]

25

Cable 

[mm]

17

Film 

[mm]

0.1

Water 

[Qcm]

6000

Resistance 

[MQ/m]

11.2

k, 1=1

[mA]

67

k,I=5

[mA]

340

k,I=lO 

[mA]

660

k, 1=15 

[mA]

990

v l< x > 20 

V,(X)

V 10< x > 10

Figure 6-10, Potential [kV] along the cable span [m]

F, 0(X)

Figure 6-11, Rate of potential change [kV/m] along cable span [m]

Figure 6-12, Current [mA] running along sheath span [m]
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The three given scenarios are typical of cables installed in a high space potential. 

These are all based upon constant surface resistance per unit length of cable under the 

set environment conditions. The consequences of a continuous transient resistance 

varying as a function of span distance is beyond the scope of this project but could be 

a topic of further work. Some of the findings of these simulations are:

• In the given cases k exponentially increases to maintain the required maximum 

leakage current. This imposes a limit on the analysis relative to real scenarios.

• When the cable resistance is low the current may flow gradually from

approximately 100 metres into the span, see figure 6-6, and hence the potential is 

dropped over a large distance. When both the cable resistance and maximum 

leakage current increases then the potential is dropped over a short distance.

• For a wet polluted cable the potential along the ADSS may not reach the

surrounding space potential, see figure 6-4. This will approach the space potential 

as the resistance increases (or specifically k increases). Hence, for a polluted cable 

the lowering of the degradation potential may lead to a reduction of possible 

arcing activity.

• When k becomes large (>200) the potential is virtually dropped within a metre of 

the dead ends, see figure 6-10. This will effectively increase the degradation 

electrical stress, see figure 6-11. This is a theoretical compression of the potential 

drop, which is predominant when the cable is dry. In practice the tower earthing 

effect may reduce the potential by 50%, see section 6.3.3.3. However, even with 

these conditions the stresses are not high enough for corona discharge, 

see section 3.8.

• The rate of potential change can vary considerably for example 1.5 kV/m when 

wet to 110 kV/m when dry.
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• For a polluted wet cable the current is only effective within 50 metres of the 

tower, this reduces to 10 and 1 metre as the surface resistance increase. This 

compares with the active lengths between 30 and 7 times smaller.

6.3 Proposed extensions to the model

The previous model gives us the expression of the induced voltage and the leakage 

current on an optical cable suspended between the supports of an overhead power 

line. This model presumes that the potential of the field around the cable is constant, 

hence Cj, C2 and V$ are constant. In practice, these are variables. To understand the 

consequences of these assumptions alternative models have been explored as part of 

this research. These form variations of the Carter model. This is combined later with 

other published alternatives. The aims of the following three proposals completed by 

this research project are:

• To account for capacitance and space potential variation caused by relative sag, 

tower earthing effects, and ground topology. This was completed by 

approximating the variables to span related functions. The derived example is for 

a polynomial.

• To consider possible reduction of the modelling equations by relating the

variables to practical limits. In this case, the capacitive coupling is related to the 

space potential.

• To estimate more complicated simulations by superposition of assumed functions 

and hence investigate possible modelling limits.
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6.3.1 Approximated capacitance and potential

If it is assumed that the space potential and capacitance coupling varies with distance 

along the span then it is possible to assume a descriptive function and appropriately 

revise the Carter model. During the initial review, this methodology was pursued as a 

possible quick investigation. Consider if Vs , Cj and C2 were approximated to fourth 

order polynomials, for example equation 6-2:

Vs(x) = A.x* + B.x* + C.x- + D.x + E equation 6-2

then by considering the cable element equations the degradation current and potential 

may be estimated using:

dl = j.a).C{ (jt).V, (x).dx- j.Q)V.(Cl (*) + C2 (x).}dx equation 6-3

and

dV = -R.I.dx equation 6-4

which will result in the relationship:

d 2V = R.dl 
dx 2 dx

= -R[j.O).C, (x).Vs (jc)- jjCQVfa(x) + C2 O))] equations 6-5

This unfortunately becomes unstuck when considering the boundary conditions. This 

second order differential equation can be solved if we know the initial value of V and 

dV. In this case, at the support, we know V (0) = 0 but not dV/dx (0). As an 

approximation, it may be possible to consider the original model and derive a specific
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limit, but as explained in section 6.4.2 this is flawed. To establish the polynomial 

coefficient Electran analysis were completed for multiple values of £ This solution 

eventually became inappropriate after the development of the lumped model, see 

section 6.4.

6.3.2 Capacitance relationship with potential

Voltage vs Charge
450

400

350

10 20 30 
Voltage (kV)

40 50

Figure 6-13, Potential of the field vs. induced charge.

One approximation is to consider the supply voltage Vs and the corresponding mutual 

capacitance C, and C2 . This relationship may then be substituted into the model or the 

derived relationship in order to simplify the field evaluation. To establish this 

relationship the simulated capacitive coupling of the cables, varying in diameter 

between 15 and 30 millimetres, were plotted against space potential for alternative

60
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installations, see figure 6-13. This gives the approximation seen in equation 6-6. This 

is valid for these size cables to 6 %.

390. ID'9 7
' equation^

This relation between span and supply voltage could also be used to simulate tower 

effect provided that general relationship has been established using other simulation 

methodologies like FEM, see section 6.6.

6.3.3 Superposition

The aim is to simulate a complex field variation by assuming that multiple systems 

can be superimposed. This may however be simplified in approximation of the field 

conditions, for example, assume the relationship of equation 6-7 where a, ft, and y are 

arbitrary constants.

k(^)=a^ +Y equation 6-7

This assumption may be considered valid if; firstly, there is a power relationship 

between sag and span distance, and secondly if there is a power relationship between 

the field space potential and the capacitive coupling. Hence, the approximation may 

be justified by: 

• Provided the tower has little consequence to the degradation potential and

current then a linear relationship exists between the space potential and

capacitive coupling, see section 6.3.2..
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• Provided that the relative sag of the cable is below 3%, then a parabolic 

estimation may be used to describe the cable suspension geometry, 

see section 6.5.2..

On this basis fi=2, a is a scaling function for the relative sag and capacitive coupling, 

while y is an offset which may account for tower condition and fitting. For example, 

consider the relationship 6-8, the associated degradation current and potentials are 

represented by equation 6-9 and 6-10.

Jt(^) = 3.^ 2 + 1.6 equation 6-8

.,., «(! ) = equation 6-9 4

. , ,„ equation 6-10

0.5

-0.5

-0.5 0.5

Figure 6-14, Degradation current and potential for assumed function.
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The results of this relationship are plotted in figure 6-14. Note that the maximum 

potential occurs some distance into the span (£=0.5). However the maximum current 

is at £=± 1.0. This occurs because this is an assumed boundary condition of the Carter 

model. This may be considered both a strength and weakness. Note that kisa 

complex function and the given proposal reduces the model exclusive of phase change 

along the span.

6.4 Lumped circuit model

An interesting modelling alternative developed by Tuominen" and Olsen"' [ref. 85] is 

the lumped circuit model. The model assumes that induction may be ignored as the 

surface resistance per unit length is much greater than the inductive reactance per unit 

length. However, unlike the Carter model, the span is then divided into suitably small 

sections, Az (a type of macro discretisation). A simple circuit is then assumed for each 

of the sections and the electrical field characteristics are obtained from quasi two- 

dimensional space analysis (this assumes no tower effects, no coupling, etc. as per 

Electran). By definition this analysis uses the "unperturbed" field. Knowing the 

catenary characteristics of both the ADSS and conductor then the relative sag may be 

included in the analysis by changing the driving potential and capacitance coupling at 

each discretisation.

The basic model used by Carter for deriving the lump model calculations is seen in 

figure 6-15. With the lump model this is combined as a discretionised model. Note 

that in the given model representation, figure 6-16, a resistance Rn may be used to 

simulate the dry band.

" Senior Member of the IEEE, US department of energy.
'" Fellow of the IEE, Lecturer in over head power line field effects, Washington Sate University, Chair
holder on Corona effects with the IEEE
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cmB

c,.'mC \/
ADSS II v c mT ADSS

'mG

Figure 6-15, Three phase circuit and Thevenin equivalent

The actual circuit is represented by:

VA, VB, Vc which are the respective voltages of the conductors 

CmA, Cms, Cmc, Cmc which are the mutual capacitances of the cables

Hence it is possible to obtain the equivalent circuit where; 

Vs(m) is the Thevenin equivalent supply voltage 

Cmr is the Thevenin equivalent mutual capacitance.

O
H

\/WyVWVVWsr-* — i f-i ——— (~< -^ 1T —-— ^2T —|— ^3T -
Vs(l)4 Vs(2)^ Vs(3)

C4T

Vs(4)

ADSS

O
H

Figure 6-16 Thevenin Equivalent lumped circuit model
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From a single equivalent circuit the cable span length is modelled by introducing the 

resistance over a discrete cable length, as seen in figure 6-16. At the intervals then:

/?„-/,„ is the ADSS resistance per discrete section (=rn./,,,. Az).

CnT is the Thevenin equivalent capacitance for section (=cnr.Az).

Vs(n) is the Thevenin supply voltage for the lump

Iv(n,m) is the current through Rn-i, n due to single field lump

!(„) is the actual current through resister Rn-i,n

Using superposition (i.e. only consider one voltage source, calculate the currents, then 

repeat for each source, and finally summing the results) then the current through any 

resister may be calculated. Mathematically this is represented by:

1 N 
I(n) =—^Vs (m)Iv (n,m) equation 6-11

*^ »l=I

Where:

Iv(n,m) is the current through /?„=/...„ due to voltage of amplitude Vs(m) in series with

CmT. In this equation Iv(n,m) is determined by nodal analysis for the voltages;

where,

r*. =-—+jJfO.(CllA +C,,B +C,,

Y =Y =nm mn
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And

The authors claim that this may be solved using Gaussian elimination. They also 

claim that this can be simplified as the matrix is symmetric and tri-diagonal then, row 

n-1 can be multiplied by Ymn, and row n by Yn.t , n . Subtracting the resulting equations 

and allowing row n-1 to be replaced by the difference, the process may be repeated 

until the matrix is lower diagonal, hence the system may be solved by back 

substitution.

6.4.1 Interpretation of model

Consider a simulation of a dry band by letting Rj2—^°°- As the dry band occurs next to 

the tower then it could be assumed that R0]—>0, hence Vt —>0. Assuming the ADSS 

cable has approximately the same sag as the conductor then VS(1)~VS(2)... ~Vs(n) and 

CiT~C2T--- ~CnT- Hence Vi~Vs(2) and therefore Vi-V2 ~Vs i.e the voltage drop across 

the dry band is approximately that of the space potential of the cable. This 

corresponds to R—>°° with the Carter model.

6.4.2 Notes on proposed worked example

The previously noted paper that introduces the "lump" model demonstrates the 

methodology by means of an analysis of results of a case study. The findings include 

that the maximum electrical degradation potential and current may occur some 

distance into the span (65m) due to the relative sag of the cables. This was the first 

paper to demonstrate this theoretically, and the findings have major implications for 

the industry. For example, this could make it irrelevant to evaluate installed cable
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conditions by inspection of the ADSS adjacent to the tower. The findings would 

therefore lead to a revision of installation and maintenance practices. 

Due to these possible implications, outlined by the published worked example, the 

paper has been comprehensively reviewed as a part of this research. Figure 6-17 

represents the electrical field of the worked example of the paper. This has been 

approximated from the described geometry. The three conductors have been placed at 

the boundaries of the viewable area. Two of the conductors are along the bottom edge, 

in the comers of the displayed area, while the third conductor is at the top in the 

centre. The thick vertical line represents the path the ADSS may lay due to relative 

cable sag, while the horizontal line lines represent the installation position and 

possible relative cable heights under specific tensile loads.

Electrical Field [kV]

27.41

§ %r o> *a-
s ° °

Distance [m]

135.00-150.00 
120.00-135.00 

D105.00-120.00 
D90.00-105.00 
JD75.00-90.00 
D 60.00-75.00 
D45.00-60.00 
D 30.00-45.00 
D 15.00-30.00 
D 0.00-15.00

Figure 6-17, Simulatediv cable field

ivThe spreadsheet, written as part of this project, produces a field plot similar to Electran with the 
exception that is does not consider the earth as a flat plane. It is therefore less accurate, approximately,
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The bottom line running between the conducts is the installation level and mid span 

position if all the cables had the same sag. Typically, if the sag of the conductors and 

ADSS cable were in the order of 2%, then results of this analysis show that the ADSS 

cable could be at an equivalent space potential of approximately 45 kV (shown by 

intercept of the vertical thick line and the lower horizontal).

If however the ADSS cable sag was less than 1.25% (a more typical value for ADSS 

cable installation) then the cable's mid span potential would decrease to 25kV. This is 

shown on the plot by the second horizontal line.

If the ADSS sag was reduced further, say to 0.5% then the field voltage would then 

increase to 75 kV. This is demonstrated by the intercept of the thick vertical line with 

the top thick horizontal line. For this installation the cable potential changes from 

45 kV at the installation point, reduces to 25 kV some distance into the span, then 

increase to 75 kV at the mid span. It is for the scenario that the authors claim 

increased degradation current at a distance 65 m into the span.

After establishing the variable cable potential and capacitate coupling the authors then 

utilise the lump model to calculate the cable degradation current and potential using 

the linear resistances noted in table 6-2.

Resistance Environment___
105 Q/m Heavy pollution
106 Q/m Medium pollution
107 Q/m Light pollution

Table 6-2. Proposed cable resistance

within 10% of Electran, depending upon the height of the conductors from the ground level, relative to 
the conductor voltage. The given analysis does not exactly correlate to the published paper's findings. 
In particular errors produced by the horizontal cable position. Note when Electran was originally
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The worked example in an interesting choice of American power line configuration 

that is unusual for European and some other continents. General observations upon 

the theoretical installation of the ADSS cable include:

• The proposed cable installation position may lead to clashing with the conductor. 

The clearance between the cables being approximately two metres.

• The practicality of reducing the ADSS cable installation sag to 0.5% will increase 

the cable working tensile load beyond what is practical to manufacture and still 

maintain reasonable ice and wind load capability.

• The installed field of the ADSS cable is approximately 45 kV/m which therefore 

implies that as the cable's resistance per unit length increases then the electrical 

stress along the cable becomes incredibly high. This may lead to other 

phenomena, for example corona degradation.

• A more likely installation position would probably be next to earth wire above the 

top conductor or midway at the node. To achieve installation in these positions 

would require specialist knowledge of field work and accessories, which may 

have been beyond the experience of the paper's advisory team. 

One aspect of the paper that needs clarification is the assumption that the calculated 

current across the dry band is derived from considering the resistance to earth on the 

tower side tends to zero. This is clearly untrue, if as suggested by the paper the 

maximum degradation occurs 65 metres into the span (even for a polluted cable with 

their claimed resistance of 105 Q./m, then the earth side resistance would be 65 m£2). 

Based on previous examination of the simple Carter model this resistance would be 

high enough to maintain an equal potential on the tower side of the dry band. This is

conceived it had to be run on a personal computer over night to process the charge plots (or as a batch 
programme on a mainframe). This spreadsheet operates on a PC and the results are instantaneous.
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demonstrated by the paper's own calculations by comparing the predicted position of 

maximum degradation at 65 metres with that of an active length of 4 metres. Hence 

there would be no potential difference to drive the arcing activity. This is a similar 

argument used for the principle of the active rod solution to electrical degradation (see 

section 4.2.3). If the paper has completed this analysis with differential potential 

superimposed on either side of the dry band then the model is valid. Unfortunately the 

discussion is inconclusive.

The paper also claims that "phase matched" sources will give a powerful current 

relative to cable sag, i.e. if the ADSS and power cables have differing sags, 

transversing the potential field, then phases of the induced current on either side of the 

dry band will increase the effective degradation potential. The conclusion of the paper 

is that conductor phasing and sag can cause the current and voltage of a dry band to 

increase by a factor of 3. This is partially supported by finite element analysis 

completed as a part of this research project (see section 2.1, figure 2-5) 

The published paper has some interesting concepts and explains scenarios beyond 

previously published concepts. Unfortunately the provided example seems to be at the 

extreme of the possible installation conditions. One reason for this scenario is the 

alternative power line configurations within the world. The unfortunate part of this 

paper is the lack of supporting practical data.

6.4.3 Tower modelling and effects

An exciting inclusion is to consider the tower conditions for electrical degradation 

models, this is not academically challenging with FEA or BEM tools, however Olsen 

[ref. 86] proposes Thevenin equivalent terminals. The idea is valid if the active length 

is far smaller than the half span and therefore producing mutually isolated towers. The
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ADSS cable may then be considered to have the characteristic impedance of a lossy 

cable. The paper concludes that:

• For a dry cable, above 109 Q/m, the electrical field adjacent to the tower can cause 

corona effect, while the degradation potential is equivalent to the cable potential.

• For an active length of 10 m the induced voltage can increase by 10%. This will

be dependent upon the unperturbed field and tower spacing.

The paper draws a comparison between the derived and Carter models. It is noted that 

when considering the towers then for a high resistance cable the leakage current will 

be reduced, say 0.1 to 0.04 mA for 108 Q/m and 0.04 to 0.01 mA for 109 Cl/m. 

However at lower cable resistances the current increases, say 0.9 to 1.1 mA for 

106 Q/m, and 3.1 to 3.4 mA for 105 Q/m.

A second approach taken to simulate tower effects considers the adjusted macro 

discretisation using a detailed lumped circuit model, see section 6.3. Karady et al 

[ref. 87] paper uses an example of dividing a span into 250 sections and adjusting the 

capacitive coupling and space potential to simulate the effects of relative sag and 

tower earthing. The spans lumped circuit simulation was completed using a 

commercially available circuit simulator MircoSim Pspice™, however, the localised 

field adjustment about the tower was obtained using specialist 3D analysis tools. The 

published example considers a cable installed on a tower in a 25 kV/m field. This was 

chosen based on the quotation from a previous paper that no degradation occurs on 

cables installed below a "25 kV space potential" [ref. 89]. The adjustment for the 

associated capacitance coupling is shown in figure 6-18. This shows an exponential 

increase in capacitance coupling from a distance of approximately 50 feet into the 

span. The result is a 364.2% adjustment from the unperturbed field coupling, 

calculated in the region of 4.224 pF
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Ratio of Adjusted Capacitance to Calculated Capacitance
(to compensate for tower effect)

230 kV Steel Tower
364.2%

Calculated Capacitance = 4.224 pF (-100%) 

100% @ -50 feet

Distance (feet) 
Figure 6-18, Capacitance coupling adjustment adjacent to a steel tower

Figure 6-19 shows the space potential adjustment. This is an exponential decrease in 

space potential from 25 kV to approximately 10 kV. Although the potential tends to 

nothing, both the adjustments consider the fitting extending approximately 0.6 m 

[2 ft] into the span.

Effect of Tower on Space Potential 
230 kV Steel Tower

30 T

20

If
£ |

^a, idoo

15" P, 230 kV Steel tower
Span 500 ft
Calculated space potential = 25 kV rms

10 t; 20 Ji 34 H

Distance (feet)

Figure 6-19, Space potential adjustment to a steel tower.
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The conclusion drawn from this analysis was that the tower capacitance has little 

effect on the ADSS degradation current and potential when the cable pollution levels 

are heavier than 108 Q/m (this is presumed linear cable resistance not volumetric). 

The descriptive explanation is that the current and degradation potential along the 

ADSS cable in heavy polluted conditions are caused by factors that have greater 

influence than the tower. The influences of the tower adjustments are relevant when 

the cable resistance is higher. However under these conditions the cable would be dry 

and the degradation current insignificant. The paper therefore concludes that the tower 

field influences have little practical influences on the degradation current and 

potential of ADSS cables when installed on overhead power lines. 

Compared with the Carter model both the reviewed methodologies improve the 

accuracy and resolution to estimate the degradation along the cable span. Both 

methodologies however conclude that at the required cable resistance required to 

allow arcing activity results in the tower influence being insignificant.
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6.5 Cable sag and tension characteristics

One subject of relevance that must be noted is the expected deflection and tensions 

involved with cables when strung on overhead power lines. There are three commonly 

used models. In ascending order of accuracy there are:

• Parabolic estimation

• Catenary equations

• Finite element analysis

The first two are briefly described in the following text. Note that to simulate the 

catenary curves outside a planar model is rare. To simulate three-dimensional wind 

effects, for example blow-out, it is common to treat the deflections as loci about the 

installation point and then use planar vectors to determine the angle extended from the 

vertical. To complete horizontal analysis relative to the surface that runs 

longitudinally through the cable, but normal to the vertical plane, a common method 

is to model two parallel, two dimensional, catenary curves and then project a B-spline 

surface.

However such detail is unusual and it is sometimes more appropriate to use the less 

accurate parabolic function. The equation can be quickly manipulated and, if required, 

easily written into computer subroutines. In general, finite element and finite 

boundary calculations are not used, as the accuracy of catenary equations suffices.
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6.5.1 Catenary equations

The catenary1 equations are a common function derived [ref. 90",9V" & 92iv] by 

integrating the unit mass of the cable and relating this to an hyperbolical function. 

This is the mechanical equivalent of the Carter model. Following is a personal 

derivation for the non-elastic" estimate. The terminology has been adopted from 

Militaru [ref. 93]:

dl

dy

I dx 

w.dl

Element definitions Level span definitions

Figure 6-20, Definition for derived catenary equations

Consider a finite element of the catenary cable of length dl, see figure 6-20. It is 

maintained under tensions Si and £2, which may be resolved into horizontal and 

vertical components HI, //2, Vi,&V2 respectively. The catenary has a unit weight of 

w and therefore the element weight is w.dl. The span form is assumed to be defined in 

space as a function y (x), then by considering Pythagorean application,

' Note that catenary comes from the Latin word chain, and funicular based on the Latin word for cord is
used to describe the polygon shape formed by a string supporting concentrated loads.
" Includes related rope phenomena, for example bird-caging, strand friction, and introduction to
fatigue. Basic mathematical text
m Classical text, includes dynamic of wires, consider by some the "bible".
"Specifically matrix evaluation of three-dimensional structures. Includes hypar roof structures.
v Non-elastic as it assumes that the elongation of the cable due to a tensile load can be ignored relative
to the span length.
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L\ Equation 6-12 
dx \ {dx )

Now consider the equilibrium of the element. The loads S=S,=S2 , also H=H,=H2 , 

and Vj-V2=dV=w.dl, therefore:

dV dl . (dy}2 . f= w.— = w i + .JL equation 6-13 
dx dx \ {dx )

Now consider the gradient of the catenary at any point and resolve the loads V and H

V = H.— => —— = H—Y equation 6-14 
dx dx dx

Combining the previous two equations then; 

f^ttot -fet -1 = 0 equation 6-15

This is a second order differential equation, the solution of which may be obtain in the 

same way as the Carter model for electrical degradation by using appropriate auxiliary 

equations, see section 2.3.4.

y(x)=A.cosh(k.x) equation 6-16

>. equation 6-17
•X)

dx

d 2 y(x) , 2 . ./, N equation 6-18 —^-~- = k .A.cosh(k.x)dx2

Noting that:

1 = cosh 2 (k.x)- sinh 2 (^
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Then

dx2

Adding the boundary conditions, in this case consider the mid-span scenario where 

x-0 and the gradient is the same, then:

-19( H ^ ( ( H\\ — cosh xl\ — equation 6 
w) ( ( W ))

The general solution for the catenary analysis curve without considering elasticity is:

H , x.w . . _ rt y = — .cosh —— equation 6-20 
w H

Substituting in for the mid span limits x=S/2 and subtracting the mid span position 

from the position at the origin, then considering the span geometry of figure 6-20:

D = — J cosh — : — -1 equation6-21 
w\ 2.H J

Using Taylor's expansion for cosh then

^ iCosh\ — =1 +— . — + — J — .........
(Y) 2l(Y) 4l(Y)

Hence, for the first two terms then;

n w.S 2 w\S 4 .. , 00 D - ——— + ———— r equation 6-22
S.H 384.H 3

This equation is commonly referred to as the catenary equation. It describes sag in 

terms of span length and cable tension.
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6.5.2 Parabolic estimation

The parabolic estimation is the first term approximate of the catenary (equation 6-23). 

Alternatively, it may just be derived by assuming a parabolic geometry. For the cable 

span this is valid for small values of sag typically below 3%, for cable sag between 

3 to 5% sag the catenary equations 6-22 must be used, greater than 5% then the exact 

solution must be used.

w.S 2
D = ——— equation 6-23 

S.H

6.6 Finite element modelling

The electrical field may readily be simulated using commercially available software. 

These can be specialised software, for example, three dimensional electrostatics 

analysis using ANSOFT™ or Monte Carlo analysis using EF3D™. However, general 

packages may be used with a little imagination. For example, by completing transient 

thermal analyses with a mechanical engineering analysis package then the conductor 

potential may be simulated as a variable heat source. The resulting conduction 

analysis will yield the electrical field result. Software packages like Ansys™ also 

have other advantages. By utilising the real and imaginary matrix configuration, then 

phase analysis may be introduced relative to the conductors. This allows both 

transient examination of the system combined with the modulus of the electrostatic 

field. Two dimensional simulations have been successfully completed using the 

Ansys™ educational and training packages using as little as 100 elements. However, 

three dimensional transient real and imaginary modelling field analyses starts to 

become cumbersome.
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To simulate an ADSS cable there are several options possible;

• Assume the cable to be an inert boundary condition on which it possible to obtain 

the field results and that the degradation current has little effect on the field. It is 

then possible to model in three dimensions the relative cable sag, tower earthing, 

and land topology. The resulting analysis will quantify the continuum for the 

unperturbed field.

• Assume the cable to be a continuous boundary that has some variable earthing 

effect, which has been predetermined by other analysis. After completing the 

evaluation for the cable, it would then be possible to complete a re-iteration to 

give convergence to the previous model boundary conditions. This would 

approximate the continuum for a combined electrical and electrical field analysis.

• Assume that there is current flow along the cable and that this is a coupled 

electrical problem relative to the electrostatic field. The term coupled relates to 

two different phenomena that are not independent. In this problem, the field will 

generate the degradation current and the current will effect the field. Hence, non 

linear geometric interpretation must be used to ensure mutual convergence to the 

resulting solution. This would provide a direct coupled analysis of the continuum.

• Finally, assume the previous coupled field analysis and include a variable dry 

band. This can take the form of a high resistance rather that an infinite 

discontinuity. In practice, the model must be checked for convergence due to 

possible computation modelling overflow errors associated with the pseudo 

discontinuity. This would provide an exact solution for the current and voltage. 

Difficulties in modelling the phenomena becomes prevalent when taking into 

consideration a small dry band, for example 0.01 m over the span length of 400 m, 

which leads to a physical modelling ratio of 40,000:1. This ratio of discretisation
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could lead to a poor "stiffness matrix" and therefore higher than expected finite 

element errors. Three possible solutions may be adopted to resolve this discretisation:

• Assume that the dry band always occurs at the tower, hence the phenomena would 

become a part of the problem's boundary conditions.

• Link or reduce the model to a smaller length. An ideal solution would be to limit 

the analysis over the active length.

• Use a detailed model linked to a general model by mutual boundaries. This 

method can be automated using various finite element modelling packages. 

In addition to these modelling problems, the finite element system is unwieldy. The 

software solution, using current technology, will not provide a portable system for 

field engineers.

6.7 Finite boundary modelling

Compared with finite element analysis a much more appealing solution is the use of 

finite boundary element methods (BEM) combined with an interactive coupled field 

analysis. The reason why this would be a more effective solution is that the method 

does not require discretionsiation of the continuum. Instead, the results of the 

continuum are calculated from the boundary limits as required and defined by the 

user. This methodology was adopted using freeware software subroutines developed 

for educational research. The work to develop this methodology into a practical tool 

becomes a separate project completed under supervision by the University of Liege.
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6.8 Claimed assurance of ADSS operating on power lines

This section examines two recently published papers one of which claims that ADSS 

cables are suitable for installation of high voltage up to including 500 kV. These 

include alternative models, assumptions, and interpretation.

6.8.1 High voltage application proposal

Park & Kim [ref. 94] paper of 1999 V1 concluded "there is no reasons why the 

application ofADSS cable is limited under confined voltage". After much deliberation 

there are two possible conclusions which this research work can make:

• Either the authors radical approach challenges Western thinking on the causes of 

degradation and have unfortunately had their arguments misinterpreted because of 

poor translation.

• Alternatively, this is an example on why a healthy scepticism is required when

reviewing published papers that are not moderated by external experts. 

Their argument is that the dry band arcing may be modelled by figure 6-21 and 

described by equation 6-24;

Figure 6-21, proposed degradation model

vi Note that the cables described in this document are dual sheath MLT cable designed with installation 
tensions of 3,6,8 kN.. These tensions are typical for shorter span applications and typical lower voltage 

lines.
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6-24

Where;

"Vv is the induced cable field voltage, variable due to relative cable movement

Rvl resistance of air, variable due mid span relative cable movement

RV2 surface resistance of the ADSS, variable due pollutants and water

Rc is the contact resistance between ADSS and armour rod"

The role of degradation is explained thus;

"Rvl is rapidly lowered when arcing is initiated at mid span because dissociated ions

and electron avalanche make a conductive path

Rv2 is lowered because DBA (dry band arcing) sticks ions on ADSS cable surface

V\/ is increased rapidly according to distance being closed"

The erosion at the fitting is therefore explained thus:

"The contact resistance RC at the Armour Rod is heated by electron avalanche and

quantity of current expressed in equation (1) "meaning equation 6-24

No attempt will be made to interpret this argument. However the paper does inspire

investigation into other considerations:

• The concept of induced electrical current due to a dielectric body moving in an 

electric field. For example, induction coupling has been ignored in all previous 

modelling arguments, but if all the cables were vibrating then could there be any 

effect on the field or current?

• Secondly, the contact resistance is considered the source of heating and hence 

degradation. Consider the possibility of making fixings from non-metallic 

materials and install the termination in a low potential field (let say within the
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tower's structure), if this was completed, then combined with insulating sheds, 

could this provide suitable protection for the ADSS cable?

• Thirdly, how many damaged cables are not due to electrical degradation, but due 

to flashover when clashing causes powerful arcs along a wet ADSS cable? The 

prime degradation cause discussed in this paper tends to reflect poor installation 

methodology and the different characteristic properties of ADSS cables compared 

with conductors.

• The fourth item which has been inspired by this paper in an investigation into the 

effects of high voltage flashover not directly associated with ADSS. For sample if 

the power insulators failed would there be abnormal electrical degradation of the 

ADSS as it become a part of another high voltage system running through and 

between the towers?

6.8.2 Degradation during installation

Binian [ref. 95] proposes required work to ensure safe installation of ADSS cables on 

500 kV power lines. The paper also provides more logistical information about the 

market, see table 6-3. The paper had estimated that by early 2000 approximately 

7000 km of ADSS cable would have been installed in China, the majority of which 

would have been the south-east provinces. The paper admits that the implementation 

was completed so fast, due to the pressures to establish efficient networks, that some 

of the problems and limitation of ADSS were not properly investigated. This includes 

two major topics, electrical degradation and mechanical strength under severe 

environmental loads.
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Line voltage

500 kV

330 kV

220 kV

HOkV

Estimated route length

17,000 km

7,000 km

118,000km

191,500km

% of market

5

2

35

58

Table 6-3, Estimated cable route on Chinese high voltage lines 

The paper reports one known electrical failure. This took the form of a split sheath 

(30 mm long 5 mm wide) that exposed the aramid yarn. There was also evidence of 

aramid degradation activity in the form of black traces. The cable sheath was 

deformed by localised melt patterns. The electrical activity was claimed to be related 

to earthing of a pulley during installation. As a consequence the paper's author has 

requested that the aramid yarns are taken to ground at all cable junction boxes. 

It addition to reporting the failure, the paper's author has also instigated the use of 

installation strings for ADSS cable on high voltage power lines. This has been in 

locations of abnormally high pollution. This work will continue to be investigated 

relative to 500 kV system applications.

6.9 Comparison with the lossy transmission line method

The 1999 paper of Militaru [ref. 96] attempts to compare "linear charge method 

(image method)", the "Thevenin's equivalent", and the "lossy transmission line 

method". To an extent these are complementary methods rather than alternatives. 

However, the primary theoretical finding is that the maximum degradation current is 

independent of the span length, for example using the Carter model then:
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- .. rs/ = ——7=^—- equation 2-17

Where

a>J?.(C,+C2 ) equation 2-13

This paper then evaluates an indirect coupling method to test the cable. The test 

method uses a high voltage power conductor positioned in parallel to an ADSS cable 

within a small salt fog chamber.

The paper then discusses test results based on energising the conductor with a 55kV 

power supply to produce an equivalent space potential of the ADSS cable of 

31.88 kV. The results show a leakage current in the region of 1.1 to 1.3 mA. This was 

claimed to produce significant damage, track lines to 80% of the sheath thickness 

within 95 to 126 hours of exposure. The method was proposed by the sponsoring 

company as an alternative cable evaluation technique to be considered for the draft 

IEEE PI222 revision of 2001.

What this paper ignores is that the maximum current derived from the Carter model is 

only valid if L » 3(see equation 2-15), while the proposed test conditions 5> L (the 

test span length and approximate active lengths being 0.68 m and 4.02 m respectively, 

this produces a L/5 quotient of 0.17). Based on equation 2-14 this would give a 

reduction in leakage current of 4:1 compared with the equivalent maximum field 

value, see figure 6-22 for the ratio of L/8 against the normalised effect of V^./0. 

The published paper repetitively validates the test findings by alternative theoretical 

estimations using similarly incorrect assumptions. Although the paper is a useful
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summary of proposed modelling techniques, both the theoretical conclusions and test 

results must be treated with scepticism.

Note it is for similar arguments that short cable spans were thought not to suffer from 

electrical degradation (i.e. there is not enough accumulative charge over the cable 

length to produce significant degradation current). The analysis of equation 2-14 also 

shows that the maximum leakage current can be the greatest when the span length to 

active length ratio is 1.18. This would increase the maximum degradation current 

proposed by Carter by approximately 14%.

Evaluation of normalised maximum current 
Carter model equations

1.6

S- 5
c "

0.8

1 10 
Ratio of span length over active length

Figure 6-22, ratio of active length to normalised current modulus

6.10 Arcing power

One subject of debate has been what causes the degradation of the material. This is 

important for if the mechanism is fully understood then solutions may be rated 

relative to sheath characteristics. There were two basic assumed principles involved
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with arcing. First, the arc root causes the damage. This occurs as the arc is struck, 

leading to localised heating of the sheath adjacent to the conductive film. The second 

suggestion is that the body of arc causes the most damage due to radiated and 

connective heating. Both arguments are complicated by the bi-products of arcing, for 

example ozone. In addition, the existence of the arc will disrupt the original 

circumstances, for example evaporation of the conductive film.

6.10.1 Arcing damage

Dr Alun Vaughan of Reading University had partially completed research into the 

evaluation of sheathing material using CO2 laser ablation. The intention is to support 

development of a thermodynamic model to predict sheath life based on material loss. 

The project, proposed to be funded by the National Grid Company™, aims to use this 

method to evaluate sheaths of ADSS cables for resistance to electrical degradation. 

To evaluate this method Pirelli supplied four cable samples with different sheaths for 

blind testing. All cable sample types were, at the time, made from prototype materials, 

processed in experimental conditions. All the cable types had previously been tested 

using the Pirelli spray rig situated at Newport (see section 5.1). 

The method obliterates the cable samples using 2.5 and 10 Watts CO2 lasers. The 

specific energy applied (up to 150 Joules) is controlled by the exposure time of laser 

radiation. The samples were then sectioned to measure the erosion damage quantified 

by the pitted depth. The supplied energy is then plotted against the erosion results. 

The material evaluation was based on the observed plot curvature and initial gradient.

™ Information gained from informal meetings and personal correspondence with Reading University, 
Dr Stevert Swingler and Dr Dax Patel. Of the National Grid Company pic. At time ot consultation the 

work was unpublished.
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6.10.1.1 Comparison of Results

Table 6-4 summarises cable samples returned to Pirelli on the 23/12/96. It compares 

the University of Reading comments with the recorded minimum time to failure of 

electrical degradation testing.

Reference Cable Sheath Electrical Degradation University Findings
A Fibrespan YV500 515 hr at 80 kV/m 2 Just worst than C and D
B Longspan ME6080 950 hr at 80 kV/m 3 Bad as any material tested
C Longspan Preblended Afumex 1325 hr at 80 kV/m 1 Equal best material
D Lonqspan Poorly mixed Afumex____17hrat 80 kV/m 1 Equal best material

Table 6-4, Comparison between rating of materials

At the time type C has been tested extensively. This includes completing 1500 hours

salt fog tests at 35 kV/m without noticeable sheath damage (due to extensive previous

testing this was considered the bench mark for the other results).

Type D is sheathed in the same material as type C. The sheath homogeneity was

however poor due to a prototype process method. This causes the cable to fail

violently during electrical degradation testing. As seen the laser material test did not

detect this difference.

Type A is a similar material to type C. It however fails electrical degradation testing

by localised "blow-out" caused by sheath flaws. It is thought that these flaws become

the nuclei for electrical activity. Again, the laser material test did not detect the

difference.

Type B has comparable live expectancy to type C. Although it has lower protection

from surface thermal activity the material has enhanced mechanical properties that

compensate. As seen the laser testing rated this the worst material.

The University of Reading laser ablation techniques were considered a useful tool to

investigate a sheath material's properties resistance to the thermal heating generated

by electrical activity.
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Pirelli however rejected the original concept for short-term investment as it failed to 

demonstrate it may be utilised as a direct quality control method. It was also 

considered that other test methods, see section 5.7, could evaluate material properties 

for the degradation simulation.

Where this method has advantages is the direct evaluation of materials and providing 

data for other types of analysis. For example, the degradation materials properties 

required for arc damage simulation. This could be combined with FEM and 

computational dynamics (if transient thermal changes in material phase and chemistry 

are simulated) to provide the conduction, convection, and erosion characteristics.

6.11 Life time

The aim of testing and modelling is to ensure that the product will survive a given 

lifetime. As discussed in the previous models the degradation mechanism is reliant on 

extrinsic environmental factors. From a professional engineering view, it is 

inadequate to guarantee product life without quantification. This may however 

include declared, justifiable, assumptions. In practice this needs to include concepts 

relating to the probability of the mean time to failure. This could include the use of 

Weibull statistics relating to arcing activity and the statistical nature of cable 

conductivity (see section 7.1.1).

6.11.1 Previous proposal

An initial attempt was made to predict cable lifetime by considering international 

rainfall patterns. This is on the basis that rainfall, or specifically polluted 

precipitation, is the reason for lower cable resistance and hence the cause of electrical 

degradation activity. The period of rainfall could then be related to the results of 

Pirelli spray rig testing. A prior proposal has included equating a single cycle of the 

test to simulate a single day of rainfall. Due to reasons which will become apparent in
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the following sections (which include analysis of results from multiple test methods) 

this assumption is far from valid. This methodology has recently been re-invented by 

Engel et al [ref. 97] in a proposal where one rainfall period has been equated to two 

erosion activity periods. Hence running tests at 100 cycles a day gives an acceleration 

of between 300 and 500%. Hence one test day is equivalent to one year of service. 

This acceleration reduces to 100% for landscapes with frequent dense fog or dew. 

The original lifetime prediction may however provide a useful scaling function. The 

original proposal is outlined in the following pages. This is informative rather than 

conclusive, but does include data which relates lifetime predictions in context to 

working environments. The argument therefore was:

To predict the life of the cable it is necessary to define the electrical environment of 

the cable and then establish the driving electrical loads. This is completed by knowing 

the:

1. Expected rainfall activity on the installation route.

2. Expected pollution levels.

3. Maximum and minimum cable span between towers.

4. Cable potential and charging in all expected phasing.

After obtaining this information, the maximum leakage current (lumii) may be calculated 

using the Carter model. After calculating this current then it is possible to assess:

• Whether the current is great enough to cause sheath erosion. This statement 

was based on the original premise that if the field conditions were relatively 

benign then the degradation potential was incapable of causing arcing due to 

the associated high resistance. Even if an arc was struck, then the power 

dissipation would not effect the cable.
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• Whether the sheath would be gradually eroded within the customer required 

cable life. This statement is based on observed, theoretical and test evaluation 

of cables which show slow degradation over time due to electrical arcing 

activity.

• Whether the current is high enough to cause a sheath breach. This statement 

is due to known arcing activity causing ignition of material. This upper limit 

also acts as a safety margin to prevent inappropriate installation of cables. 

For example, consider a Fibrespan cable sheathed in Afumex 4720S V. From an 

Electran analysis the engineers may find that the installed cable would be located in a 

field potential of 10 kV/m with a charge of 75 nC/m. Knowing that the cable operates 

inland it is unlikely to be coated with deposited salt, hence it may be assumed that the 

cable's lowest surface resistance to be 0.1 MQ/m (see table 6-5). Hence, for a 400 m 

span in a field operating at 50 Hz, we can calculate the theoretical maximum current 

(Io) if the cable had no theoretical resistance.

7 0= Cable charge x Exciting Frequency x Span 

Then,

70= (75 x 10'9 ) x 50 x 400 = 1.5 mA 

Using equation 2-5 then:

, _a5xlO'3 ).(100xl03 ).(400)_ 3 
k ~ 2.(10xlOJ)

*= 1.732 

Hence the limiting current from equation 2-10 is;
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lc tanh( 1.732) L('""f = —— 1732 —— =

For this example the maximum leakage current is below the threshold for the specific 

material erosion (the upper safe limit for a low density anti-track material being 

previously estimated at 1 mA, see table 6-7). Hence little or no erosion would occur 

due to electrical degradation activity.

If the cable was relocated into a space potential field of 20 kV/m with an associated 

coupling of 175 nC/m respectively, then the expected maximum leakage current 

would therefore increase to 1.78 mA. This current was considered high enough to 

cause erosion, but below the limit where spontaneous sheath breach is possible. The 

life of the cable may then be estimated by comparing the expected environment with 

experimental results. For the example, we can read from figure 7-4 that a Fibrespan 

cable at 20 kV/m may be subjected to 250,000 wetting cycles and have less than a 

5 % failure rate 13 . Therefore the minimum life was calculated using equation 6-25. 

This is based on an assumed rate of 30 cycles per hour.

T = —— equation 6-25 
30.f

where;

T = Life [Years]

C = Minimum cycles [Number]

t = Rainfall activity, see table 6-6 [Hours per year]

If the cable was installed in Aberporth, then;
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T 25000° 1QI - _____ = 19 years 
30. (431.2)

Note that this analysis has been completed for sheath breach. This result should be

appropriately scaled depending on the required minimum sheath thickness required

during the cable's working life.

The final scenario would occur if the cable were placed in a field and charge of

25 kV/m and 200 nC/m respectively. The expected maximum leakage current would

increase to 2.23 mA. This was considered beyond the safety limit of 2 mA.

Instantaneous sheath breaches could occur and any installation would need to be

evaluated by a commercial risk assessment.

As a technical argument the previous assessment (made by the author), was naive,

pessimistically partially unjustified, and unsupported in evidence. This poor

assessment was in part justification for the completed research project.

6.11.1.1 Utilisation limits of previous proposal

The following table gives the expected resistance per metre length for cables. This is 

based on Pirelli Newport research [ref. 98.] and published literature [ref. 4]. The 

resistance is dependant on the cable's diameter, (usually 13 to 17 mm), resistance of 

the conducting layer (somewhere between pure water with a specific volumetric 

resistivity of 10,000,000 Q cm and a saturated electrolyte solution of 460 Q. cm), and 

the surface film thickness. Although the lowest quoted resistance level is theoretically 

possible with a very thick conducting layer (approximately 1.5 mm on a 17 mm 

diameter cable), it has only ever been recorded once .
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Cable Condition Resistance
Wet cable with thick encrusted salt layer 0.05 MQ/m 

Polluted soaked cable o. 1 MQ/m 
Cable with arcing activity i.o MQ/m 

Dry aged cable 10.0 MQ/m 
________New dry cable ________100.0 MQ/m 

Table 6-5, Range cable resistance

Table 6-6 outlines the precipitation cycles for various areas. The information is based 

on the average hours of rainfall per year between rates of 1 and 100 mm/h. The 

information was previously used to scale lifetime predictions.

Place

Aberporth
Akrotiri
Birmingham
Changi
Eskdalemuir
Freetown
Gibraltar
Hong Kong
London
Malta
Manchester
Miami
Mildenhall
New Orleans
Tiree
Washington

Location

West Wales
South Cyprus

Central England
South Malaya

South Scotland
West Africa

South of Spain
South of China

England
Mid Mediterranean

Central England
US Gulf

Suffolk England
USA Gulf

West Scotland
USA East Coast

Position

coastal
coastal
coastal
coastal
inland
coastal
coastal
coastal
inland
island
inland
coastal
Inland
coast
Island
Inland

Rainfall 
[hours/year]

431.2
135.6
232.3
354.3
727.3
640.8
137.3
721.5
287.3
162.0
374.3
373.5
248.1
427.5
248.5
286.9

Yearly 
percentage

4.9
1.5
2.7
4.1
8.3
7.3
1.5
8.3
3.3
1.9
4.3
4.3
2.8
4.9
2.8
3.3

Table 6-6, Proposed annual precipitation limits [ref. 99]

Material arcing current limits were selected arbitrarily from published literature. This 

includes observations of material degradation. Further work should include accurate 

definition of the sheath materials' limits in terms of power absorption generated by 

current and voltage.
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Material

LDPE
MDPE
HDPE
XLPE

LD anti-track
MD anti-track
HD anti-track

Upper Safe Limit

-
-
-
-

1.0mA
1.0mA

-

Upper Erosion Limit

0.4 mA
0.5mA
0.6mA
0.6mA
2.0mA
2.0mA

-

Table 6-7, Proposed sheath current limits

6.11.1.2 Expected limits

Table 6-8 gives typical UK induced voltage design limits based on a minimum field life 

of 25 years. The limits are estimated from worst practical experience. Because of the 

limiting field voltages MDPE is usually limited to power lines rated less than 33 kV. 

Note that these limits exclude sheath sensitive to sheath consistency.

______Material Type________Maximum Induced Voltage [kV/m]
MDPE 7 

Afumex 4720SV + 6% Cablec 887 14 
ME6080 14

Table 6-8, Typical design limits.

6.12 Conclusions

The previous section has reviewed published literature and work completed for this 

research project into the modelling concepts that may be utilised to quantify the 

electrical degradation phenomena. This varies from the original conceptualisation to 

some barely credible alternatives. This project has achieved the set goals to review 

these models, investigate the associated variables, and propose, where necessary, 

alternatives. The following section reviews test results relative to these models, their
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findings and assumptions. Only by completing the previous review and investigation 

into the models was it possible to review test and field results in an objective manner. 

All the modelling results expect, relative to the Carter model, that the degradation 

current may increase by 15% under specific conditions. What requires clarification is 

the validity of the Carter model assumptions at the tower. Some reviewed modelling 

claims that this is incorrect, however there is some uncertainty of the relevance of the 

model to general cable applications.
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7. Test results evaluation

The previous sections have outlined the problems, investigations into possible 

solutions, and proposed methods of evaluation. Over the period of this research 

project multiple tests have been carried out using several of the described test 

methodologies, and for multiple reasons. These have included:

• To complete experimentation investigations into cable performance. The work has 

characterised the influences of cable designs, cable ageing, cable abuse, fitting 

influences, passive device performance, and changing sheath material 

composition.

• To understand test method characteristics. The work documents observed

degradation modes, arcing activity, and the time to failure caused by the differing 

test methods. In some instances a mode of operation develops with distinct 

patterns, these allow hypothesis upon installed cable performance.

• To investigate the interaction of test variables. This includes examination into the 

test methodology based upon the changes of electrical and mechanical loads.

• To establish lifetime characteristics. Reviews have been completed on previous 

statistical models proposed to quantify the nature of product failure. The thesis 

also considers the statistical nature of the current and arcing activity. This has 

been established to allow comparisons with field experimentation.

• To maintain product quality standards. Although not initially a concern of this 

research project, multiple tests were completed to ensure maintained and 

improved product performance. This however, resulted in understanding of the 

relationship between sheath consistency, product life, and previously unreported 

failure phenomena.
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• To validate products to customer and international standards. Again these were 

not the direct aim of the research, however the testing became a means to 

investigate alternative test standards and product performance. 

This thesis outlines some of the relevant test work completed as a record for future 

investigation and proposes a methodology to analyse the test characteristics. It would 

also be incomplete if it did not act as a medium to record previous work, reanalyse the 

resulting data in a similar manner, and establish correlation between data sets. Details 

of the test results can be found in appendices I to IV. The sponsoring company holds 

full and complete results.

7.1 Pirelli spray rig results

Since 20 April 1995, an electrical degradation test program was completed by the 

author using the Newport facilities (see section 5.1 for specific methodology). All 

work completed from that date was prepared and managed by the author with advice 

from resident engineers and university staff. On the 20 February 1997, the facility was 

decommissioned to provide room for the expansion of Pirelli's OTIAN manufacturing 

unit. By this time, the test facility had become redundant as trends in customers' 

specifications called specifically for IEEE P1222 salt fog tests. 

This thesis documents and analyses the results of the Pirelli cyclic spray testing 

completed over a 22 month period. This includes over 310 test samples and 33 test 

groups. The results of this testing has enabled the understanding of several basic 

characteristics that will change expected product life performance. The testing was 

completed over a period when the company was in a transition between traditional 

Fibrespan™ cable and MLT ADSS designs. The test work has confidently allowed 

the collaborating company to make this change with improved product performance.
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The results of this work are recorded in appendix I and are summarised in table I.I. 

The work provides a statistical understanding of the failure modes that can not be 

established economically1 by salt fog testing. The summarised results include work 

completed prior to this research project. This includes initial evaluation of MDPE, 

NEWS 1386, and AFR4 sheathed Fibrespan™ cable. The test facilities, although 

relocated, were the same.

Unfortunately, correlation of the failure modes between these sets of results and 

completed work was not possible. This is due to a lack of previous work relative to 

different cable designs. This resulted in an essential revision of the sample preparation 

method for MLT cables. However, the supply voltage and test cycle was maintained 

between the two test sets.

Typical arcing, relative to the test cycle, is shown in the sequence of photographs 

produced by Parry" [ref. 42]. The photographs, figures 7-1, 7-2, & 7-3 have 

superimposed oscilloscope images recording the current activity. Parry achieved this 

by using a Hall effect current probe attached to the earth side of the Fibrespan™ 

cable.

The first image shows initial arcing activity as the water is sprayed onto the sample, 

figure 7-1. During this period, the current rapidly increases until the sample maintains 

a conductive surface layer. The leakage current then becomes sinusoidal and the 

arcing activity ceases. The spray application is terminated and the conductive layer 

dries from the surface due to Joule heating.

' Testing at an external test house costs between £9000 per four samples and £4000 per sample per 
1000 hours. This can be compared with Pirelli salt fog rig testing which cost in the region of £8000 for 
the two year period excluding the original equipment.
" Previous STC staff who investigated the electrical degradation of Fibrespan cable relative to Fawley 
and Hunterston trials (see sections 8.1 and 8.2). His work also included initial investigations into test 
cables using the Pirelli spray rig methodology (section 5.1). This was on initial single sample testing

t-j i -f •*-

completed in a laboratory setting.
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Figure 7-1, Arcing activity on spray application.

Figure 7-2, Arcing initiation as the conductive layer dries.
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As the sample dries, there become times and locations when the conductive layer 

becomes discontinuous. Arcing occurs across these breaches (see figure 7-2). This 

results in chopping of the previously sinusoidal current form. The sample continues to 

dry, the surface resistance increases and the leakage current reduces. During this 

period, stable and low current dry band arcing is initiated and maintained, see 

figure 7-3. This activity is recorded by arc strikes followed by a collapse. The 

phenomenon causes spikes on half of the background sinusoidal current flow.

Figure 7-3, Low current stable dry band arcing activity

Current magnitudes were estimated and are shown in table 7-1. The table outlines the 

current for the three previously explained scenarios. This was completed for new and 

aged cable samples under alternative electrical stresses. The conclusions were: 

• During wetting and initial drying of the sample there was the possibility of high 

current flow. This was typically in the order of 50 mA. The arcing was severe, but 

generally random in nature, unstable and short lived. It was unusual for this to be
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a major source of sheath erosion. However, on specific occasions when the current 

exceeded 80 mA and the arc was partially maintained, then the sheath material 

may ignite. This occurred for materials that did not contain low smoke additives 

(see section 4.5.1.1.).

• The stable arcing occurred after Joule heating of the conductive layer. This was 

typically in the order of 5 mA. As the arc was maintained in position and time 

then the activity gradually eroded the sheath. This current and form was 

considered to simulate dry band arcing degradation. This was the assumed arcing 

mode of field conditions.

• The magnitude of the arcing activity current of directly coupled test samples was 

proportional to the applied electrical potential or stress. This was predominant for 

unaged samples. Ageing111 the test samples randomises the dry band electrical 

activity. In general, this results in possibly higher current and stable activity.

• The continuous background activity is in the order of 2 mA. This varies upon the 

stability of the conductive layer and the applied electrical load.

Sample

Unaged 
10cm 
sample
Aged 
10cm 
sample

Applied 
Voltage 
[kV]
6
4 
2
6
4 
2

Applied 
Stress 
[kV/m]
60 
40 
20
60 
40 
20

Typical 
arc length 
[mm]
4.0-7.0 
6.5-7.5 
2.0-3.5
7.0 
5.0-7.5 
3.0-5.0

Wet 
Current 
[mA]
100-135 
50-100 
40-60
100-110 
90 
35-40

Arcing 
current 
[mA]
4.0-7.0 
2.0-6.0 
1.0-4.0
5.0-8.0 
5.0-30.0 
2.0-25.0

Background 
current 
[mA]
2.0-3.0 
1.2-2.5 
1.0-1.5
2 
1.5-2.0
2

Table 7-1 Estimated currentiv .

"' Ageing methodology not fully defined in internal reports, but did include UV and elevated
temperature.
"Interpretation of results shows that these are peak current values. The ageing regime for the cable was
not recorded in subsequent reports and minutes.
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The result of Pirelli spray test work has been evaluated using reliability statistics. 

However due to this possible variation between failure modes, the interpretation must 

be considered relative to the individual results. The principles adopted are outlined in 

the following summary, section 7.1.1..

7.1.1 Weibull cumulative distribution reliability functions

A general approach to describe failure time data is the Weibull distribution. This is 

named after the Swedish professor Waloddi Weibull. The distribution can be used to 

describe "bathtub" curves. These distributions have an initial relatively high failure 

rate (sometimes termed "Infant Mortality" or "Burn in Failures") followed by a 

relatively slow and constant failure rate. Then after a period of constant operation, the 

rate increases (sometimes termed "Wear-out Failures").

The distribution is frequently used in the telecommunication [for example, ref. 101] 

and power cable industries [ref. 102 & 103] to establish the mean time between 

failure (MTBF) of systems. This can be related to physical attributes, for example 

cyclic stress levels, or used for non-parametric (rank-based) probability analysis. Non- 

parametric analysis will describe an estimate of the cumulative distribution function 

regardless of distribution. This is achieved by first rank ordering the observations and 

then calculating the cumulative failure using, for example, median ranking et cetera. 

The proposal to use this analysis for electrical degradation failures has been 

previously explained by Parry et al [ref. 104 & 105]. The adopted distribution is 

described by equation 7-1.
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equation 7-1 
I ^ ) )

where:

Pfit) is the probability of failure

t is time

tc is the characteristic lifetime

b is a constant

To establish the prescribed relationship it is normal to fit a linear regression to the 

data described by the following equations: 

x = ln(0 equation 7-2 

y = ln(-ln(l -F(k, #))) equation 7-3 

Where:

t is the time of failure on the tfh sample

k is the ranked observation

N is the total number of observations

F(k,N) is the cumulative distribution function

Note that F(k,N) presents the percentile of failure to a specific time. This can be 

biased depending upon the population trends. Pessimistic Pirelli test analysis was 

completed using the median rank, see equation 7-4. However, for other cases 

[ref. 106], errors, convergence and power tests of two parameter functions can be 

reviewed in tabulated results of Monte Carlo simulation. Typical utilised rank 

methods include:
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Median rank

k — 0 3F(k, N) = — — — equation 7-4 
.4

Mean rank

k F(k,N) = — — equation 7-5

White's plotting position

*-l
F(k,N)= —— S- equation 7-6

N + - 
4

Other variations for larger populations (commonly adopted for fibre fatigue [ref. 107]) 

include,

F(k, N) = ~°'5 equation 7-7

There are two variables that define the specific distribution. These are the shape and 

scale parameters. From the plot of equations 7-3 against 7-2 then: 

• The shape parameter is the gradient of the linear fit to this plot. If the shape 

parameter is below unity then there is high "infant mortality", i.e. reliability 

decreases very early in a product's life. If the shape parameter is approximately 

unity then the analysis is that of a period of relatively constant failure rate, typical 

of "hazardv" analysis. If the shape parameter is greater than unity, then there is 

some general "wear out" and reliability will drop sharply.

v Within reliability and failure time analysis, the hazard function, which may be referenced as 
conditional failure, intensity, or force of mortality function, is defined as the ratio of quotient of the 
probability density and the cumulative distribution function subtracted from one. This describes the 
probability of failure during a minor increment.
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• The scale parameter is estimated from the exponential of the negative quotient of 

the intercept and the gradient of the linear fit. All curves, regardless of the shape 

parameter, intercept at the characteristic life, by definition this is the 63.2% 

percentile failure, see relationship 7-8. This is also equal to the scale factor for a 

two-parameter Weibull distribution.

63.2% = 100/1--1 equation 7-8 
I e )

Note that the number of observations may influence the validity and application of 

results. For "maximum likelihood" scenarios then large data sets (N>15) provide 

normalisation of the results. However, for hazard plotting then a small number of 

samples can provide the greatest variation and hence the worst case. This may be 

achieved by analysing exclusive random sets from the population. 

As with most analyses, the results should be presented with plotted data to allow 

correct interpretation. Note that the data presented in this thesis has been analysed 

without censored observations. This is reflected in variance created by implicit 

subgroups, for example, alternative failure modes caused by simulated shotgun 

damage of a cable (methodology as per reference 20). In this example, if the sheath is 

pierced, then water ingress leads to rapid failure of the sample. If however the sheath 

is damaged, but not pierced, then general material degradation occurs at a much 

slower rate. Censored results could be achieved by splitting such a population by 

either the statistical nature of the results, or observance; in the case of simulated 

shotgun damage this may be the specific failure mechanism.

The validity of the population is described by the R-squared correlation of the linear 

fit. This is however only an indication of the conformity of the results.
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7.1.2 Results of Pirelli Rig Test Work

The complete set of analysed results used to develop the lifetime analysis may be seen 

in appendix IVI . This gives details of testing three generic cable designs, sheathed in 

eight different materials, with applied fields between 20 and 80 kV/m. In addition, 

comparisons have been made by testing samples with manufactured electrodes, and 

installation fitting with straight reinforcement rods and flared reinforcement rodsvii . 

The results have been represented graphically and summarised in table I.I. The 

graphical results have been plotted for the cumulative failure percentage based on 

median ranking of the population against failure time in minutes. In all cases, the 

scales have remained constant to allow direct comparison. On each plot there are at 

least two comparative groups. The following analysis of the results must however be 

considered relative to previous discussed test methodology constraints and 

assumptions (see sections 5.1. and 5.1.1.).

Within the following sections, normalised analogies have been presented to provide 

the reader and sponsoring company with some immediate quantification. These are a 

result of work completed as a part of this research project. These have erred 

pessimistically. In practice the random nature of the failure will result in many tests 

samples far exceeding the given limits. Hence, to understand the nature of the test 

condition, reference must be given to the full set of results (see appendix I).

vi Results were partially completed as part of previous research. This continues into the initial stages of
this investigation.
vii Flare fitting endings see section 3.8 were suspected of relieving electrical stress at the cable
termination and hence influence corona discharge.
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The analysis considers sample failure criteria being sheath breach. Where samples 

were taken off prematurely, the failure mode is classified as "stop"viii . An estimate of 

life is then given based on previous experience, relative to erosion and pattern. 

In general, there seems to be a convergence of ME6080 and Afumex results (plots I. V 

and I.VI) to the maximum possible sample test life in the region of 1,000,000 minutes 

(99 weeks or 1.9 years) lx . This suggests that there is a finite level of service possible 

from a polymer sheathing material. If the degradation activity is assumed to occur 

during any period for which an installed cable is wetted, then the worst limit for 

product life would be in the region of 23 years (estimated upon 8.3% rainfall, see 

table 6-6). However any process, fitting flaws, and mechanical load influences could 

only reduce the product life and increase the rate of failure (see figure I. VII). 

Assuming that the typical cumulative failure rate between 99.0 and 0.1% failure is a 

decade" minute then the minimum life under the worst possible conditions would be 

2.3 years. Similarly under the kindest environmental conditions, the results would 

show 0.1% failures withinxl 12.7 years. Obviously this excludes variations in field 

installations and assumes localised electrical stresses in the region of 80 to 20 kV/m. 

The analysed data had R-squared correlation between 0.78 and 0.99. The lower 

correlations, below 0.84, occurred when the failure mode of the population was split, 

for example if samples had intrinsic flaws. This notably occurred for artificially 

induced extrinsic damage and poor blended materials.

viii An alternative method includes considering censored results where the population number is 
maintained but the rank is excluded from the analysis group.
ix Observers will notice that this is convergent to the reported test period. This link is not induced by 
the test period. The contrary is true. The test period was extended to ensure a statistical significant 
population was available for analysis and only after this was achieved was the test facility de 
commissioned.
" A decade unit of time relates to the logarithmic value. This is commonly used in long term probability 
and fatigue mechanisms, for example material creep.
" Calculated by the inverse of the rainfall percentage, 100/1.5, multiplied by the maximum life of 
1,000,000 minutes, logged, one subtracted, and then anti-logged and converted into years.
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7.1.2.1 Sample sizes and cable construction.

This research project has found there was a significant reduction in cable life when 

comparing prototype aramid designs with Fibrespan™. Unlike the solid support of the 

Fibrespan™ GRP rod (figure 1-1), the aramid of the MLT designs (figure 1-2) 

allowed water to 'wick' when any flaw was developed in the sheath. The water then 

formed an alternative electrical path. This could result in an "explosive" blowout 

failure (see section 3.4). Consequently all subsequent cable test samples were sealed 

using polybutile tape. In addition, all deployed MLT ADSS cables were manufactured 

with 1 in 3 water swellable yarns. The yarn's water blocking capability eliminated 

possible field failures caused by water wicking along exposed aramid. This could 

occur when the cable was subjected to poor installation practices and inappropriate 

product storage.

7.1.2.2 Failure modes and applied load

A general observation from completed work using the Pirelli spray rig was that the 

sheath degradation mode changed depending upon the applied electrical load. Unless 

influenced by material or construction flaws the general scenario is as per table 7-2. 

There would be variation within the observed population. However, the lower the 

applied load, the more limited the failure mode variation.

Applied load [kV/m] Dominant failure ty_p_e_ 
80 Dry band 
60 Random tracking

_____40________Thin line tracking

Table 7-2, Predominate failure modes on the spray rig

The cable life is noted to exponentially increase with the reduction of the applied 

electrical stress (see figures I.I, I.II, I.IV, I. VI and section 7.1.2.8). Hence it is 

important to understand if the change in load is compounding the erosion methods or
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if the probability of erosion events increase relative to testing. This is partially 

answered from salt fog test results, see section 7.2.2..

7.1.2.3 Fitting influences

Samples with reinforcing rods having flared ends showed less degradation compared 

to samples with reinforcing rods cut short. This confirms the previous observations 

about possible system improved degradation resistance. The conclusion may be a 

surprise as such devices were considered to function with respect to corona (see 

section 3.8), something that is not truly simulated within the spray test regime. As a 

result, flared reinforcement rods have been made mandatory on all Pirelli Cables Ltd 

high voltage ADSS cable installations. Table 7-3 gives the pessimistic relative life of 

cable samples using different types of test fittings. This relationship is for the 

characteristic life of the cable tested at an electrical stress of approximately 60 kV/m.

Fitting Type______________Relative characteristic life
Ring electrode 1
Cut straight reinforcement rods 2.1 xn
Flared reinforcement rods____________3.5__________
Table 7-3, Relative influence on characteristic life of electrode

The difference in performance between straight cut and flared reinforcement rod 

characteristic life was found to be attributed to a change in degradation mode from 

possible dry band arcing to quasi-random track. Results also suggest that although the 

characteristic cable life is extended, the minimum 0.1% failure time is reduced (c.f. 

Table I.I, Afumex results of 138 hours with flares compared with 388 hours without 

flares). This is an analysis fallacy. On detailed review of the test groups, it was found

"'Firstrelative approximate is based on the characteristic life of AFR4 while the second on Afumex. 
Both estimates completed on Fibrespan and are the worst case results.
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that some samples with flared reinforcement rods had very long lives""'. This skewed 

the fitted linear regression from the majority of the results. The analysis 

inconsistencies are confirmed by the similarity of the minimum test results of 136,728 

and 123,354 minutes respectively. This analysis suggests that flares may not always 

change the degradation mode. The variation may be a result of the inconsistency of 

the helical wire flare form and sample preparation. The analysis contradiction does 

not always exist. This is demonstrated by results of testing Fibrespan™ cable 

sheathed with NEWS (c.f. expected 0.1% failure time of 7.86 and 0.24 for samples 

with re-reinforcement rods and electrodes respectively). These results are not skewed 

as straight reinforcement rods do not produce indeterminable extended life anomalies. 

The comparison between the fittings can not necessarily be made across all the 

material groups. For example, the use of soft sheathing materials produces cables that 

are sensitive to rough cut reinforcement rods. These may damage the cable surface 

due to sharp burrs and vastly reduce the cable test life. The true relation then becomes 

un-quantifiable. The extrinsic cable failure is demonstrated by initial poor salt fog 

tests results (see section 7.2.2.). Incorrect sample preparation will therefore induce 

noise. This is also considered probable for real applications.

7.1.2.4 Material comparison

A comparison can be made between the different material groups. Due to this analysis 

two materials have been excluded from further aerial cable proposals. The specific 

trials relate to: 

• Fibrespan™ sheathed with YV500 (an alternative LSOH material, manufacturing

ref. L378). The standard cable core was sheathed using standard processing;

unfortunately, sheathing inconsistencies, in the form of inclusion, caused blow

M "Virtually indestructible!" - David Hann, associate and work colleague
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holes. These inconsistencies drastically reduced cable life. Hence the material was 

rejected for operational use, as being sensitive to poor homogeneity relative to the 

Newport manufacturing capability. This was not a reflection on the material 

electrical degradation resistance, but an attribute of both equipment and material 

processing capabilities (results of this testing is not included in the appendix). 

A MLT cable sheath with HDPE manufacture in Italyxiv . The mechanical 

properties of the material and resistance to electrical degradation erosion were 

superior to previous tested materials. Unfortunately, as the material did not 

contain any fire retardant additives, then the sheath was prone to ignition. When 

ignition occurred, the sheath was totally stripped from the sample (although water 

was cyclically being spayed on the sample, which was presumed to provide some 

dousing of the flame). This failure mode can occur without any previous sheath 

erosion, and at any particular time. This is therefore the most dangerous failure 

mechanism as an installation inspection can not indicate if corrective actions are 

required.

Material

MDPE
NEWS 
AFR4 
Afumex 
ME6080

Test at 60 kV/m
Min. life Characteristic

1 1 
6 15 

1704 34 
2494 399 
680 377

Test at 40 kV/m
Min. life Characteristic life

1 1
103 33 

1425 13 
4921 359 
10305 295

Table 7-4. Relativexv characteristic of material.

xiv The cable was design for general short span application not on a high voltage line. The material 
selection was a result of other required mechanical properties, for example, shotgun damage resistance. 
"Table normalised to cable with reinforcement rods and Fibrespan designs. Note that ME6080 results 
for the 60 kV/m group is influenced to the reduced sample set population. If a comparison is made at 
80 kV between ME6080 and Afumex then the relative results become similar to that for 40 kV. Failure
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Table 7-4 summarises the resulting characteristic life and the 0.1% failure time limit 

for the spray test results completed with five materials. This has been normalised 

relative to MDPE results. As a comparison, the materials presently used for cable 

sheathing relative to that used on the Hunterston trials has a characteristic life 

typically 10 times longer, and the minimum life at least 50 times longer. 

These results are based on analysis of samples without flared reinforcement rods. It 

may be inferred from section 7.1.2.3 that the use of flared reinforcement rods would 

also increase the characteristic life by a factor of 16.7.

7.1.2.5 Sheath thickness and form

Throughout the course of testing, evaluation was completed on cables with different 

sheath thicknesses and finishes. The cables which highlight the related performances 

were:

• Two individual manufacturing batches of Fibrespan™ cable with different sheath 

forms. The first had an irregular sheath caused by core binder reflections, while 

the second had longitudinal witness marks.

• An MLT cable deliberately manufactured with a thick outer sheath. 

The variation in sheath form was found to change the degradation mechanism. On 

careful examination of two sets of Fibrespan™ cables it was found that one 

manufacturing batch had longitudinal profile lines, which are typical of die marks 

created during poor sheathing of the cable. During testing degradation was noted to be 

more or less confined to these marks. In contrast, other samples which had a 

corrugated surface profile, seemingly contained tracking degradation activity. This 

difference was predominant at lower electrical loads (40 kV/m).

criteria of Parry's work pessimistically normalised by 0.27 and 0.92 to account for changes in erosion 

depth.
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The differing mechanism caused a split in the population. The complete data did 

however maintain integrity against the Weibull analysis, see figure I.IV. At higher 

applied electrical stresses this difference was not discernible. The change was due to 

simulated dry band arcing becoming the prevalent degradation method (see 

section 7.1.2.2.). In extremes, the corrugated form may be considered an example in 

the use of surface geometry to mitigate electrical degradation, see section 4.3.2..The 

associated patent is therefore partially justified, however further research would be 

required to investigate the optimum form relative to the applied electrical stress. 

Sheath radial thickness will determine an erosion life of a product. Fibrespan™ with 

the core overlaid (manufacturing ref. L463) effectively had a reduced outer radial 

sheath thickness (in the region of 0.5 mm). As seen by the results, this had a 

correspondingly reduced resistance to electrical degradation (see figure I.XIH). In 

contrast, longspan aramid cable (Pirelli specification RG17) was deliberately sheathed 

with preblended Afumex to a thickness of 2.5 mm. This had increased cable 

resistance to electrical degradation (compare figures I.XI and I.XV). 

These changes may be due the synergetic effect of the thermal transfer properties of 

the sheath and the available possible erodable material. It is conceivable that as the 

lifetime may be proportional to sheath thickness, then by making the cable larger, it 

would be possible to achieve appropriate product performance. Increasing the sheath 

thickness would also make the product more robust against intrinsic material flaws. 

However, practical limits would be imposed as the increased cable size would 

increase cable loads (weight, wind and ice). The thick sheath may also prevent 

effective load transmission between the peripheral strength members of the cable and 

the tower installation fittings.
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7.1.2.6 Cable damage, sheath printing and water ingress

Investigations were completed into selected extrinsic degradation acceleration factors. 

These include sheath marking1™, simulated shotgun damage (as described in reference 

27), and excessive water ingress. This resulted is specific design features of Pirelli 

cables aimed to prevent premature failure.

A conclusion is that sheath marking will statistically reduce cable life. Table 7-5 

shows the relationship between sheath marking and characteristic life at specific 

electrical loads. The marking was achieved by embossed 'hot foil'. 

It was observed that from the onset of the tests that the sheath marking acted as an 

electrical tracking path between the electrodes. On unmarked cable samples localised 

points of degradation must establish the random tracking path. The introduction of 

sheath markings may cause the tracking path due to a combination of process induced 

mechanical stress and the addition of a surface material.

Sheath marking acceleration was reliant on the cable failure mode. For example, 

sheath marking did not significantly reduce Fibrespan™ cable life when tested at 

80 kV/m as dry band failure becomes predominant on the hard cored cable (similar 

observations were made of the corrugated sheath form, section 7.1.2.5.). In contrast, 

MLT designs had accelerated degradation, as the sheath is more vulnerable. Due to 

the completed work, Pirelli eliminated sheath marking from high voltage ADSS 

products. Alternative sheath marking methods may be considered a topic for further 

work.

xvi Sheath marking is used as both a quality tool and installation aid. The marking usually identifies the 
type of cable, the maker, the owner, the specification and aspects on construction. In addition, it usually 
includes length marking and approximate period of manufacture. This information also aids installed 
cable management. This is critical for ducted cable. For long span ADSS cable applications, it is very 
unusual to have multiple cables on the same ROW therefore some of the information is unnecessary. 
Similarly as cable is manufactured to designed lengths, length marking is not critical. Other 
information, if required, may be included by use of an identification tape laid in the core.
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Cable Type

Fibres span 
(Afumex at 80 kV/m) 
Fibrespan 
(Afumex at 60 kV/m) 
MLT RG17 
(Afumex at 80 kV/m)

Sheath marked
Characteristic

189,155 

130,096 

4,501

Without marks
Characteristic

169,200 

193,105 

11,312

Approx. Ratio
11:10

2:3 

2:5

Table 7-5, Influences of sheath marking

Artificially simulated sheath breach was investigated using longspan aramid cable 

(specification RG17) sheathed with ME6080. Soaking the cable sample in water for 

twenty four hours prior to commencing the test simulated the cable fault. The results 

showed that if water was allowed to seep through the cable, into electrically stressed 

areas, then the cable life was drastically reduced by a ratio of 4:1 (see figure I. VIII). 

As an attempt to overcome manufacturing inconsistencies a trial was completed with 

a cable manufactured without pre-blended compound and water swellable aramid yarn 

(see figure IXV). This obviously did not prevent sheath breach but, unfortunately, the 

water blocking it did not prevent the violent failure mode.

The conclusion is that the water swellable material did not protect the cable from a 

poorly manufactured sheath.

The longspan cable sheathed with ME6080 was also subjected to shotgun damage. 

The damage was replicated by a simulated impacted shotgun strike of a single size 

four pellet fired from 25 metres. Results showed a drastic reduction in cable life in the 

order of 3:1 (see figure I.VIII). However, this abuse characteristic has distinct failure 

mode attributes, which leads to a split population, see section 7.1.1..
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7.1.2.7 Manufacturing influences

Over the period of this research, customer requirements and manufacturing 

technology changed from the Fibrespan™ to MLT designs. The outer sheaths of these 

cables were applied to the core using different equipment and at considerably 

different speeds (MLT cables being processed at least three times faster). This led to 

the incidental investigation into the manufacturing influence of ADSS MLT cable 

sheaths.

Originally, longspan MLT cable (specification RG17, prototype reference NQ4022) 

was sheathed with Afumex (sourced from two independent locations - Milan / 

Bishopstoke). This was the same sheathing material used for Fibrespan™. Unlike 

Fibrespan™, the sheath process led to carbon sinks and sheathing inconsistencies. 

During testing, these inconsistencies were the centre of electrical degradation 

breaches. This took the form of blows and blistering of the laminated structure. This 

reduces the cable life (see figures I.XI and I.XII) by a ratio of 31:2 (c.f. RG17 

characteristic life results at 80 kV/m, 10,298 and 159,359, table I.I) 

A trial was also completed using longspan MLT cable sheathed with Megalon (an 

alternative LSOH compound). Early failures again occurred due to sheath 

inconsistencies. This was in a ratio of approximately 2:1 (c.f. 67028 and 159359) 

Improvements were achieved by sheathing longspan aramid cable with pre-blendedxvn 

carbon black UV stabilised Afumex (NQ4022). The cable was processed in the same 

way as the previous longspan cable sheathed with Afumex. This sheath was free of 

the inconsistencies. The MLT cable performance was then comparable to that of 

Fibrespan™.
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To improve general mechanical resistance of the product, longspan aramid cable 

RG17 was sheathed with ME6080. This is a pre-blended medium density 

polyethylene anti-tracking compound. Again, this sheath was free of the 

inconsistencies encountered when material was mixed at the extruder. These provided 

consistent electrical degradation results (see figure I.VI).

Due to this work, Pirelli had achieved consistent electrical degradation performance 

on an alternative product range. Prior processing of the material overcame 

manufacturing capability shortfalls. In addition, a new material had been effectively 

introduced with enhanced mechanical properties.

7.1.3 Test rig expected sample life

It has been proposed that where data are available for the same material at different 

applied fields, then results may be extrapolated on a log / log plot. At this level, the 

estimated life outside the original data set could become wildly inaccurate as this is a 

derivative of a logarithmic extrapolation from a pessimistic logarithmic interpretation. 

Figures 7-4 and 7-5 show examples of such an interpretation. Figure 7-4 shows the 

expected life for a 5% pessimistic failure rate of Fibrespan™ with different sheath 

constructions and materials, while figure 7-5 gives the predicted life for RG17 

sheathed with both Afumex and ME6080.

xvii Pre-blended material uses polymer compounded to mix the based materials with additives, for 
example carbon black. These eliminate blackening / colouring of materials at the sheathing line 
extruder head. This reduces inconsistencies caused by poor extrusion practice and tool design.
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7.1.4 Conclusion of spray method evaluation

The Pirelli spray method gives a unique insight into the statistical nature of cable 

failure, the different failure modes, and how these relate to manufacturing capability. 

Without such experience it is impossible to understand the random nature of 

degradation relative to cable life. The test method has allowed Pirelli confidently to 

transgress between the original pultruded slotted core design to use MLT ADSS 

designs. The same test method has also been used to investigate accelerated failure. 

This has allowed the designers, installers and commercial teams to understand 

extrinsic product risks.

This research work has found that the previous proposal for lifetime predictions was 

far from convincing. The method does provide some quantification of relative 

performance.
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7.2 Salt fog tests

Figure 7-6, Typical cable sample with flared fittings after testing for 2000 hours.

Between the 16/2/96 and 1/10/00 over 51 samples of cables were evaluated using 

IEEE PI222 salt fog testing (see section 5.3.1). Samples were tested with applied 

potentials between 10 to 20 kV at cable linear electrical stresses between 30 and 45 

kV/m. The tests evaluated over five material groups, some with prior conditioning, 

and processed by alternative means. The tests included trials to provide correlation 

with other test methods. In addition, attempts were made to evaluate possible passive 

solutions. A summary table of salt fog results is available in appendix II, see table ILL 

An external test-house completed initial testing (EA Technology, Capenhurst). This 

later continued at Pirelli research and development laboratories in Milan.
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7.2.1 Developed result analysis

Continuous improvements have been made to the leakage current monitoring method 

(see section 5.3.1.2). This was driven by Pirelli and supported by the external test 

house. These improvements place doubts on the validity of other measurements and 

some modelling concepts. For example, the arcing on cables may be more 

appropriately described by discharge spectrums. This could be attributed to the 

transient properties of the conductive film. The minimum expected recordings 

include™11 :

• The real time leakage current. This data is made up of the leakage current 

averaged by the computer monitoring system over the complete sample period.

• The accumulative average leakage current. This provides a histogram of the

average leakage current as a function of time. One value accumulation is made to 

a specific "bin" every averaging cycle (typically ten minutes). The result is 

derived from the quotient of the total charge activity and period length.

• The accumulative root mean square leakage. This is measured in coulombs over 

the sample period to provide the total RMS leakage current.

• The average peak to peak activity charge. The value, measured in coulombs, is 

measured in real time and collated in specified bins. In this case the values for 

each activity in the test sample period is recorded to provide the total charge 

leakage over time.

• Photographic degradation evidence. Where applicable photographs of the

sample's condition were taken during the test and after the completion of the test. 

The study was biased towards the localised degradation near the earth fittings.

xviii I would like to thank; Chris Jones, Alan Ward, David Hughes, Fabrice Perrot, Steven Stocks, and 
Frank Stephen of EA Technology for their help and patience over the previous years.
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• Physical attributes. Measurements were made before, during, and after the test, of 

both the cable sample and test configuration. The minimum measurements were of 

the cable diameter in three planes at two positions, the spring tension, the 

maximum erosion depth, and electrode gap variation.

• Log book recordings. Recordings were made at approximately every 100 hours of 

the rig calibration, cable condition, and rig performance. Additional recordings 

documented any abnormal events.

7.2.2 Initial testing

Initial samples were found to be very sensitive to sample preparation. This was 

specifically attributed to the cut down fittings and sample sealing:

• The reinforcement rods were cut and fitted directly to the cable. Sharp fitting burrs 

of the cut rods pierced the sheath and dug into the aramid strength members. The 

breach in the sheath allowed water to wick along the aramid. This, combined with 

the internal intrusion of the rod, produced an alternative electrical path within the 

sample. The samples consequently failed due to internal tracking and electrical 

breach of the sheath. In some instances, this took the form of an electrical 

puncture of the sheath. This could occur anywhere along the sample, even 

underneath the fittings.

• A similar failure mode was observed when the cable was inadequately sealed at 

the ends. Water could wick along the complete sample length and current would 

travel preferentially under the sheath. Dissected samples were found to have black 

carbonised deposits following the helical stranding of the aramid yarn. 

Simulated breach was trialed by drilling four 0.6 mm diameter holes into a cable sample 

adjacent to the fittings. The holes were located in a 90 degrees rotating sequence spaced 

longitudinally at intervals of ten millimetres. The cable failed spectacularly after 79
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hours, the aramid and sheath being severely burnt. This establishes grounds for 

erstwhile concern of an extrinsic failure mechanism caused by roosting birds of prey 

clawing the sheath.

To prevent such test failures the sample preparation was improved. Firstly, all sample 

ends were sealed with polybutile putty and tape. Secondly, all cut reinforcement rods 

were sanded by hand to remove burrs. Finally, appropriate sample preparation care 

was maintained to prevent damage from scratches, gouges, and contamination. 

Additional subtleties were introduced as experience increased. These included the use 

of a non-metallic former to aid flared reinforcement rod alignment. This care did not 

always suffice. On one occasion the sample mechanically failed during the test. This 

was due to the cut down rods failing to transmit the required tensile load to the 

peripheral strength members, hence causing direct loading of the sheath. 

Cables passed the test criteria with surprising consistency once the previously described 

failure mechanisms were eliminated. In fact, standard testing could only show if a 

sheath was fundamentally flawed due to poor sheath consistency or poor sample 

preparation.

During this research salt fog trials were initially monitored by intermittently scanning 

the leakage current. Figure 7-7 shows the typical average current per minute observed 

on a single sample. The cyclic nature of the current peaks probably being produced by 

the arcing and wetting sequence of the tested cable.
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Transient Current Activity
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Figure 7-7, Average current activity against time.

In addition the peak current was recorded for individual samples based on intermittent 

scanning. Each discharge was categorised as an arcing event within a particular range of 

magnitude. Each event adding to a running cumulative total.

Sampled Peak Current Activity

Sample 5 
Sample 4 

Sample 3 
Sample 2 

Sample 1
1 DO- 
200

Figure 7-8, Peak current discharge events.
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Figure 7-8 shows typical initial results of the salt-fog chamber. Note the number of 

recorded events is only a sample based on a one in four scanning period. Due to the 

previously contemporary proposed cable application, all these samples were tested at 

10 kV. The sample details are:

1. A long span ADSS MLT cable at 40 kV/m

2. A Fibrespan™ cable at 40 kV/m

3. A long span ADSS MLT cable 30 kV/m

4. A Fibrespan™ cable 35 kV/m

5. A Fibrespan™ at 30 kV/m 687 hours fitting

The arcing event pattern was very similar, i.e. below 0.5 mA hundreds or thousands of 

events, between 0.5 and 1 mA tens or hundreds of events, and between 1.0 and 2.0 mA 

tens of events. None of these events were recorded above two milli-amperes. This 

preliminary investigation shows that the method only rarely tested the product 

capability at the extremes of currents. Hence, if this distribution can be modified then 

the test may be accelerated and the duration reduced accordingly. 

In addition, the lower the applied electrical stress, then the greater the number of arcing 

events. This is especially true for electrical activity below 0.5 mA. One proposed reason 

is that the lower the electrical stress, then the more limited is drying of the condensed 

salt fog film. This would allow multiple events to occur. This is more appropriately 

evaluated in later tests at higher applied potentials.

Note that by the test definition, sample 5 failed after 687 hours, the current exceeding 

the one ampere test limit. The sample had a severe localised sheath bum piercing the 

outer sheath and exposing the strength member. From the recorded current information, 

there was considerable prior activity beyond 10 mA. Unfortunately it can not be 

confirmed if the high current arcs caused the damage, or the damage caused the high
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current arcs. However, a hypothesis can be made due to the lack of tracking below the 

sheath. This suggests that there was no reason for the failure to lower the cable 

resistance and hence cause the increased arcing current. The conclusion is therefore that 

the high current was probably characteristic of the random nature of the test, and the 

failure caused by unrealistic high current test conditions.

Further testing was completed with full digital oscilloscopic tracing the arcing events. 

There were three main aims of this work. Firstly, to evaluate the effect of the applied 

potential on the test. Secondly, to evaluate the effect of cable diameter. Finally, to 

evaluate proposed solutions.

The previous initial trial was limited to random sampling periods and did not represent 

the complete test. After measurement capability was established, a personal computer 

was integrated with the monitoring equipment to log the information. Due to the vast 

amount of data generated, the averaging period was increased to typically ten minutes. 

However, Parry [ref. 104] criticises the variability of salt fog chambers. In identical test 

groups there was a notable reduction in the electrical activity. One report suggested that 

this was due to variations in the high humidity that could maintain a wet layer on the 

cable surface and therefore prevent arcing events.

The general set of test data is presented in appendix II. The analysed data includes 

possible transitory leakage current and discharge characteristics. Figure II.I shows 

typical real time leakage current levels. Here the average leakage current over a ten 

minute period is plotted against time. The current represents the total coulomb activity 

averaged over the logged cycle period. The plots do not represent the peak, average 

peak, or mean peak current. Because arcing activity can take place over a very small 

time then the average leakage current is relatively low. Figure II. II shows the 

discharge characteristic continued over the second 1000 hours. A quick review of the
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plots shows if there is change of degradation patterns with respect to time. The plots 

also suggest how activity can be projected forward to predict cable test life. 

Figure II.III shows a three dimensional map of the discharge pattern. Here the 

numbers of events are classed into coulomb bins and are plotted for frequencies of 

100 hours. For example, between 100 and 200 hours there were twenty two 33600 

coulomb events. These are the peak to peak instantaneous charge readings. Note that 

the total number of events recorded over the 100 hour period was 2,986,305 (8.3 

events per second). Most of these had very low discharges, typically below 1000 

coulombs. These plots demonstrate the type of activity that is occurring and how the 

discharge changes over time. The plots also highlight possible incident events.

5*nnnlv vnltnop

Corona current

Figure 7-9, The relationship between expected corona current and supply voltage.

An interesting comparison of these discharge characteristics can be made with work 

published by Arise et al [ref. 109]. Here the corona discharge activity is related to 

water droplet position. In addition, the water changes the discharge pattern from 

streamer corona discharge in the positive cycle to regular corona called "Trichel 

pulse" on the negative half cycle of the AC applied potential. The expected scenario is 

shown in figure 7-9. This demonstrates that multiple events may occur per cycle. 

However, the salt fog recorded results of an average of 8.3 events per second is a
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magnitude higher than even the supply frequency of 50 Hz. This suggests that either 

the activity is inconsistent with respect to time or the measurement method has 

insufficient resolution. The noted transient current activity (as previously discussed 

ref. figure 7.7) suggests the first scenario to be true.

7.2.3 Test commentary

Dimension_________Lower limit Nominal Upper limit 
Cable OD 15.3 15.7 16.2 
Sheath radial thickness 1.5_______L8_____3.1_____ 
Table 7-6, RG42 outer sheath dimensional specification [mm].

Within the appendix there are details of 16 cable samples test results. There is also a 

summary of the complete set of tested cables. As seen, the default cable for evaluation 

became Pirelli specification RG42, a 22.5 kN MLT ADSS. The sheath dimensions are 

given in table 7-6. Noted observations include:

• Average accumulative total of activity over 100 hours remains relatively constant 

throughout the test period. This seems to be valid up to 2000 hours. On the 

premise of a constant rate of degradation activity, then it is possible to use linear 

extrapolation to estimate product limits.

• High leakage current does not necessary relate to high cable damage. For 

example, UV aged samples frequently had higher activity but lower physical 

damage. This may be possible due to changes in the material surface properties 

making it less hydrophobic, hence wetted for longer, hence allowing more current 

and less arcing activity. This is suggested by the real time average leakage plots, 

for example, comparing figure II.XIV with figure H.VIII then the UV treated 

sample has a peak value 5.7 time higher. Alternatively it has been suggested that
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the sheath material may have been cured by UV exposure and the surface 

properties change (for example made more resilient, etc.).

• Activity and current are related to the applied voltage. The higher the voltage the 

greater the arcing activity. This is probably due to the available voltage required to 

break down the resistance between consecutive water continuities. However, high 

voltage applications and tests can not be directly compared in lifetime changes, 

for example, the activities at 12.9 kV figure II.XXVIII compared with 20 kV 

figure ILL Note that the discharge profile changes accordingly. 

Inclusive of this test work, evaluations were completed on three possible solutions. 

Firstly, the application of 33 kV resistive electrical sheds (see figure 4-2). Secondly, 

the use of a hydrophobic boundary layer (see figure 4-3). Finally, a passive device 

(see figure 4-5). The detailed results of the later two evaluations have been withdrawn 

from this thesis due to company confidentiality.

7.3 Correlation between salt fog and field data

The only available way in which to compare the salt fog results with field conditions 

is the use of the Hunterston trial (see section 8.2). To achieve a correlation, a novel 

approach was required for data analysis. Figure V.I (appendix V) outlines an example 

of the approach. This analysis considers the relationship between the average arcing 

current over a ten minute period against the occurrence of the event. These results, 

independent of the number of samples and duration of the test, have been normalised 

to a 1000 hour period. Hence in this example, the analysis is for the combined results 

of four cable samples each tested to 2000 hours and normalised to 1000 hours. The 

first observation is that for 66.9% of the time there is effectively no activity. This is 

expected due to the cyclic nature of the event as describe in section 7.2.2.. Note that
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this inactivity period increases to 93.6% depending upon the applied voltage. The 

plots show two distinct characteristics after this non-activity:

• Firstly, a period of highly collating current activity which declines in expected 

occurrence as the average leakage current increase. In general this may be 

considered the intrinsic arcing activity associated with the sample testing.

• Secondly, a period of more random events which occur at higher average leakage 

currents. These generally have very low occurrence. In some cases, these can be 

related to salt fog test rig-reactivation. Hence, these may be considered extrinsic 

activities. These low occurrences, random events, may include equipment errors, 

for example power spikes. Alternatively, some of these may be real and rare 

events which need alternative test methodology to generate consistent simulation.

Using the derived exponential fits it is possible to integrate the functions to provide

equated power dissipation. To do this the data is transformed X -> 7, and Y —> X.

Unfortunately there are four unanswered theoretical conditions that need resolving

before the results may be interpreted:

• A proposed hypothesis is that the constant voltage generates the arcing, while 

arcing has variable resistance. Hence, the instantaneous power dissipation may be 

represented by equation 7-9. In this case, the associated transformed exponential 

relationship would be integrated using equation 7-10.

Power - IV equation 7-9

where:

/is the arcing current [A] 

V is the arcing potential [V]
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fl i y I y (y\ v-.In - Kx = f .In - -^- + c equation 7-10 
J b {a J b {a J b

Where:

a, b, c are arbitrary constants

An alternative hypothesis is that the arcing exists within constant normalised 

resistance to the salt fog atmosphere and the potential is variably dependent upon 

the arcing distance. In this case the power may be represented by equation 7-11. 

The associated power may then be quantified using the integral of the square of 

the transformed exponential relationship, equation 7-12.

Power = I 2 .R equation 7-11

ff 1 fy\\ y (y\ 2.y (y} 2.y —.In — <ic = ^V.ln — -—f-.ln — +—^- + c equation 7-12
J U a) fc 2 a I b 2 [a] b 2

• The final arcing hypothesis is that the activity is a random spectrum of variable 

potential and resistance. This spectrum may however be quantified in terms of the 

average current relative to the statistical transient of the arcing activity. As the 

arcing has variable average current then the resistance will be constant for a 

particular value of current. This would also validate the use of the second proposal 

for establishing a power dissipation function.

• The final unresolved issue is the relationship between arcing power activity and 

degradation of the cable. There may be conditions where there will be natural
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levels of low leakage current, that produces no arcing activity. Secondly, there 

may be scenarios of recorded high current where the wetted cable becomes 

conductive, allowing current flow, but no arcing occurs. Filtering the results at the 

test current supply frequency will account for some of these phenomena as arcing 

activity occurs at higher frequencies (as demonstrated in corona current activity 

discussion, section 7.2.2).

The results of the completed analysis using equations 7-10 and 7-12 are shown in 

appendix V (tables V.I to V.V). The tables give the first integral function normalised 

over a 1000 hour period. The units for the first integral function being milli-ampere 

hours per 1000 hour period. The unit for the second integral function is milli-ampere 

squared hours per 1000 hours. The analysis has been completed for integral functions 

that ignore the leakage current below a set level. Separate tables show the results for 

ignoring the current between 0.0 and 0.4 mA. This lower limit was explored as a 

method of filtering biases towards irrelevant activity, which may be noise, or non- 

erosive activity. Note that the integral results represent the electrical abuse the cable 

has suffered under the particular test and trial conditions, not the product limit. The 

results do not quantify the abuse for failure.

Reviewing the tables it is apparent that the second analysis method is relatively stable 

compared with the first. The second method almost maintaining the ranking of salt 

fog test damage results (due to the biasing of the function to the higher current 

values). In addition, the ranking of the salt fog cable testing tends to reflect the extent 

sample damage and erosion. On this basis, a projection of expected cable life might be 

estimated by considering the observed field current and resistance of the cable to 

abuse. This is summarised in table 7-7. This considers the integral of the squared 

transform fit of table V.I, projecting cable erosion to half sheath thickness. Note that
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There seem a to be a few contradictions with the project results relative to product 

life, erosion, and normalised abuse. Firstly, the same material under similar conditions 

may have projected life between 0.2 and 4.6 years. One aspect with the partial erosion 

is that it may not be linear with time depending upon the erosion mechanism. 

Secondly, the measurement of erosion when localised and small, tends, even with 

optical measurement equipment, to be subjective (see sections 5.1.2.). As such even 

the longest life is pessimistic and the lower life a rather subjective observation.

7.3.1 Erosion form

What this methodology does not evaluate is the mechanism of erosion relative to the 

dissipated energy. For example, if all the erosion was localised into a small area, let's 

say 5 mm2 , then it is suspected all the cable samples would fail in a matter of months. 

Salt fog erosion patterns did vary considerably. In all cases, the greatest erosion 

occurs at the earth fitting. This will include the formation of a localised neck-down, 

characteristic of dry band erosion. From Pirelli spray test results, it would be expected 

that the localised electrical stress be in the order of 80 kV/m (see section 7.1.2.2.). 

Other erosion activity occurs and some along the cable length. Erosion patterns 

include dulling of the surface and longitudinal erosion lines, again with reference to 

the Pirelli spray rig this would be expected with an applied load of 40 kV/m. The 

erosion forms therefore suggest that the salt fog test methodology produces a 

conductive film and irrespective of the potential applied to the sample that it is 

dropped in the vicinity of the fittings. Increasing the applied potential over the sample 

length will influence the arcing activity level. If this is true of field events, then by 

installing a cable in high space potential fields does not only increase the possible arc 

power, but also increase the erosion rate.
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7.3.2 Conclusion of salt fog testing

The test method is slow but an effective means of simulating the random nature of 

cable electrical degradation. There has been controversy over the means of coupling, 

however, results are comparable with known field data. Unlike the Pirelli spray test 

methodology, salt fog failure modes and the random nature of the test should more 

closely reflect known field failures. A commercial statement for ME6081 is:

Cables supplied by Pirelli for use on overhead power lines conform to IEEE P1222 
Draft, March 1997. They are rated to the highest classification, namely Class B. 
Class B is defined as :- "where the level of electrical stress on the jacket may exceed 
12kV space potential."

Cables sheathed by Pirelli with appropriately selected materials have been evaluated 
under contract by an external test house. Both cables aged in general accordance to 
IEC 68-2 and new products manufactured by Pirelli comply with test criteria after 
completing 2000 hours of testing at 20 kV (45 kV/m).

Aerial All Dielectric Self Supporting (ADSS) cables supplied by Pirelli have been used 
on power lines up to 330 kV and higher voltages are potentially possible. The main 
criteria for installing ADSS cable is not the actual voltage of the line but the strength of 
the electric field in which the cable is positioned coupled with the localised 
environment. The strength of this field is affected by the configuration of the tower 
together with the phase conductor arrangement. In addition, the geographical location 
will have a major influence. Coastal applications are typically more severe due to the 
presence of pollutants such as salt water. As such each case must be examined on an 
individual basis.

Pirelli has significant experience using computer analytical software to predict the 
strength of the electric field and hence select the optimum positioning of the ADSS 
cable. This is used in conjunction with other software packages to ensure that the 
mechanical and physical requirements such as strength and cable sag are within the 
specified limits.

7.4 Inclined Plane testing

During the project, inclined plane testing was completed on plaques to establish 

material tracking resistance. This includes testing plaques which have been artificially 

aged by a combination of temperature, humidity, and UV exposure. The tests were 

completed internally at Pirelli Milan and at an external test house. Three sets of 

testing were completed independently:
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• Initial tests were carried out by an independent test house on three materials used 

during Pirelli spray rig trials. In general, the poorly mixed material performance 

was appalling (see table 7-8).

• Tests completed at Pirelli research and development laboratories in Milan 

included evaluation of ME6080, ME6081, a new material coded SI, and a bi- 

modal polyethylene [ref 136].

• Tests were completed by the material suppliers Borealis as part of their own

approval of ME6080 and ME6081 [ref. 135].

The testing was carried out to EEC 578 / BS 560 at 4.5 kV and where appropriate were 

aged to EEC 68-2 (see section 5.7). The test results, see table 7-8, reflect the findings 

of both salt fog and the Pirelli spray rig. Note that the UV aged sample of polythene 

based materials performed better than untreated plaques. It has been suggested that 

when the surface is exposed to UV-radiation, carbonyl groups are generated. These 

tend to absorb water/humidity more than untreated PE. This might lead to a thin 

conductive layer preventing tracking. Alternatively, the ageing process may partially 

cure the material. Such ageing may harden materials, for example see table 7-9 of 

published data for samples aged at 85°C and 85% relative humidity.
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Sample
ME6081

ME6080

Afumex 4720 SV

Bishopstoke 4720 SV

S340

Breakdown [min]
>1440 
>1440 
1440 
1430 
775
>720 
680 
650 
600 
590
15 
210 
60
30 
44 
65
15 
33 
20 
34 
11

Erosion [mm]
No failure 
No failure 
Flame destroyed 
Flame destroyed 
Flame destroyed
No failure 
Flame destroyed 
Flame destroyed 
Flame destroyed 
Flame destroyed
1.33
N/A 
N/A
1.455 
N/A 
1.211
0.369 
.688 
.82 
N/A 
N/A.

Table 7-8, Independent results at 4.5 kV and 60 ml/min

Tests completed at EA Technology
* failure criteria was not one sample of the group (IEC 587), but each sample independently

Without contact with grease
With contact with grease
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Table 7-9, Changes in Anti-track PE based material [ref. Ill]
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7.5 Conclusions

The materials utilised for ADSS sheaths were initially developed to increase domestic 

cable fire resistance and later to provide a mechanically robust jacket suitable for 

ADSS MLT cables. Over the previous fourteen years materials have been developed 

which have improved characteristic life at least ten fold and the minimum life 

typically of at least 50 fold. This improved performance excludes the compound 

effect of preventing cable degradation due to appropriated fittings and application. 

Additional design robustness may also be possible by careful modification of the 

sheath geometry.

A statistical analysis of product testing was possible because of the population of 

results gathered from the Pirelli spray rig. The test method gives a unique insight into 

degradation properties. It has also demonstrated how cable life may be reduced due to 

a poor sheath process, inappropriate fittings, and product abuse. 

The work notes that there seems to be a convergence to the maximum possible spray 

rig sample life in the region of 1.9 years. Any process, fitting, and load influence only 

reduces the product life and increase the rate of failure. 

The inference of salt fog test results is that ADSS cables, sheathed with either 

ME6080 or ME6081, would have survived the once in a 25 year Hunterston field 

conditions, continuously, for as least 6.4 years. This excludes the improved 

performance that would be achieved in the characteristic life by utilising flared 

reinforcement rods (pessimistic approximation made by equating the maximum 

recorded field data with the average current data). To achieve this comparison 

alternative analysis method was developed that normalises the arcing activity to 

power dissipation function. This allows quantification of the cable abuse. To ensure

an 

a
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that Pirelli products do not fail prematurely due to intrinsic factors then the company 

has:

• Introduced water swellable aramid yarn to overcome installation errors.

• Enforced use of flared fittings to prevent highly localised stresses.

• Introduced pre-blended materials to prevent manufacturing flaws.

• Introduced new sheathing materials.

• Ensured the manufacture of cables without longitudinal die witness.

• Eliminated sheath printing on ADSS cables.

• Re-evaluated cable tolerance relative to sheath radial thickness.

Extrinsic examples of accelerant that will shorten cable life, include shotgun damage

and installation abuse. These seem to be the greatest short-term risks to ADSS cables.
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8. Case studies

Pirelli has completed trials with various utility companies since the late 1980s. From 

this work, the company has gained considerable experience of the phenomenon of 

electrical degradation.

Pirelli has also been closely involved with field installations and field investigations. 

These include acting as contractor for product design, manufacture, validation and 

installation under the scrutiny of customers and independent auditors. Inappropriate 

installation or incidental damage (for example, crushing, twisting or bending the cable 

whilst on the ground) has usually caused reported failures. Other reported aerial cable 

failures have been caused by external influences, for example clashing with crossing 

lines.

To emphasis the seriousness of the problem, a review has been completed of three 

case studies. They also illustrate a brief history behind ADSS cables and apparent 

solutions. The first case study is the Fawley installation. This was STC's first foray 

into ADSS cable installations on high voltage power lines (circa 1987). The cable 

design installed was Fibrespan™, with variants sheathed with News 1368 and 

polyethylene. The second case study is the Hunterston trial (circa 1989). Due to the 

resulting influence of the trial on industry's preconceptions, considerable work has 

been completed as part of this research project to analysis the results of this monitored 

field trial. The final example is a review of an MLT ADSS cable installation in the 

Republic of South Africa (circa 1998). Although the information in the reviews is 

partially anecdotal, the work places the previously completed research into context.
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8.1 Fawley

The first case study outlines the electrical degradation of polymer cable sheaths and 

the influence of spiral vibration dampers (SVD). From this initial investigation Pirelli 

gleaned information about the performance of polyethylene sheathing materials 

relative to developed anti-tracking compounds. The Fawley trial site was originally 

reviewed on the 29th April 1987 [ref. 113]. The proposed ADSS cable route was on a 

308 m span of a 400 kV power line. The conductors were Zebra quads (approximately 

400 mm2). Two lengths of cable were installed on the route during June 1987. These 

were sheathed with polyethylene and NEWS anti-tracking material. Both cables were 

of a Fibrespan™ construction and installed at a tension 3.6 kN. The tension fitting 

utilised re-enforcement rods without flares. The cable was lowered for inspection in 

November 1987. It was observed [ref. 113] that:

• Electrical degradation of the polyethylene sheath was evident over a two hundred 

millimetres length from the end of the SVD, see figure 8-1. This included 

serrations at regular intervals of two millimetres on the side remote from the 

estuary. The erosion was deep enough to expose the GRP pultrusion. Four further 

discrete areas of erosion were visible on the underside of the cable.

• The PVC SVD had evidence of tracking. This was more apparent on the cable 

sheathed with NEWS see figure 8-2. This tracking was also more pronounced at 

the end remote from the tension fittings. There was no erosion at the tip of the 

dampers.

The polyethylene sheathed cable was replaced in March 1988 with a cable sheathed in

an anti-tracking compound. The older cable, which remained installed, had become

dull due to weathering. No degradation was noted on the cable.
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Figure 8.1, PE Degradation

Figure 8.2, Spiral damper track marks

On the 23rd November 1989, two years and five months into the trials, the cables were 

inspected. Slight signs of erosion estimated between 0.1 and 0.2 mm in depth were 

found on the cable sheath. Further degradation evidence was found between the SVDs 

and the cable.
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On the 3rd May 1989, two years and eleven months into the trial, there was severe 

damage to the anti-tracking sheath of the older cable. Several sites of erosions 

occurred within 300 mm of the dead end fitting. The newer sample showed signs of 

tracking on the SVD but no sheath damage.

The differences between the cable performances were presumed to be caused by 

changes in the sheath's hydrophobic properties. Measurement proof was not available. 

The conclusion [ref. 115] of the trials were:

• Polyethylene sheathed cables showed damage after five months and severe 

damage after nine months.

• Samples sheathed with NEWS 1386 survived undamaged for two years, minor 

damage in two and half years and catastrophic after nearly three.

• PVC coated SVD were heavily damaged by electrical tracking. The fitting 

presence contributed to cable failure, the extent was undetermined by the trials.
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8.2 Hunterston

After failures of TCL aerial cables adjacent to Hunterston' nuclear power stations, 

proposals where forwarded for a trial at the same location using both TCL's Translite 

and Pirelli's Fibrespan™ cables [ref. 116]. Proposals were reviewed circa July 1989 

between cable manufactures, fitting manufacturers, and the associated utility 

companies. This was a joint project driven by CIGRE CS5 working group. The trials 

were successful in gaining customer approval on 275 kV power lines (see 

section 1.0). The latter part of the trial involved measurement of cable and 

environmental characteristics. It is this information and the cable degradation at high 

field strengths that makes this a special field trial for this project. 

Two years of operation was completed with the cable located in a position of 

minimum induced voltage (MIV) without noticeable electrical degradation. On the 

22/10/91 the cables were "dropped a few metres" to an estimated field of 

approximately 23- 25 kV/m. This was to simulate single circuit workings [ref. 35].

Event______South Circuit________North Circuit__________
First trip 9:54:45 9:55:02
Auto-re-close Re-tripped immediately Re-tripped immediately
Closed 10:02:22 10:00:11
Reaction Re-tripped immediately Re-tripped immediately
Closed 12:36:41 13:13:59
Reaction____Service maintained____Service maintained_____
Table 8-1, Circuit closure details (unconfirmed)

' Located 2 miles (3 km) NW of West Kilbride on the North Ayrshire coast facing the island of Little 
Cumbrae, Hunterston 'B' produces 1288 megawatts of electricity from two Advanced Gas-Cooled 
Reactors (AGRs). Hunterston 'B' was part of the second phase of AGR construction, along with 
Hinkley Point in England, which overcame the design and construction difficulties that had delayed the 
initial station at Dungeness (England). Construction of Hunterston 'B 1 began in 1967 and it was 
commissioned in 1976.
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After approximately fifteen months of operation, on the 22/1/93, an event occurred 

that resulted in the electrical circuits to be automatically shut down. This has been 

attributed to a "salt lick" that caused an abnormal leakage current across the high 

voltage insulators (not confirmed, but suspected at the line transformer). Based on the 

electrical utility experience this was a "once in a 25 year event"11 . The circuit breaker 

automatically re-closed and consequently re-tripped after the designed number of 

cycles. After these cycles, the breaker remained open, requiring an engineer to 

manually reset the device. See table 8-1 for the sequence of events. 

This event is correlated with recorded ADSS trial data, see appendix IV, 

figure IV. VII. The initial circuit break coinciding with the lowest recorded resistance 

of the Fibrespan™ cable at 50 kQJm. This was recorded at 10:00 am ±10 minutes. 

Note that following the event the leakage currently suddenly ceased (the power lines 

were inactive). A small leakage current spike followed some hours later. The circuit 

closure procedure meant the cable would have been in single circuit operation for 

three-quarters of an hour in what had changed from a 25 kV/m field in dual circuit 

operation. This occurred in a period of severe conductive pollution. 

On inspection all the ADSS cables had catastrophic sheath electrical degradation. This 

was at the tower fittings in the form of a rutting melt. Testing completed upto 25 kV 

and 80 kV/m (section 7) did not simulated this degradation pattern.

8.2.1 Trial configuration

For future reference and as a source of data the following section outlines the 

characteristics of the installation.

" Comments made by utility company on the failure of insulators.
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8.2.1.1 Cables and fittings

The relevant conductors [specification ref. 117] and ADSS cable characteristics of the 

Hunterston trial are given in table 8-2. For information, details are also give of a third 

cable. Note that the installed cable fittings were not flared, and that the installation 

used a mixture of dampers including S VDs mounted in contact with the 

re-enforcement rods. As with the Fawley trial it was unknown to what extent, if any, 

that the SVDs contributed to the recorded failures.

Cable design
Diameter [mm]
Weight [kg/km]
Breaking load [daN]
Construction

Area [mm. mm]
Final modulus [kg/mm.mm]
Linear coefficient of expansion
Typical sag (over 350m)

Zebra
28.62
1621
13190
54 aluminium
about 7 steel
484.5
7000
19.3 x 10'6
2

Lynx
19.53
842
7980
30 aluminium
about 7 steel
226.2
8200
17.8xlO'6
2

Jaguar
19.30
671
4655
18 aluminium
about 1 steel
222.3
8100
19.4xlO"6
2

Fibrespan
13.0
220
6500
Slotted
GRP rod
132.7
47500
5.2xlO'6
0.5-2.4

Table 8-2, Comparison between conductors and Fibrespan

8.2.1.2 Tower configuration

The Pirelli trial span [ref. 118] was between two towers, coded XB1 and XB2. The 

first tower in the line was XB1. This was at ground level zero, 264 metres 

horizontally from the second tower XB2. This second tower was elevated by nine 

metres above ground level zero. The line consists of six pairs of twined Zebra 

conductors with 12 inch (304.8 mm) spacing. These were installed with a single Lynx 

earth wire. The Fibrespan™ cable was installed along the conductor centre line 

(central tower and offset by 4.13 m), 6.30 and 3.54 metres above the lower arms of 

XBl/XB2at llkN. 

The XB1 tower was a "L2 DT Standard". This was 44.04 metres high with 5.64, 6.1,

7.01 metre arms at heights of 38.18, 29.03, and 19.89 metres respectively. This tower
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taking the conductors from their aerial location to the ground level termination. The

single earth wire was positioned at the pinnacle of the pylon.

The XB2 tower was a "L2 D90° Standard". This was 45.34 metres high with arms

unequally distanced from the tower centre line. These were 9.75/4.27, 10.52/4.72,

11.73/5.94 metres at heights of 43.34, 36.65, and 28.27 metres respectively. The

tower was used to create a 72° dog leg in the line run.

The previous details are from sketches dated 6/6/1989. The ADSS cable position

therefore relates to the original position before the cable was lowered into a higher

field. The phase sequence of the installation being Y/R/B and R/Y/B. The sequence is

unusual for the National Grid.

As both XB1 and XB2 are tension towers then the localised sag of the conductors

near the tower were made more pronounced by the weight of the insulators. For

suspension towers the typical length of insulator being 5.64 and 3.81 metres in length

for 400 and 275 kV power lines respectively.

8.2.1.3 Clashing analysis

Optimal software may be used to analyse the geometry of the towers. It allows; the 

towers to be modelled in three-dimensional space, the cables to be installed at specific 

tensions, and the span to be loaded with wind and ice. The software will then analyse 

the cables for clash, sag and minimum relative distances. Figure 8-3 shows an 

isometric view of the Hunterston geometry analysis completed by lan Baylis111 . This 

excludes insulation string weight.

in Previous a member of the Pirelli Newport's installation group whose responsibilities included 
installation review, cable deployment and customer technical support.
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Figure 8-3, Optimal analysis of line (see appendix VI).

The analysis was completed for the span under different loads to obtain the relative 

distances of the conductors from the Fibrespan™ cable. Typical results are shown in 

table 8-3.

Temperature

15 °C

20 °C

Wind
Speed

Oms"1

± 30 ms "'

Conductor

Left Lower
Right Lower
Left Middle

Right Middle
Left Lower

Right Lower
Left Middle

Right Middle

Distance
to

Fibrespan

8.54m
8.54m
7.25m
7.35m
8.36m
8.54m
5.92m
6.12m

Distance
from
L2DT
Tower

Om
Om

55.2m
37.8

171.3m
Om

104.5
98.8m

Table 8-3, Optimal clash results

The results show that without wind loading the minimum clearance of the ADSS 

cable to the lower conductors occurs at the towers, and the minimum clearance to the
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middle conducts occurs some 55.2 and 37.8 meters into the span. This changes when 

burdened with a normal wind speed of 30 ms "'(108 km/h). In this scenario, the 

distance to the middle conductors is reduced by some 1.3 metres at approximately 

hundred metres into the span.

This geometrical information may be used to examine the effects of theoretical 

leakage current. This has been completed using Electran and the Carter models for 

single and dual circuit operations with appropriate overline voltage.

8.2.1.4 Electrical field variations

Variations considered include:

• Overline voltage. The conductors are designed to maintain short-term tower 

voltage in excess of 400 kV by 15%. In practice, the National Grid lines are 

maintained within 10% and regulated to 5%. Operating at these higher 

voltages allows for temporary power fluctuations of consumer demand and 

provides the utility company with the capability to re-route power if 

another line is removed from service.

• Low ground clearance. British tower lines have set minimal ground

clearances that are dependent upon the conductor's operational voltage and 

the spanned topology. The minimum ground clearance for 400 kV lines is 

7.6 m. This effectively compresses the lower potential field.

8.2.2 Field data analysis

As the original soft data from the Hunterston trial was misplaced, then this research 

project re-assembled the information for analysis. The results of the data and the 

analysis may be found in appendix IV. 

Figures IV.I to IV.VI show the leakage current and a basic analysis. For example,

figure IV.I shows the maximum leakage current over ten minute periods. In this case,
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the results being plotted for a 192 hours period during the assumed failure event. 

What is unusual with the failure event is that the current was maintained constantly 

above 0.5 mA for a period of approximately 15 hours. This is the maximum current 

over the recorded period. Therefore, a sceptical approach should be maintained when 

considering the magnitude of the events as a continuous function. 

Figure IV.II shows a simple analysis of this data in terms of a histogram of current 

against events. Figures IV.III and IV.IV show the same analysis for the installation 

over the prior 4773 hours (based on four hour maximum current values). The set of 

corresponding graphs are shown in figures IV.V and IV.VI. This is for the combined 

data set. All plots have the same ordinate scale to allow direct comparison. 

The next set of graphs, figure IV. VII, show the completed set of reconstructed data 

over the assumed failure event. These plot the recorded variables against time. They 

indicate some relationships that have been further explored by multi-variable analysis. 

The findings include:

• The leakage current increases as the cable resistance was lowered and the wind 

speed increased (see the dual variable scatter plot figure IV.IX).

• The leakage current over this event period would only occur when the wind speed 

was above 13 km/hr combined with a cable resistance reduced to below 

2000 kQ/m, see figure IV.VIII.

• The cable resistance reduction to below 2000 k^/m was not synchronised with 

rainfall. The results show that participation will however change cable resistance, 

see figure IV.X.

• There seems to be some transient correlation between the period of rainfall and 

the leakage current activity, however, a lag exists of some 10 to 20 hours, see 

figure IV.X
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• There is a relationship between the current activity level and the reducing of the 

cable resistance, in the case of a failure event this would equate to resistance 

below 900 kD/m, see figure IV.XI.

The current data has also been evaluated by same methodology adopted for salt fog 

analysis. Figure IV.XII represents the analysed data normalised for the total 

reconstructed data (as shown in figure IV.V). Figure IV.XIII shows the analysis for 

the assumed failure event (as per figure IV.I). Note that as both are normalised to 

1000 hours then the second plot of the short-term event seems more relentless than the 

combined results. The plots show that there are low levels of low current activity, 

what has been previously termed intrinsic arcing events (section 7.3). The majority of 

the events are extrinsic and the majority of them occur over the assumed failure event. 

This suggests that there was something unusual over this period of time that rarely 

occurs during testing.

8.2.3 Interpretation of data

Within Pirelli there has been much speculation about the trial and interpretations of 

the results. Hypotheses may be proposed from the completed analysis and interviews 

with the associated engineers. The first item investigated was the cable resistance. 

During the assumed failure this was lowered to 50 kQ/m. Theoretically this would be 

possible with a continuous saturated salt solution thicker than 1.5 mm, see 

section 6.2.1.1. Two proposals have been forwarded explaining the relationship 

between cable resistance and wind speed. Firstly, the wind speed helps to maintain the 

conductive boundary condition. For example, this may be due to required specific 

velocity to transport water droplets from the near by sea. Secondly, that the wind 

changes the boundary layer form. This is vaguely supported by Masitsuo et al 

experimentation of salt spray on small diameter conductors [ref. 119]. The work
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suggests that if the air speed is slow then the water droplets adhere to the facing 

surface producing a conductive path. This boundary layer disintegrates as the air 

speed increases. This is due to droplets being dispersed by the aerodynamic loads. 

However, as the wind speed increases further then the resistance may be lowered 

again as water is swept to the leeward surface. Hence with ADSS cables it is possible 

to envisage a dynamically continuous bead of water lying statically on one side of the 

cable.

Note that at the time of the failure event, there was a sharp fall in temperature of two 

degrees. It has been suggested that this was due to a low pressure weather front 

crossing the area. This would cause condensation of water suspended in the wind. If 

condensation is a possible source of the conductive film then the fittings may also 

play a critical part in the failure. It is feasible that the water would condense on the 

metallic re-enforcement rods and feed off on to the cable into the location of the worst 

electrical stress. This could cause a local dropping in degradation potential. 

It has been suggested that conductivity is reduced by rainfall. This is due to washing 

of the cable conductive pollutantslv . The Hunterston analysis confirms a transient 

delay between water participation and lowering of cable resistance (see figure VI.II). 

Participation occurred for 14% of the duration of the failure event. This compares 

with average rainfall estimated between 1.5 and 8.3%, see table 6-6. If the original 

hypothesis of rating cable abuse to the participation holds (see section 6.11.1), then 

the observed conditions at Hunterston equates to salt fog testing accelerated erosion 

by a factor of ten.

1V An interesting analogy of the transients may be taken from the traditional copper cable network. 
During wet periods the network reliability is reduced, but this reduction increases after the system dries 
out and the terminals corrode.
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The velocity of the wind may also have its own influences on leakage current. This 

includes cable blowout. Alternatively, the wind will produce cable vibration and 

possible electrical inductive loadingv . A final proposed source of transient charging is 

the reactivation of the power lines. Yet these possibilities produced no abnormally 

high currents or spikes sufficient to threaten contemporary cables. 

Unfortunately the one characteristic that would have resolved the speculation was not 

monitored. This was the condition of the cable. There was no assurance that the cable 

actually failed during this high current period and there was no proof explaining how. 

It may have happened anytime previously, after the previous cable inspection.

8.2.4 Discussion of Hunterston

The completed evaluation of the Hunterston trial has probably raised more questions

than provided answers. This has been distorted by a combination of progressive

knowledge and elapsed data.

Using the original tower geometry, under standard operational conditions, it would be

unlikely that the cable would be damaged (the predicted mid-span field was less than

15 kV and the leakage current approximately 1 mA).

The sag calculated by OptimalV1 will noticeably change the optical cable's potential

and charge. Due to the different tower geometry and elevation this occurs at 55 metres

from the tower. In normal dry conditions, this will have little effect due to the high

cable resistance.

However, if the cable did become covered in an electrolytic film then the resulting

leakage current will become an integral function. Pessimistically using the upper limit

v For example, consider typical aerial cable vibration of amplitude in the region of 0.5 to 1.0 times the 
cable outside diameter at frequency ranging between 200-80 Hz in a field of 60 Hz. 
vi Commercially available computer analysis tool used to evaluate the sag and tension characteristics of 
cables strung on overhead power lines.
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during overline voltage conditions, the cable 55 metres from the tower would be at a 

potential of 38 kV, and the leakage current at the pylons would be between 

1 and 2.8 mA.

The "salt lick" and the elevated field about the lowered Fibrespan™ cable position 

meant that the predicted leakage current would be between 1.96 and 4.67 mA. This is 

beyond expected material performance proposed in section 6.11.1.1. 

The field analysis also ignores the effects of transience. This includes the switchgear 

that might induce an electromotive pulse. This is controlled on grid lines by anti-surge 

devices. This limits the voltage to 2.5 times the operational conditions for about a 

quarter of a cycle. Monitored current data suggests that the power line reactivation 

had little effect on the leakage current.

The effect of sag on ground clearance was found to be important when considering 

the optical cable's field. The low ground clearance could locally change the cable 

potential and generally compresses the field pattern. This would probably not be a 

problem for a level cable run, as the compression would occur mid-span. 

To support the Electran analysis it would require the measurements of field potentials. 

This data could already be available through National Grid's live line working 

experience. Similarly, the effects of towers may also be available through independent 

study groups, as found at Bristol University (for example, work that considers the 

collection of ionised radon gas about grid lines and the consequences on health 

[ref. 122]).

Without this support the only conclusion proposed is that a unique event caused the 

failure. This was of the form of severe erosion of Fibrespan™ cable sheathed with a 

first generation anti-tracking compound. Considering that the cable was in a re 

activated field for three-quarters of an hour with a highly conductive surface film, it
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would seem inevitable that damage would ensue. This trial should not be used as an 

example of ADSS vulnerability. On the contrary, it is an example of cable failure 

caused by undue conditioning.

8.3 Cape Town

Figure 8-4, Cable failure at the suspension tower.

This example resulted from an installation failure of an ADSS cable on the Mitchells 

Plain Steenbras near Cape Town, the Republic of South Africa [ref. 123]. The cable, 

located in a coastal location, had failed completely at a suspension clamp on the side 

of the pylon above the lower arm, see figure 8-4. The cable had been installed for nine 

months. Before the cable failure there was a five month period of low rainfall. There 

was also reported a three week period of twice daily sea fogs (morning and evening) 

rolling in from the coast". The cable failure location was adjacent to a small reservoir 

and a shantytown.
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The medium span MLT cable was constructed with a linear low density polyethylene 

(LLDPE) outer sheath. This same design being successfully deployed™ in inland 

locations, including highly polluted mining sites on similar towers, without any 

observed degradation. On inspection of the failure and site, it was observed that:

Figure 8-5, Cable condition adjacent to the failure

• The cable in the vicinity of the failure was silted with a heavy deposit along the 

cable top surface. During inspection the deposit, which resembled caked mud, 

could be wiped from the cable, see figure 8-5. It was suggested that the red colour 

deposit was the result of solid fuel being burnt by the occupants of the adjacent 

shantytown. However, note that the deposit reflected the colouring of the local soil 

rather than carbonised solid fuel deposited cable silting.

vii Cables installed in both rural locations and industrial mining areas were inspected both physically 

and optically. Cable installations include Johannesburg and inland Cape Town. No other electrical 

degradation patterns were found. The reviewed installation varied from one to seven years of age.
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• The installation utilised SVD made from PVC located within one metre of the 

fittings. The bluish white coloured dampers had clear black electrical track marks 

on the inside surface adjacent to the ADSS cable. The track lines seeming to 

randomly fan out from the inside of the variable helix of the device.

• The manufacture quality condition of the cable was variable in the general

location. This includes longitudinal die lines, which helped to retain the previous 

discussed deposit, and localised sheath necking.

• Adjacently installed cable had localised pitting melt pools similar in form to an 

OPGW lighten strike, see figure 9-1. These were on the top of the cable and up to 

25 mm in length.

• The felled cable sheath at the failure point was severely mechanically damaged. 

This was probably due the cable's tensile failure. Within several metres of the 

break there were other symptoms of electrical activity including melt and rut 

formation. Dissection of the cable revealed burnt aramid yarn following the 

helical lay pattern.

• Analysis of the installation suggests that under normal operation the unperturbed 

space potential of the 132 kV tower would be in the region of 7 kV/m, while in 

single circuit conditions with a overline voltage of 10% this would increase to 

10 kV/m, see figure 8-6. This is within guidelines inferred for a standard 

polythene sheath by IEEE PI222 draft specification.
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Figure 8-6, RSA installation analysis

A replacement manufactured by Pirelli Newport using an ME6080 sheath was 

installed mid-tower at the upper node circa March 1998. This would be equivalent to 

working in a space potential of 2 kV/m under standard operational conditions and 

8 kV/m during single line working. The fittings included re-enforcement rods with 

flared forms and mass weight dampers. The installation has been regularly inspected 

and to date there are no reported symptoms of electrical degradation.

8.4 Discussion

Mukhopadhyay et al [ref. 124] claim safe ADSS cable installation at potentials of 

25 kV and when using corona protection devices to +40 kV. This is supported with 

evaluation of case studies; firstly, a cable sheathed with cross linked material that had 

been installed for eleven years on a 345 kV dual circuit in a coastal location at +40 kV 

with slight damage. This activity was arrested by use of corona rings. Secondly, the 

successful installation of a cable sheathed with an anti-track at 25 kV on a dual circuit 

500 kV for three years. The paper concludes that:
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"As many published papers have shown, if the manufacturers and users of 
ADSS cables on high voltage lines do not fully understand the phenomena 
associated with HV environment, then problems may result. However, if 
customers work with knowledgeable manufactures and take proper care 
during the engineering and installation of the cables, then the cable will 
be successful."

Contrary to this positive outlook, during a previous CIGRE working group 04 

meeting, concerns were raised about the electrical degradation failures of cables 

installed on power utility lines. This was highlighted by the unofficial rumours of 

failures of cable supplied into Israel [ref. 125]. Meanwhile Coming, previously BICC, 

had emphasised that "arc compression" is the most significant failure mechanism (see 

section 5.3.14), and this is beyond the scope of general testing. This was supported by 

the wrap cable manufacturer FOCAS who produced and distributed video showing 

the phenomena.

Even with these arguments the Hunterston trial is almost a paradox. All available data 

suggests that the electrical activity was relatively low. However, something caused 

catastrophic cable degradation. Considering the cable under assessment, then the 

expected performance of contemporary MLT ADSS cables would have survived the 

"once in a 25 year" failure event several times over without even half sheath erosion. 

However there are unexplored alternative failure events which may have caused the 

damage. Suggested factors include a clashing, blowout, et cetera, however the 

monitoring equipment and known cable properties disproves any proposition. The 

only possible way to prove this hypothesis is to consider relevant field measurement 

techniques, repeat the trial, and hope for a failure.

All analysis suggests that there was some extrinsic event that does not abide with 

known cable test characteristics. The event was unusual and the electrical loads are 

beyond what is reasonably expected of the trial cable sheath material.
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Without a reasonable population of field results, it will be unlikely that trials similar 

to Hunterston can be placed into context of cable performance. For example, if this 

was a once in a 25 year event, and the cable failure probability was a one in a 

hundred, then the chances of consistent field failures are remote. Either more 

information is required using thorough analysis, or a statistical approach needs to be 

adopted with a significant population.

Dissado et al [ref. 126] initially studies for STC of NEWS sheathed cables concluded 

that the expectation was of three cable failures from 500 spans when installed at 

10 kV/m and subjected to 260 wetting cycles a year. The first failure expected after 

seven years. As his work concluded:

"Every cable system has a finite probability of failure within a 25 year 
period, and this level of reliability would normally be quite acceptable."

The author is unsure if the failure rate could be justified considering today's networks, 

however in comparison typical capital and operational right-off is the region of 15 

years for ducted cable systems [ref. 127]. As the Hunterston trial was three years in 

length and half this was spent at 25 kV/m then the failure was in the realms of 

expectancy.

In contrast, the RSA reviewed field failure also highlights that there is considerable 

cable sheathed in polyethylene installed on lower voltage power lines, in a reasonably 

high voltage field, without any observed degradation. However Pirelli Newport's 

policy is to supply cable with an ant-track sheath irrelevant of customer belief, 

competitor influenced specifications, or proposed installation practices. 

What all the failures suggest is that an assured method is needed to prevent fitting 

damaging that might cause localised high mechanical or electrical stress to the cable. 

This may include a device to aid consistent installation. Alternatively, there needs to
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be a complete revaluation on how ADSS cables are attached to pylons. The review 

must include elimination of items such as SVDs.

It has been enforced that only mass-weight dampers are to be used on overhead high 

voltage for Pirelli ADSS cables installations.
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9. Conclusion

Tests completed over the period of this research show that the present utilised 

sheathing materials, compared with materials developed ten years ago, have at least a 

ten fold increase in expected life and a fifty fold increase in minimum life (see 

section 7.5). Forecasts extrapolated from previous field data conclude that today's 

products would meet customers' criteria for operation on 400 kilovolt overhead power 

lines if installed in relatively benign (12 kV/m) electrical fields for 80% of their 

operation life of 25 years (see section 8.4). This assumes operation in higher 

electrical fields (25 kV/m) during single circuit working and allowable 50% radial 

sheath erosion. There is no conclusive proof that cables can operate in continuous 

high voltage space potentials (above 25 kV), however all indications are optimistic. 

The extrapolated life time expectations may be drastically reduced by extrinsic 

factors. Two main extrinsic accelerants are sheath damage and localised 'fitting- 

induced' electrical stresses. Electrical 'fitting' stresses may be managed by ensuring 

appropriate care during installation. Where appropriate, this may include using 

passive electrical stress relieving devices (section 7.5). In a similar manner 

mechanical sheath damage must also be eliminated. 'Fitting' design may reduce this; 

for example, the use of flared re-enforcement rods will prevent possible gouging of 

the sheath. Flared 'fittings' also help to prevent premature electrical stress failure by 

a ratio of approximately 2:3 (section 7.1.2.3) whilst in comparison unmanaged 

extrinsic effects, like shotgun abuse, may reduce cable life by a ratio of 1:4 

(section 7.1.2.6).
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This research has also shown that installation practices are critical to the previously 

discussed extrinsic failure mechanisms. Due to this reason the use of spiral vibration 

dampers on all high-voltage overhead power lines must be eliminated and installation 

of mass weight dampers ensured (section 8.4). In addition, until further modelling is 

completed, it is advised that cables are installed in a position that will result in the 

relative sag between ADSS cables and the power conductors producing an operational 

environment of decreasing, or relatively constant, electrical potential. The presented 

work concludes that extrinsic generated degradation is the most likely cause of 

accelerated failure.

Cable design and manufacture quality is critical to prevent premature electrical 

degradation failure (section 7.1.2.7). These intrinsic cable properties include sheath 

material selection, sheath radial thickness and surface finish quality. The present 

selection of pre-blended sheathing materials used in the cable industry have excellent 

properties that may improve with artificial ageing (section 7.4). Although other 

materials may have similar, or even improved, electrical degradation resistance, the 

utilised materials have mechanical properties that provide a robust product. 

Preventative electrical degradation cable design features include an ensured water 

blocked product to minimise risk from poor installation practice. This can include the 

use of water 'swellable' materials. Unfortunately such design features will not 

prevent manufacturing flaws reducing cable life, for example, inappropriate sheath 

compounding reduces cable life by a ratio of 31:2 (section 7.1.2.7). Other process 

variants, for example longitudinal form inconsistency caused by die draw, may also 

reduce the cable's life (section 7.1.2.5).

Cable design is one aspect of proposed degradation mitigation methods reviewed in 

this thesis (section 4). One method of degradation mitigation, which is the use of high
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voltage electrical sheds, has found to be ineffective in salt fog testing (section 7.2.3). 

However, it is believed that the sheds can be combined with a permanent 'fitting' 

alignment device (that prevents water running onto the ADSS cable) to achieve 

adequate diminution. This has several benefits, that include prevention of possible 

unproven extrinsic arcing activity in critical regions of electrical stress (section 8.2), 

prevention of 'fitting' corona damage induced by poor re-enforcement rod alignment 

(section 3.8) and the prevention 'fitting' mechanical damage (section 8.4). 

Reviewed works on the subject seem confused about the proposed theories of 

electrical degradation phenomena. However, the original Carter model does provide a 

useful guide to understanding the various phenomena (section 2.3). Other analysis 

methods, for example boundary element methods (BEM) are required urgently to 

investigate recent claims that the maximum degradation current may occur some 

distance into the span (section 6.3.2). If the claim is justified, the occurrence of high 

power arcing mid-span has serious ramifications for previously installed products and 

future maintenance.

Fair evaluation of products against the modelled phenomena is difficult, as currently 

there is no consensus in industry of a test methodology with respect to current, 

potential, and arcing (section 5.11). Neither is there a demonstrated single test 

method that seems to satisfy proposed test criteria (section 5.0). However, work 

completed shows that evaluation of arcing events during testing, relative to average 

current, will provide comparable power dissipation functions between test and field 

data (section 7.3). No previous proposals are known to relate these discharge 

spectrums of arcing to observed electrical activity recorded during testing. 

Although some manufacturers claim operational space potentials in the order of 

+40 kV (section 8.4), to progress to assured operation on twin circuit 500 kV lines
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requires not only laboratory testing, but a practical field trial of contemporary 

materials with appropriate monitoring. This monitoring must include recording of 

discharge events and not average peak currents. This could lead to a clear 

understanding of what has been termed by this thesis as extrinsic and intrinsic arcing 

activity (section 7.3).

The previous degradation modes are only some of the ADSS cable operational risks. 

These risks may result in total product failure. The resulting damage caused by a 

failure cannot, in many countries (such as the United Kingdom), be defended by 

ignorance (the cable manufacturer considered the expert). However, responsibility for 

cable operation on high voltage lines cannot be the sole responsibility of the cable 

manufacturer. For example, although the cable manufacturer may forward the 

recommendation for the use of mass weight dampers and the exclusion of spiral 

vibration dampers (SVD), there is no guarantee that this will be implemented by third 

parties. Similarly, the utility companies have their own responsibilities by ensuring 

anti-surge switch operation to prevent possible extrinsic arcing activity (section 8.4). 

Therefore, clearly defined contractual accountability must be instigated as 

catastrophic failure may be produced by inappropriate application. 

As with all fields of engineering, there will always be a risk of failure. However, 

further work is required into the level of acceptability (section 8.4). It is generally 

accepted that the risk to ADSS cables is related to the frequency of arcing events. It 

has been shown, however, that installation in high space potential fields not only 

increases the possible arc power, but also increases the activity rate (section 7.3.1), 

and further detailed analysis is needed to quantify this.

Due to field failures that have been associated with installation risks, the thesis has 

reviewed some of the unjustified and unofficial rumours that plague the
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telecommunication market about ADSS cable performance. However, all 

investigated failures have had specific reasons for cable damage (section 8). This 

includes inappropriate design, inadequate quality, incorrect 'fittings' and 

inappropriate positioning of the cable on the tower. In general, failures occur when 

there has been synergy of inappropriate and harsh external factors. 

Such rumours add to the telecommunication market pressures caused by the 

considerable technological competition (section 1.3). In addition, the market for 

ADSS cables above the present prescribed operational environments is limited to 5% 

of all overhead power line applications (section 6.8.2). As telecommunication 

operators constantly require higher fibre capacity from cables, ADSS cable 

application will become limited due to the feasible size to weight ratio. This may lead 

to the demise, or specialisation, of ADSS applications. However, alternative 

technologies are not without their own unique failure modes, for example lightning 

strike of OPGW, see figure 9-1.

Figure 9-1, Fusion spot from a lightning strike on an OPGW [ref. 129]
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Over the period of this research considerable achievements have been made into the 

understanding of electrical degradation, evaluation of materials, and development of 

test standards. This thesis reports;

• The controlled introduction of ADSS MLT cable designs. This was completed by 

manufacture of prototypes, testing, and reiteration to achieve required process 

conditions.

• The sourcing, approval, and evaluation of three successive generations of 

degradation resistant sheathing materials.

• The proposal and filing of two patents dealing with mitigation devices for use 

with ADSS cable when installed on overhead power lines [ref. 57 & 142].

• The development of a novel method to evaluate cable performance relative to both 

installed and test scenarios.

• The classification of previously not quantified intrinsic and extrinsic electrical 

degradation modes.

• The classification of previously not discriminated product failure modes.

• The review and proposal of models used to predict induced electrical activity.

• The presentation of worked examples.

The previous findings are supported by completion of considerable laboratory test 

work. This was achieved by utilising the Pirelli cyclic spray testing equipment for a 

twenty-two month period and has allowed evaluation of over 310 samples, which may 

be divided into 33 test groups (section 7.1). In addition, in excess of 44,000 hours of 

salt fog testing has been achieved over a five year period. These tests were initially 

completed on traditional slotted core cables and progressed to evaluation of 

contemporary MLT ADSS cables. The thesis presents testing that not only identify, 

but quantify, the improvements of track resistance sheathing compounds that have
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varied from applications of low smoke compound technology, to recent implemented 

bimodal polyethylene compounds (section 7.2). The product-orientated tests have 

also been compared with material evaluation methods, for example, inclined plane 

testing (section 7.4) and experimental evaluations, for example, laser obliteration 

(section 6.10.1).

To relate completed test work to practical scenarios, the novel analysis method has 

been developed and applied to salt fog test leakage currents and re-evaluated 

monitored field trials (section 8.1.2). The method is based on fitting exponential 

relationships to the seemingly statistically random data and deriving a relative power 

function for the arcing power (section 7.3).

Finally, by means of the extensive and catholic appraisal of the subject, this research 

work acts as a review of un-refereed publications and summarises the progress of 

several notable research groups.
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10. Further work

The project has revealed topics for further work that can provide an academic 

challenge and be of benefit to industry. Suggested areas of interest are:

• Research the optimised corrugation sheath form designed to reduce electrical

activity for specific field conditions (sections 4.3.2 & 7.1.2.5). This should include 

shape (helical, sinusoidal etc) and size (amplitude, pitch). The investigation must 

be completed while considering the practical confines of cable manufacture.

• Produce a statistical function of current and arcing power probability by Monte 

Carlo simulation for random resistance along the cable length using the lumped 

model (section 6.4.2).

• Determine the conductivity of combinations of environmental pollutions with 

natural precipitation (section 8.2.3). Preferential classification should include 

industrial, rural and coastal environments. The study would have general 

applications that would range from electrical utility companies to paint 

manufacturers. This may be combined with a statistical analysis for water forming 

a conducting wet boundary layer. This could be specific to cables, but could 

include general items like roads et cetera.

• Develop alternative cost effective sheath materials (section 4.5.1). General 

application for telecommunication and electrical companies.

• Evaluate changes in ADSS capacitive coupling over time due to material 

degradation, the environment, and water permeation. Specifically including 

investigation into the dissipation of capacitive energy within the cable and how it 

manifests into physical reactions (section 4.3.1). For example, examination of 

peripheral strength member's electrical degradation due to field effects.
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• Investigate alternative sheath marking methods that do not induce mechanical or

electrical stresses. This could include laser marking (section 7.1.2.6). 

To achieve Pirelli's goals, work will continue over the next two years and it is 

recommended that:

• Pirelli continues its partnership with Liege University in developing a general 

analysis tool for field simulation (section 6.7).

• Pirelli develops a policy of acceptable failure life, for example 0.1% of cable over 

25 years. This should be made default across all affiliates (section 8.4).

• Pirelli initialises field trials of ADSS cable sheathed with ME6081 in severe 

weather locations, in a high voltage field. This must be completed with 

appropriate monitoring equipment (section 8.4).

• Pirelli resolves application of cross-linked materials and corona protection devices 

(sections 1.5, 3.8, & 4.5.1).
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Pirelli spray results

Weibull analysis of MDPE 
Results median rank

100 1,000 10,000
Time [minutes]

100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000

Figure I.I, Analysis of MDPE (testing completed by M. J. Parry circa 1989)

Weibull analysis of NEWS 1386 
Results median rank

m
^ 20 kV/m using 
* 2 kV supply —

5.0
100 1,000 10,000 

Time [minutes]

1,000,000 10,000.000

Figure I.II, Analysis of NEWS 1386 (testing completed by M. J. Parry circa 1989)
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Weibull analysis of APR 4 
Results median rank

a 
I

5.0
100 1.000 10,000 

Time [minutes]

100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000

Figure I.III, Analysis of AFR4 (testing completed by M. J. Parry circa 1989)

Weibull analysis of Afumex Milan 
Results median rank

1,000 10,000 

Time [minutes]

100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000

Figure I.IV, Analysis of Afumex
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Weibull analysis of samples with electrodes compared with fittings 
Results median rank, 60 kV/m and 6 kV supply

1.000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000 10.000,000

Time [minutes]

Figure I. VII, Analysis of MDPE (testing completed by M. J. Parry circa 1989)

Weibull analysis of ME6080, RG17 MLT cable 
Results median rank, 80 kV/m and 6 kV supply

100 1,000 100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000

Time [minutes]

Figure I. VIII, Analysis of Cable Damage
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Weibull analysis of Afumex Milan 
Results median rank, Fibrespan with over laid core

SkvTucT 40 kV/m using 
6 kV supply m „,.„_..__,.." m 6 kV supply

17.9

11.8

7.7

5.0
1,000 10,000 

Time [minutes]

100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000

Figure I. DC, Analysis of over laid core

Weibull analysis of Afumex Milan with Sinter Printing 
Results median rank, Fibrespan cable and 6 kV supply

5.0
100 1,000 10,000 100,000 

Time [minutes]

1,000,000 10,000,000

Figure I.X, Analysis of Cable sheath printing
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Weibull analysis of Fitting flares 
Results median rank

1,000 10,000 

Time [minutes]

100,000 1,000,000

Figure I.XIII, Analysis of fitting flares

Weibull analysis of Material variants 
Results median rank, 6 kV supply

100 10,000 

Time [minutes]

Figure I.XIV, Analysis of some alternative materials

10,000,000

10,000,000
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Weibull analysis of alternative manufacturing variations 
Results median rank, 6 kV supply

80kWmRG17, 
poor blend, with WS aramid

80kV/mRG17, Uf 80kV/m 80kV/mRG17, 
poor blend, with sheath marking • RG11 with tpx-

1,000 10,000 

Time [minutes]

100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000

Figure I.XV, Analysis of some alternative manufacturing variations
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Table I.I, Summary of tests

Material codes
Afumex M = Afumex 4720SB+65 Cabelec compounded source Milan, Afumex B = Afumex 4720SB+65 Cabelec compounded
source Bishostoke, PB= Pre Blended Afumex 4720SB+65 Cabelec, News = News 13886,
Cable codesFS = Fibrespan, RG17 = Malaya design manufactured under NQ40221, RG11= Short span design standards design and NQ5004
Fitting Codes . _ , . ,Metal = Band electrode, RR = Straight cut reinforcement rod set, Flared = Flared reinforcement rod set
Condition Codes . , _, . . _,. . „ , , , OL= Over laid core. Sinter = Sinter printed sheath. W/S = Water swellable aramid, Thick = Thick 2.5 sheath. 
TPX = Aramid glue over smear. Shot = simulated shotgun damage. Water = cables soaked in water poor to test.
Failure Codes . . . DB = Dry Band, Blow = Blow-out, Track = Tracking, Stop = Test suspend due to time or scale,
Burn = Severe track. Melt = Melt down 

Dectaal'convention does not reflect the confidence or certainty of the results, but has been maintained for future reference.
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ill. Salt fog results

1.1 New sheath material evaluation, sample 1

Cable Type RG42
24-3-2000

Sheath material 
End Test

ME6081'
16-6-2000Start Test 

Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

20 kV
2000
T3263 - one
15.99mm
As per manufactured
Snake skin, necking. Max erosion depth is was 0.38 mm

Rate of voltage 
Completed time 
Cable reference 
Cable tension

45.0 kV/m
2001 
Red 
7.5 kN

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6081 sheath 
73263, sample one, code "red"

200 400 800 1000
Time [hours]

Figure II.I, T3263 sample one real time average leakage current first 1096 hours

1 Material classed through this thesis as ME6081 was released by the material manufacturer under the 
code HE6081, The original code was used for the advance material supply to the Newport site.
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22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6081 sheath 
T3263, sample one, code "red"

2001 hours
4.0 mA maximum
0.13mA average

1496 1596 
Time [hours]

1996

Figure II.II, T3263 sample one real time average leakage current second period

Time

Discharge 
T3263, sample one, "red"

Coulomb Bin

Figure II.Ill, T3263 sample one discharge activity
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1.2 New sheath material evaluation, sample 2

Cable Type
Start Test
Applied voltage
Test time
Test reference
Cable size
Cable condition
Comments

RG42
24-3-2000
20 kV
2000
T3263 - two
16.09mm
As per manufactured
Snake skin, slight neck.

Sheath material
End Test
Rate of voltage
Completed time
Cable reference
Cable tension

Max erosion depth

ME6081
16-6-2000
44.9 kV/m
2001
Yellow
7.5 kN

is was 0.26 mm

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6081 sheath 
73263, sample two, code "yellow"

1096 hours
3.4 mA maximum
0.14mA average

200 400 800 1000

Time [hours]

Figure II. IV, T3263 sample two real time average leakage current first 1096 hours
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22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6081 sheath 
T3263, sample two, code "yellow"

2001 hours
3.3 mA maximum
0.12mA average

1196 1496 1596 

Time [hours]
1696 1796 1996

Figure II. V, T3263 sample two real time average leakage current second period

Discharge 
T3263, sample three, "yellow"

Time

Events

Coulomb Bin

Figure II.VI, T3263 sample two discharge activity
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1.3 New sheath material evaluation, sample 3

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference
Cable size
Cable condition
Comments

RG42
24-3-2000 
20 kV
2000 
T3263 - three
16.01 mm
As per manufactured
Small longitudinal lines.

Sheath material
End Test 
Rate of voltage 
Completed time 
Cable reference
Cable tension

Max erosion depth

ME6081
16-6-2000 
44.4 kV/m
2001 
Blue
7.5 kN

is was 0.1 6 mm

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6081 sheath 
73263, sample three, code "blue"

200 800 1000
Time [hours]

Figure II. VII, T3263 sample three real time average leakage current first 1096 hours
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22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6081 sheath 
T3263, sample three, code "blue"

2001 hours
2.3 mA maximum
0.1 OmA average

1296 1396 1496 1596 

Time [hours]
1696 1796 1896 1996

Figure II. VIII, T3263 sample three real time average leakage current second period

Time

Discharge 
T3263, sample three, "blue"

Coulomb Bin

Figure II.IX, T3263 sample three discharge activity
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1.4 New sheath material evaluation, sample 4

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

RG42 Sheath material
24-3-2000 End Test 
20 kV Rate of voltage 
2000 Completed time 
T3263 - four Cable reference 
1 5.98 mm Cable tension 
As per manufactured 
Snake skin starting, lines. Max erosion depth

ME6081
16-6-2000 
44.6 kV/m
2001 
white 
7.5 kN

is was 0.27 mm

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6081 sheath 
T3263, sample four, code "white"

400 600 800 1000

Time [hours]

Figure II.X, T3263 sample four real time average leakage current first 1096 hours
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22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6081 sheath 
T3263, sample four, code "white"

1196 1296 1396 1496 1596 

Time [hours]

1796 1996

Figure II.XI, T3263 sample four real time average leakage current second period

Time

Discharge 
T3263, sample four, "white"

Events

I 8

Coulomb Bin

Figure II.XII, T3263 sample four discharge activity
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1.5 UV ageing effects, sample 1

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

RG42
12-7-2000 
20 kV
2000 
T3263 - one 
15.6 mm 
UV aged 
Slight necking

Sheath material
End Test 
Rate of voltage 
Completed time 
Cable reference 
Cable tension

ME6080
03-10-2000 
45 kV/m
2000 
Blue 
7.5 kN

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6080 sheath, UV aged 
T3263, sample one, code "blue one treated"

100 200 300 400 500 

Time [hours]

600 700 800

Figure II.XIII, T3263 sample one real time average leakage current first 892 hours
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893

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6080 sheath, UV aged 
T3263, sample one, code "blue one treated"

1944 hours
13.1 mA maximum
0.09 mA average

1493

Time [hours]
1693 1893

Figure II.XIV, T3263 sample one real time average leakage current second period

Time

Discharge 
73263, sample one, "blue one treated"

Events

Coulomb Bin

Figure II.XV, T3263 sample one discharge activity
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1.6 UV ageing effects, sample 2

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

RG42 Sheath material
12-7-2000 End Test 
20 kV Rate of voltage 
2000 Completed time 
T3263 - two Cable reference 
15.7 mm Cable tension 
UV aged 
Necking and longitudinal lines

ME6080
03-10-2000 
45 kV/m
2000 
Blue 
7.5 kN

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6080 sheath, UV aged 
T3263, sample two, code "blue two treated"

100 200 300 400 500 

Time [hours]

600 800

Figure II.XVI, T3263 sample two real time average leakage current first 892 hours
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22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6080 sheath, UV aged 
73263, sample two, code "blue two treated"

I 1944 hours 
19.2 mA maximum 
0.11 mA average

893 1293 1493 

Time [hours]
1893

Figure II.XVII, T3263 sample two real time average leakage current second period

Discharge 
T3263, sample two, "blue two treated"

Time

Events

Coulomb Bin

Figure II.XVIII, T3263 sample two discharge activity
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1.7 UV ageing effects, sample 3

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

RG42
12-7-2000 
20 kV
2000 
T3263 - one 
15.8 mm 
UV aged 
Crazing

Sheath material
End Test 
Rate of voltage 
Completed time 
Cable reference 
Cable tension

ME6081
03-10-2000 
45 kV/m
2000 
Red 
7.5 kN

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6081 sheath, UV aged 
T3263, sample three, code "red one treated"

200 300 400 500 

Time [hours]

600 700

Figure II.XIX, T3263 sample three real time average leakage current first 896 hours
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893

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6081 sheath, UV aged 
T3263, sample three, code "red one treated"

1293 1493

Time [hours]
1693 1893

Figure ILXX, T3263 sample three real time average leakage current second period

Time

Discharge 
73263, sample three, "red one treated"

Events

Coulomb Bin

Figure II.XXI, T3263 sample three discharge activity
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1.8 UV ageing effects, sample 4

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

RG42
12-7-2000 
20 KV
2000 
T3263 - two 
15.8 mm 
UV aged 
Crazing

Sheath material
End Test 
Rate of voltage 
Completed time 
Cable reference 
Cable tension

ME6081
03-10-2000 
45 kV/m
2000 
Red 
7.5 kN

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6081 sheath, UV aged 
T3263, sample four, code "red two treated"

200 300 400 500 

Time [hours]

700 800

Figure II.XXII, T3263 sample four real time average leakage current first 892 hours
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22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6081 sheath, UV aged 
T3263, sample four, code "red two treated"

893 1093 1293 1493 

Time [hours]
1693

Figure Il.XXin, T3263 sample four real time average leakage current second period

Discharge 
T3263, sample four, "red two treated"

Time

2500
Coulomb Bin

Figure II.XXIV, T3263 sample four discharge activity
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1.9 Low voltage comparison, sample 1

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

RG42 Sheath material
10-11-1998 End Test 
12.9 kV Rate of voltage 
1000 Completed time 
T2777 - one Cable reference 
1 5.76 mm Cable tension 
As per manufactured 
Dull surface. Max erosion depth is was 0.21

ME6080
23-12-1998 
36.3 kV/m
1000

8.0 kN 

mm

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6080 sheath 
72777, sample one

300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000100

Figure II.XXV, 12111 sample one real time average leakage
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1.10 Low voltage comparison, sample 2

Cable Type
Start Test
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference
Cable size
Cable condition 
Comments

RG42
10-11-1998
12.9 kV
1000 
T2777 - two
15.80 mm
As per manufactured 
Fitting failure

Sheath material
End Test
Rate of voltage 
Completed time 
Cable reference
Cable tension

ME6080
1-12-1998
45 kV/m
476

8.0 kN

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6080 sheath 
72777, sample two

300 400 500 600 700 800 900

Figure II.XXVI, T2777 sample two real time average leakage
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1.11 Low voltage comparison, sample 3

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

RG30 Sheath material
10-11-1998 End Test 
12.9kV Rate of voltage 
1000 Completed time 
T2777 - three Cable reference 
1 6.89 mm Cable tension 
As per manufactured 
Dull surface, small radial line. Max erosion

ME6080
23-12-1998 
45 kV/m
1000

10 kN 

depth is was 0.1 5 mm

30 kN ADSS cable with a ME6080 sheath 
72777, sample three

100 1000

Figure II. XXVII, T2777 sample three real time average leakage
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1.12 Low voltage comparison, sample 4

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

RG30 Sheath material
10-11-1998 End Test 
12.9 kV Rate of voltage 
1000 Completed time 
T2777 - four Cable reference 
1 6.89 mm Cable tension 
As per manufactured 
Dull surface. Max erosion depth is was 0.22

ME6080
23-12-1998 
45 kV/m
1000

10 kN 

mm

30 kN ADSS cable with a ME6080 sheath 
72777, sample four

100 200 300 400 500 600

Time [hours]

800 900 1000

Figure II.XXVIII, T2777 sample four real time average leakage
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1.13 Comparison, sample 1

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

RG42
09-02-1999 
20 kV 
1000 
T2794 - one 
15.65 mm 
As per manufactured 
Dry band evidence

Sheath material
End Test 
Rate of voltage 
Completed time 
Cable reference 
Cable tension

ME6080
7-4-1999 
44 kV/m
1319.5 
Blue 
7.5 kN

22.5 kN ADSS cable with a ME6080 sheath 
72794, sample one

400 600 800 

Time [hours]

1200

Figure II.XXIX, T2974 sample one real time average leakage
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Discharge 
T2794, sample one, "blue"

Coulomb Bin

Figure II.XXX, T2974sample one discharge activity
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1.14 Comparison, sample 2

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

Sheds
09-02-1 999 
20 kV 
2000 
T2794 - two 
16.87mm 
As per manufactured 
Track lines on sheds

Sheath material
End Test 
Rate of voltage 
Completed time 
Cable reference 
Cable tension

ME6080
7-4-1999 
44 kV/m
1319 
Red 
5.0 kN

15 kN ADSS cable with a ME6080 sheath 
T2794, sample two, sheds

200 400 600 800 

Time [hours]

1000

Figure II.XXXI, T2974 sample two real time average leakage
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Time

Discharge 
T2794, sample two, "red"

Figure H.XXXII, T2974 sample two discharge activity
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1.15 Comparison, sample 3

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

25 kN
09-02-1 999 
20 kV 
2000 
T2794 - three 
16.10 mm 
As per manufactured 
Dry band evidence

Sheath material
End Test 
Rate of voltage 
Completed time 
Cable reference 
Cable tension

7-4-1999 
44 kV/m
1319.5 
Red/Yellow 
8.3 kN

25 kN ADSS cable with a ME6080 sheath 
72794, sample three

200 400 600 800 

Time [hours]

1000

Figure II.XXXIII, T2974 sample three real time average leakage
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Discharge 
T2794, sample three

Time

Coulomb Bin

Figure H.XXXIV, T2974 sample three discharge activity
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1.16 Comparison, sample 4

Cable Type
Start Test 
Applied voltage 
Test time 
Test reference 
Cable size 
Cable condition 
Comments

12 kN Sheath material
09-02-1999 End Test 7-4-1999 
20 kV Rate of voltage 46.5 kV/m 
1000 Completed time 1183.0 
T2794 - four Cable reference Yellow 
14.30mm Cable tension 4.0 kN 
As per manufactured. Replacement for device that tripped rig 
Dry band evidence

12kN ADSScable
72794, sample four

Figure II.XXXV, T2974 sample four real time average leakage
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Discharge 
72794, sample tour, "yellow"

Time

Coulomb Bin

Figure II.XXXVI, T2974 sample four discharge activity
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III. Typical line configurations

A* °'S • °-8 -•«
C

11 kV SINGLE CIRCUIT

£ 
•

j'

1 »» r* I- '•* •/(•: A m~ — • — — t — — — — - -• «

i i'.s! *• 2 -1 2 *
| ji,
i rm_ 1.8 ! 1.8
| C W ™~* "~" ^ —— —— —— — W L.

I
i

33 kV DOUBLE CIRCUIT

1 *

1

3 '" yl»--3---|

'is
l 
I-*-. .

|,a
C» * HC» -j

I
132kV SINGLE CIRCUIT

———————————————————————————

r* *- s -!--i-6--*ff, •— — — -\- ~ ~ 9 tj 

1

1.7 1 i1 !
1 [•-- ——— «8 i

! |0? i ,- 1.2 1.2
>»•_-!__, ; c

! >„
| ^- r-.c :
; i :
! 11kV SINGLE CIRCUIT ; 33 kV SINGLE CIRCUIT

; i ; •i V • i
j | • i |L3
' 2-5 I ' •> I 5i ^_L? —— , fl ' A*—* ———— *---•*'
! I ; i 2 ;•• i A.-j-s J 1 ! •• 2-6 T 2-5 ••• =
i ^ w ~~~ ^^ i 

! "l J2
! 1 r» _2__i__-Z •,- :
i (- — — — -»C C» T »C ;i i L8 i i1 1 1

! . 68 kV WOOD POLES ' 66 kV DOUBLE CIRCUIT !
; f i

• !
1 1 i
i I 3- 4 1 !! ^»__« —— 3_7 — .x,- . fl ._«j_^..^ ii u.i : :
1 *. 4-6 -1 "-6 ..- 3'5 1
| |,7 ,._-^_.V _?__..c j

3.7 3.7; c»— — — — 1- — — — -• c' !
i 1

! 132 kV DOUBLE CIRCUIT 110kV WOOD POLES j

i • . • f \

' 73 I 73 I 6'1 'i ^ r **2 *--- _ -L — i
! I 1 '•1 i 1

,6 ; ,8.7

1 ! ! •
A9 S -•„ B »C I *• 1 ° «, 10 «C

1 B • ^

22OkV SINGLE CIRCUIT i 275 kV SINGLE CIRCUIT

*i«- — -!•---• f2 

1 I 1 "
f,._-_4_a._.£2 „.._.__[_.._...,.

! !•
I 8 '2 £•• ——— 9 ——— -)--9 ——— -••fl- 

I L 

A» '" • 12 '2 »C 7 ' 7*• TB *c c» •- — -+-- — -• »c- 
1 1

|6.7
..-J:1 —————— L1 --..-

1
|6.7

C. " 4- 6' 1 .c- 
I

275 kV DOUBLE CIRCUIT

fj»— -T — — *f2

;,,A!:--*-!-- '--• v • • ; • •*
10

s » •__£•!>_ J_l? __ • •.,• • ^ ••"'e
• • fi ' a A *c*.-~-r-- »,c-

380 kV SINGLE CIRCUIT 400 kV DOUBLE CIRCUIT 400 kV DOUBLE CIRCUIT

Typical line configurations, (GEC Measurements handbook, 1987)
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IV. Hunterston trial

Hunterston unfiltered leakage current, re-constructed data Fibrespan with NEWS sheath, during "once in a 25 year event"

192 hours
3.52 mA maximum
0.20 mA average

Hunterston history
Installed 19/02/90
Joint satemenl of success 19/09/91
Cable repositioned 22/10/91
Inspection by CIGRE 05/06/92
Final inspection of year 27/10/92
No leakage current above 1 mA
18/1/93 to 25/1/93 high activity (see graph)
22/1/93 current peaked above 3.5 mA

100 120 
Time [hours]

140 160 180 200

Figure IV.I, Maximum leakage current during failure event

Histogram of recorded activity at Hunterston 
Between the 18/1/93 and 25/1/93, ten minute maximum current values

1000 p==_
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~-^-~
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0.10 0.36 0.75 1-50 

Bin

3.50

Figure IV.II, Histogram of maximum leakage current during failure event
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Hunterston unfiltered leakage current, re-constructed data 
Fibre span with NEWS sheath, standard operation, high voltage field

MM 4773 hours
1.2mA maximum 
0.04 mA averageHunterston history

Cable repositioned 22/10/91 
Data complied from:

Novemver 1991 
December 1991 
Febuary 1992 
April 1992 
March 1992 
June 1992

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 

Time [hours]

3000 4000 4500

Figure IV.HI, Maximum leakage current during normal operation

Histogram of recorded activity at Hunterston 
Between the November 91 and June 92, four hour maximum current values

10000

1000

100

Bin

Figure IV.IV, Histogram of maximum leakage current during normal operation
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Scaled and overlaid data

£
^
.*

1
Q.
10•a
c

30.8 -H

28.6 -

26.3

24.1 -

21.9

19.7 -

17.4 -

15.2

13.0 -

10.8

8.6 -

5"

E,
•*>*c
£
k.

0

8
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3

2

1

0

r 100

10000

Figure IV.VIII Wind speed, leakage current and resistance during failure event.

Variable analysis

10000.00

1.00
1.5 2 

Leakage current [mA]

Figure IV.IX Analysis of Resistance and wind speed for failure event.
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Investigation into possible transients

20 40 60 80 100 120 140
10000.00 10000

20 40 60 80 100 120 140
0.10

Figure IV.X Transience between rainfall and leakage current during failure event.

Activity time

I

g £ 3000

1
.<2 2000

I

Over the monitored period then:
The leakage current was above 0.4 mA for 15% of the time 
The resistance was below 900 k ohm for 15% of the time 
Compared with rainfall that was recorded for 15% of the time

40 60 

Percentage of time

100

Figure IV.XI Activity times of rainfall and leakage current during failure event
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Hunterston failure operation 
Normalised for long term measurements and failure event

1000

100

2

o

i a

-or 89.5% of the time average current
is equal or below 0.05 mA. Note that

no value was zero

Between and including 0.10 and 0.65 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.8538 to the

relationship: 
Y=109.27 exp( -10.279 X)

Between and including 0.70 and 3.55 mA
there is a R squared fit of 0.4845 to the relationship: 

Y=0.3741 exp( -0.7721 X)

0.01
1.5 2 2.5 3 

mA Maximum (ratio from four hour and ten minute periods)

Figure IV .XII, Analysis of Hunterston maximum current leakage

Hunterston failure event operation at 25 kV

1000

For 54.5% of the time average current 
is equal or below 0.05 mA. Note that 

no value was zero

Between and including 0.10 and 0.65 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.9337 to the

realtionship: 
Y=185.55 exp(-7.0113 X)

Between and including 0.70 and 3.55 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.5995 to the

realtionship: 
Y=5.464 exp( -0.5481 x)

0.01
2 2.5 

mA Maximum (ten minute period)

Figure IV.XIII, Analysis of Hunterston failure event
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V. Data analysis

Complete ME6081 analysis 20 kV 45 kV/m 
T3263 samples 1 to 4, 2000 hours test each

1000 iff

100

10

For 66.9% of the time average current 
is below 0.05 mA

Between and including 0.1 and 2.8 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.9837 to the

relationship: 
____Y=88.436 exp( -2.8928 X)

Above 2.8 mA there are random
events that last total of 0.021 %
of the time. The limited events
provides little correlation. The
approximate to the data set

shown:
Y=0.04exp(-0.1 X) 

(between 2.8 and 4 mA)

Normalised time provides the direct
time spent at each average current

over the 1000 hours

1.5 2 2.5 
mA Average

3.5

Figure V.I, Combined analysis ME6081 material

Complete ME6081 analysis 20 kV 45 kV/m, UV aged 
73263 samples 3 to 4, 2000 hours test each

1000 T

For 71.6% of the time average current 
is below 0.1 mA

Between and including 0.1 and 1.0 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.999 to the

relationship: 
Y=166.34 exp( -4.6162 X)____

V

Between and including 1.1 and 4.4 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.7938 to the

relationship: 
Y=2.3513exp( -1.1797X)

0.1

0.01

Normalised time provides the direct
time spent at each average current

over the 1000 hours. "tic:

1.5 2 2.5 

mA Average

3.5

Figure V.II, Combined analysis ME6081UV aged material
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Complete ME6080 analysis 20 kV 45 kV/m, UV aged 
T3263 samples 1 to 2, 2000 hours test each

1000

100

For 74.7% of the time average current

Between and including 1.0 and 8.9 mA
there is a R squared fit of 0.6807 to the

relationship: 
Y=0.9007 exp( -0.4282 X)

Between and including 0.1 and 1.0 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.9950 to the

relationship: 
Y=136.9 exp( -4.5981 X)

Show in this plot to approximate values
beyond the data set then:

Y=1.0exp(-0.5X)

Normalised time provides the direct
time spent at each average current

over the 1000 hours.

0.01

Figure V.III, Combined analysis ME6080 aged material

Complete ME6080 analysis 12.9 kV 45 kV/m, 30kN 
72777 samples 3 to 4, 1000 hours test each

1000 «

I I §$ 
£
I

e 

|

I
I 
I

Normalised time provides the direct 
time spent at each average current 

over the 1000 hours.
For 90.4% of the time average current 

is below 0.1 mA

Between and including 0.1 and 0.8 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.9536 to the

relationship: 
Y=53.943 exp( -4.9624 X)

Between and including 0.8 and 2.2 mA
there is a R squared fit of 0.2068 to the

relationship:
Y=0.6432 exp( -0.5341 X) 

This represents 0.48% of the time

0.01
2 2.5 

mA Average

Figure V.IV, Combined analysis ME6080 material
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Complete ME6080 analysis 12.9 kV 45 kV/m, 22.5kN 
72777 samples 1 to 2, 1000/476 hours each

1000

100

§ 1

Normalised time provides the di 
time spent at each average current 

over the 1000 hours.

Between and including 0.1 and 0.6 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.9636 to the

relationship: 
Y =96.391 exp{-9.1194 X)

Between and including 0.8 and 2.2 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.4096 to the

relationship:
Y=0.5343 exp( -0.8654 X) 

This represents 0.16% of the time

0.01

Figure V.V Combined analysis ME6080 material

22.5 kN ME6080 analysis 20 kV 45 kV/m 
T2723 samples 1, 1319 hour

1000

Normalised time provides the direct
time spent at each average current

over the 1000 hours.

Between and including 0.1 and 0.6 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.9883 to the

relationship: 
Y=69.985 exp( -7.9573 X)

Between and including 0.8 and 3.2 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.4096 to the

relationship: 
Y=0.7238 exp( -0.5949 X)

0.01
0.5

Figure V.VI, Analysis ME6080 material
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Cable with Sheds at 20 kV 44 kV/m 
72729 samples 2, 1319 hour

1000

100

Normalised time provides the direct 
time spent at each average current 

over the 1000 hours.
For 93.6% of the time average current 

is below 0.1 mA

Between and including 0.1 and 0.7 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.9726 to the

relationship: 
Y=77.279 exp( -7.5539 X)

Between and including 0.8 and 5.5 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.111 to the

relationship: 
Y=0.2479 expf -0.0597 X)

0.01

Figure V.VII, Analysis cable with Sheds

25 kN Cable at 20 kV 44 kV/m 
72729 samples 3, 1319 hour

1000

100

S 
I

S
o T-

I

For 91.7% of the time average currently'm/s^tt/A 
is below 0.1 mA

Normalised time provides the direct
time spent at each average current

over the 100O hours.
Between and including 0.1 and 0.6 mA 

there is a R squared fit of 1.0 to the
relationship: 

Y=77.279 exp( -7.5539 X)
Between and including 0.5 and 8.0 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.5336 to the

relationship: 
Y=1.1283 exp( -0.3414 X)

0.01
0.5

Figure V.VIII, Analysis ME6080 material
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12 kN Cable at 20 kV 46 kV/m 
72729 samples 4, 1183 hour

1000

g 100

For 92.3% of the time average current 
Is below 0.1 mA

Normalised time provides the direct
time spent at each average current

over the 1000 hours.

Between and including 0.1 and 0.6 mA 
there is a R squared fit of .9995 to the

relationship: 
Y=74.721 exp( -7.4097 X)

Between and including 0.6 and 7.4 mA 
there is a R squared fit of 0.1812 to the

relationship: 
Y=0.7663 exp( -0.1678 X)

0.01
0.5

Figure V.IX, Analysis ME6080 material
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Integrating between 0.0 mA and maximum arc Limit

Analysis Type Integral of transformed Integral of squared
exponential fit transformed exponential fit

ME6081 20 kV 45 kV/m 30.5 20.9

ME6081 20 kV 45 kV/m, UV aged 35.9 15.4

ME6080 20 kV 45 kV/m, UV aged 29.7 12.9

ME6080 12.9 kV 45 kV/m, 30 kN 10.6 4.0

ME6080 12.9 kV 45 kV/m, 22.5 kN 10.4 2.3

ME6080 20 kV 45 kV/m, 22.5 kN 8.6 2.1

Sheds 10.0 2.5

20 kV 44 kV/m, 25 kN 10.2 2.7

20kV46kV/m, 12 kN 9.8 2.5

Hunterston operation 10.7 2.1

Hunterston failure 26.9 7.5 

Table V.I, Integral results including total current functions

Integrating between 0.1 mA and maximum arc Limit

Analysis Type 

ME6081 20 kV 45 kV/m

ME6081 20 kV 45 kV/m, UV aged

ME6080 20 kV 45 kV/m, UV aged

ME6080 12.9 kV 45 kV/m, 30 kN

ME6080 12.9 kV 45 kV/m, 22.5 kN

ME6080 20 kV 45 kV/m, 22.5 kN

Sheds

20 kV 44 kV/m, 25 kN

20kV46kV/m, 12kN

Hunterston operation

Hunterston failure

Integral of transformed 
exponential fit 

29.4

33.1

27.4

9.6

8.0

7.0

8.2

8.4

8.1

7.7

22.7

Integral of squared 
transformed exponential fit 

20.8

15.2

12.7

4.0

2.1

2.0

2.4

2.5

2.4

1.9

7.3

Table V.II, Integral results from imposed 0.1 mA limit
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Analysis Type 

ME6081 20 kV 45 kV/m

ME6081 20 kV 45 kV/m, UV aged

ME6080 20 kV 45 kV/m, UV aged

ME6080 12.9 kV 45 kV/m, 30 kN

ME6080 12.9 kV 45 kV/m, 22.5 kN

ME6080 20 kV 45 kV/m, 22.5 kN

Sheds

20kV44kV/m,25kN

20kV46kV/m, 12kN

Hunterston operation

Hunterston failure

Table V.III, Integral results from

Analysis Type 

ME6081 20 kV 45 kV/m

ME6081 20 kV 45 kV/m, UV aged

ME6080 20 kV 45 kV/m, UV aged

ME6080 12.9 kV 45 kV/m, 30 kN

ME6080 12.9 kV 45 kV/m, 22.5 kN

ME6080 20 kV 45 kV/m, 22.5 kN

Sheds

20 kV 44 kV/m, 25 kN

20kV46kV/m, 12kN

Hunterston operation

Hunterston failure

Integrating between 0.2 mA

Integral of transformed 
exponential fit 

27.0

27.4

22.8

7.8

4.7

4.5

5.4

5.6

5.4

4.2

16.0

imposed 0.2 mA limit

Integrating between 0.3 mA

Integral of transformed 
exponential fit 

23.9

21.4

17.8

5.8

2.5

2.6

3.2

3.4

3.2

2.0

10.4

and maximum arc Limit

Integral of squared 
transformed exponential fit 

20.4

14.4

12.0

3.7

1.6

1.6

1.9

2.1

2.0

1.4

6.3

and maximum arc Limit

Integral of squared 
transformed exponential fit 

19.7

12.9

10.8

3.2

1.1

1.1

1.4

1.6

1.4

0.9

4.9

Table V.IV, Integral results from imposed 0.3 mA limit
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Analysis Type 

ME6081 20 kV 45 kV/m

ME6081 20 kV 45 kV/m, UV aged

ME6080 20 kV 45 kV/m, UV aged

ME6080 12.9 kV 45 kV/m, 30 kN

ME6080 12.9 kV 45 kV/m, 22.5 kN

ME6080 20 kV 45 kV/m, 22.5 kN

Sheds

20 kV 44 kV/m, 25 kN

20kV46kV/m, 12kN

Hunterston operation

Hunterston failure

Integrating between 0.4 mA

Integral of transformed 
exponential fit 

20.7

16.1

13.4

4.2

1.2

1.4

1.7

2.0

1.7

0.9

6.5

and maximum arc Limit

Integral of squared 
transformed exponential fit 

18.5

11.0

9.3

2.6

0.6

0.7

0.9

1.1

0.9

0.5

3.5

Table V.V, Integral results from imposed 0.4 mA limit
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VI. Detailed diagrams
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